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Scven were Hding in this late model Chop. crew cob truck driving up the proximately half an hour six of the seven were in Mills Memorial hospital 
Nan Road &ore Terrace, at 7 p.m. Wednesday, when It left the road and where they are reported in stshle condition. See story below, 
dropped over an embankmeat fter ounding a curve at mile 10½. A~- 
, ... Six hospitalized in truck accident 
'quick thinking and im- disappear into the trees helped four.poople up..The Vcra Da.vis.wi, i~j.uries to ~ied e~n~l~d gone over 
mediate action of the part of Mow. flf~ ha.d to De t~.en up Dy a me .nca.a. ~luney. ~:a.wards,_ .unnamen_c. near me. 
a logging truck driver was Granger immediately (a t  stresca~, ~ m a state o! nun . in  m_.e., on_eat and ..s~ne m.te, on "~n .u~any o~ 
lsstrumental, Wednesday 7:10 p.m.) radioed the Tw~ severe sn .ocz . . ,  . . sn.omaer; "r~i.ty ~:u.waras, m.e.P..r~.o~w.eeK: A~Oncel " 
night, in the safe rescue of River CanCel office ana w.une.we wereaown, a.t .me wstn tacerauo.ns ~o ner ~tcmi ,  wewmsme scenem 
sovonoecupantsofavchlcle reported the aceideat. After erasnslta.we, tmneoze(Iule xoceneaa.ana ~taw.urt.Ed- theacclnont, te.|aa .r.epar~ 
.that we~t off the road and notifying the RCMP ann eaw~'ycao!e~opr~eamre..waras,.amo sumrm~ Item .e cw~ve, .wn~e me. ~c- 
dawn ,a ,steep. embaniunmt _~.~.b...u~nco, ..file . industr ia l . ,  -Terrace l~d. twoam-  ~.c~a.uom_ ~e foreh~d, cment .~ooK pJace, . ; ls |a 
., ~ .~ .M6 bush at Mile i0½ : ~t . i  ~.Ai, .d.. atwn~nt, .. K m~ ,m~%, . ,  a na ~/ .  ~ .~ ,~.~l~,.~..~e~a~.~r~._~.~.~.:~e~.,~;~eo~.a,~;~n~ 
on.,tl/e: Nass Ro~d, [i~Om ~ g  ~and Br~ce V'an- ~c l~ •a[ •me site in.what ~a~'  ~ I~u.  ~ ~ ~,  Eem onvers ~ng it ac mo 
Highway 16, Terrace. dai'~Icht s.l~d to the scene..seemed to he ~ more than Thursaay, the ~m.x were mgna s . I  .~t.'~... t ~ • 
• Said Bruce, inter, ten minutes after the eall-in, reported to be in sausmctory .:v.on wine me HERALD 
• Ken Granger, the driver ,M recalling the event, "When 
truck No. 1~ of Takhar we got there a boy was 
Logging, under sub contract already ont. The truck was 
in Twin River Lumber, just lying with its lights still on, 
happened to .see the late dawn a very steep era- 
model white Chevrolet crew • buckmont. There were logs 
cab truck, with seven support)ng the road 
immmgers aboard, go ov~ shoulder. I let a rope down 
the right shoulder and ondKonandlweatdownand 
Vandergucht said all the and stable condition at the photoarapher was , 
passengersappeared to be MllisMemorielHeepltal. A photol~rapblng the accident 
bleeding from the head; one, seventh paksenger in the .site, a huge truck tanker. 
he thought, had severed a accident vehicle did not rounded the curve and ap- 
finger and one woman' a require hospitalization. At peared to tilt at a Idghangle, 
possible broken collarbone, press, time,'. Thtu'sda~;' ed-" .preaarioualy rounding the 
Injured in the vehicle ternean, no. names were bend. The reed is a 
were: AbrahamDavls, with heingreleanedbytheRCMP, reatrictedlo~ingread,usnd 
facial and hand injuries; An unconfirmed report atthe drivers' risk 
 BEW Strike could affect 
 41can Eurocan and Cancel 
by Donna Vallie~s 
Alean, ~ Eureean and 
CanCel in Prince Rupert 
could be picketted by ualun 
employees of 'Pacific Nor- 
thern Gas as pert of the 
strike action escalation of 
the workers. 
Forty-one members of the 
descriptions, the union agent 
said, "things that most 
places take for granted." 
Wages are not the most 
important aspect of the 
contract talks, Dowling said, 
"but rather "Job security is. 
possibility of extending 
picketting .to Westcoast 
Transmission. 
~. Pac~c Northern Gas is a 
subsidiary of Weatcoast 
Transmission, wholesaler of 
The company has stated thegastoseveralretailersin 
FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1978 
Kitimat- 
Pr. Rupert 
get ferry 
Kitimat is to soon receive 
B.C. Ferry Corporation 
service through Minette Bay 
• Marina's Mr. B. Orleans and 
the seventy feet Canadian 
Three .  . 
The contract to carry 
passengers from Kifimat to 
Prince Rupert, and Rupert 
to Kit/mat, has been signed, 
say marina, officials. This 
ferry will run two days a 
week and, as soon as the 
service begins, will be based 
in Prince Rup~t. 
Mr. Orleans . was 
unavailable forcommeat as 
he was in Rupert attempting 
to acquire mooring space 
there. : 
Tentatively the route stops 
will include Port Simpson, 
Kincolith, Rupert and 
Kitimat.. 
Presently the Canadian 
Three, which is a completely 
changed boat. from the old 
Nschako I that it once was, is 
based in Kitimat. 
Prtcea will be set by the 
B.C. Ferry  Corporation, 
according to marina per- 
seunel. 
Public service will begin 
as .soon as mooring ~nd 
details have been cleared up 
within a month, estimate 
marina officials. 
meeting 
. The meeting to hear' SPCA 
Vancouver  representative 
Leach and to organize a local 
SPCA. branch for the 
Terraee.Thornldli area will 
be held at the Thomlalll Jr. 
High School at 7:30 p.m. and 
not 9"30 p.m. a t  f irst 
reported in the HERALD. 
Terrace Jaycces will be 
holding their annual in. 
stoilatlon Bail thls.Saturday, 
June I0, at the L~else Hotel. 
Cocktails will'be served nt 
p.m., Dinner at 8 and dan. 
cing will commence at 9:30. 
For further information and 
tickets, contact , Doug 
Mlsfeldt at Simpson-Sears, 
4615 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, or phoue 635-6541. 
No, it isn't he headquarters of ~ne Bicycle 1"nlef, What is 
going on inside? See photo at bottom of page: 
• Terrace chapel 
, for L,B, Saints 
Members of The Church of first saints toembark insuch 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints have purchased land 
on the 4400 block of Waish 
here in Terrace, and mw 
have set into motion a full 
• scale building fund drive, in 
order to nbtaln money for the 
building of a chapel on this 
property. Over 100 members 
in the Terrace area will he 
busy in the up coming 
months On differeat fund 
raising projects. Everyone 
is involved with the hullding 
I~ojsot from young mere- 
hers who give of their time 
and talents, to the ol&r 
members who give of their 
shills, resources, md tabour. 
a pro jec t  because, The 
Church of Jesus "Christ of 
Latter-day Saints is a word 
wide church with nearly four 
million members throughout 
the world, and in 1977 there 
were', over 500, chapels 
cempleted tomeet file needs. 
of the" Saints worldwide. 
Latter-day Saint' ckapels 
are busy places. They are 
designed' an multi function 
buildings with everything 
from, worship, services, 
ftmerals~ youth activities to 
spurhs tal~ng place within 
their walls. They are at- 
tractively designed and the 
Terrace Chapel should be a 
Latter-day Saints in the welcome addition to the 
Terrace area won't be the community. 
Phone workers 
• meet  : tol g vei  
Telep.hone Employee  was collected 'locally, with 
Community Funds will meet the Three Rivers Workshop 
in Prince George this 
Thursday. Trustees 
, distributed more than 
$225,000, from the 1977 
campaign, to about 200 
~ebaritable organizations 
throughout the provlace-~he 
largest amount ever pledged 
by employees. 
Dmis Jansen, and Glen 
Cameron are represmting 
the employees ofthe Terrace 
ares. 
receiving the lion's share~ 
The Cancer Society of 
Terrace received $418 with 
the remainder being divided 
among 15 local 
organizatione. 
This marked the 22rid year 
of operation for the 
provincial campaign and 
chains that time it has 
contributed about ~,000,000 
to needy groups and in. 
' dividmis. 
• Johnson ,C i ty  % 
accord  reached?  
The District of Te~'race Mayor Dave Ma/-oney, spectfied time p~iod which' 
and Mickey • Johnson who had promised a the municipality has agreed 
Recreation Ltd. have statement on the matter, to. 
reached a settlement on the was unavailable for com-. 
ment as of presstime Another stipulation i  the 
Thursday. agreement made b ~  
According to reports, lawyers for the two aides is 
Johnson has agreed to make reported to be a news 
necessary changes to a plan blackout on details of the 
for new premises within a agreement. 
setting lorest policy for the next 20 years. See story below. 
Pub l i cmeet ing  to 
exp la in  PSYU P lan  
The public will be able to labour recreational groups 
psrticipute in setting the and .the generalPubltc. Each 
policy and planning for the committee will operate 
developement and bar- independent ly  but a 
vesting of the forests which mechanism will be created 
are the backbone of the in- to enable the'three eem- 
dustrlal, and recreational mittoes to keep informed of 
economy ' of Terrace,' one another's decisions. 
Kitimat, Kitwanga and the Public meetings are 
lfanelton communities, if a planned to explain In detail 
new plan proposed by the the unit plan concept and to. 
Forest ,Service goes into organize the public advisory 
effect, The B.C. Forest committees. The Forest 
Service is soliciting public Service strongly urges the 
psrtieipation i  "PSYU" public to attend and express 
(Public Sustained Yield their concerns for the 
Unit) plan through the exonomie, recreational nd 
formation of three public environmental, future of the 
advisory committees in Skeona PSYU. a mestil~ is 
Terrace, Kitwanga a~d scheduled in Terrace for 
lfanelton, Each ~0mmitiee June 15 at 7:30 p,m, in the 
• wlilinelude the.entire rah~ .lecture theatre of the 
of- forest users including Caledonia Senior Secendary 
reprmmtatives of ind~try, School, 
l, 
that the union is making the province. 
lntorontiounlBrotherhood of "excessive demands which There are 16 IBEW lengthy dispute concerning 
Electrical Werkecs (IBEW) would placethem Wellahead members in Terrace, three Mickey Johnson's operation 
within the provincewunt on of other B.C. utility in Kitimat, with others in of a "business in con- 
PNG offices from Prince travontion 01 municipal strike ear ly this week wurkors." , . . . . 
'following breakdown in. Dowling~ted, hewerS, -'..RupertteFortSt.Jsmesand zoning by.rows, acoorcmg w
negotiations for a firs( that the union is not even vancouver, unconfirmed repom. . .  
contra~t for PNG workers, asking for parity with other • l m a .  s • 
Rick Dowling, ousiness gas Workers in the province' x unman mma tar 
agent for the union, was m beea~e the .wa~e gap is-so . . . . . .  . . . .  " " -  
Terrace thts w~k to meet great. " "Playing to win" 
with members of the union, Dewling also replied to 
as well as other union 
members from Alean, 
Eurocan and CanCel. 
These three companies 
supply 85 percent of PNG's 
revenue, 'according to 
Dowling,. and he asked the 
companies to switch to 
:alternate fuel sources for the 
duration of the strike. The 
companies refused: 
"As far as we're een- 
cerded, they are allying 
themselves with Pacifi( 
Northern Gas," DowlinA 
said, "and could be subject. 
to picket action." 
Dowling said he feels IBEW 
members would have the 
support of other unions who 
would honour their pi.ckct. 
lines. 
At the same time, Dowling 
said the union is encouraging 
PNG customers not to pay 
their gas bill because they 
will not be getting normal 
service. 
"The service they will be 
getting would be by scabs,'.' 
be said. 
PNG union m~nbers have 
been trying to get a flint 
contract since May, 1977. but 
have "hit opposition (from 
the company) since day 
one," Dowling stated. 
The main demands of the 
employees include union 
recognition, Job security and 
clarification of Job 
charges made by the cem- 
pony that the union has not 
madearrangemeats to cope 
with e~nergeacy situations, 
stating that the company has 
not approached the union to 
do so, 
P icket~ union members 
are nevertholeu lYropaced to 
ausw~ any umergenoy call, 
such as a gas leak, wi?lie oa 
strike, he said; 
"There's no way we would 
Jeapordise the publie," he 
said. 
Dowling said he would be 
discussing general strike 
action and escalation of 
p icket~ with local ualun 
members while he is in 
Terrace, as "well ea the 
Weather: Cloudy 
with rainshowers 
during the day, 
4 
Hem'y Therrtee, coach of 
the NorthWest Spertsmou!s 
Minor LeagUe Girls Softball 
toam'teld the HERALD, 
Thursday. that he had been 
notified he could no longer 
coach his team became the 
coach from the Lakelse 
Pharmacy team said it was 
net fun to play against he 
N.W. Sportsmen's girls 
because they played "Just to 
win." Therrlen said a 
second reason given by Bob 
Turner. president of the 
Girls Minor Softball League 
for his suspension was he 
had not reed all 13 girls ea 
the team in all ten games,. 
He claims the team has an 
almost unbroken recordof 
wins Therrien said he was 
especially upset at '  his 
dismissal because it came 
just two days before the 
Girls Minor Softball Tour- 
nemont, which will be held in 
Agar Park this coming 
Saturday and Sunday. "st 
least hey ~nid have told me 
I had to use all 13 girls on my 
string in every game, I was 
never givun any warning, 
either" he said. 
Therrien added that his 
team's ponsor, Bert Goulet 
of NorthWest Sportsmen 
p lannedto  attend Thur- 
sday 's  game and 'has 
promised to leek into the 
• o 
  ttere your 
mat~. 
• "Of course I take my team 
• seriously, and want than to 
win," said Therrion. "I 'm 
sure proud of them. They 
work and practice like real 
troopers. This news comes 
as a real blow to all of us. I 
.hope it can he settled 
sstisfactorlly. I don't care so 
much about myself, it's the 
girls I 'm thinking of." 
money goes 
VANCOUVER(CP) - wccn now and 19~, the 
British Columbia Hydro said earlleat expected completion 
.Tuesday it will carry out a date, Hydro spokesman 
feasibility study on a new '~ave Robertson said. 
.head office in Vancouver 
that could co6t $67 mdlllon. At a planned 600,'000 
The figure is a ~ery squarofeet, the development 
pre l iminary  es t imate  would rank among the dity's 
allowing for inflation bet. largest. 
Answer to I~icycle mystery photo at top of page. While their bicycles were "parked" 
outside the Herald office, an uncounted number of Herald news carriers were inside, at a 
special meeting to disease the& routes and policy. With the more than doubled r-. 
culation of the Terrace-Kitimnt Herald there Is a sudden demand for carriers to deliver 
the paper to subscribers. 
/ 
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2,4-D could cause problems 
PENTICTON, B,C. (CP) programs, said that evl. vestigations branch, 
--  Pheno~y herldddce 
B,4-D open risks ofn- 
malf~'matian a d peesib]y 
i nem~ the prevalence of 
cancer, a Simon FrAser 
University biologist said 
Wedlmday. 
Dr. Tbeodor Sterling made 
the comment during a 
hearing by ' the  British 
Columbia etude  control 
appeal beard into the use of 
3,4-D in the Ohanalan Lake 
system, 
Steril~ was one of two 
witum presmted by tho 
South Okaeagan Evlron- 
mental Coalition, whkh 
oppefea use of the herbicide. 
I ,  
']'be otiu~,' envirunmeatal 
engineer Gil Zemansky of 
Seattle, said it is difficult o 
measure the adverts effects 
of S,4-D because adequnto 
studies have net been 
carried out on low-level 
concentrations of 2,4,5-T and 
3,4-D. 
The saves-member appeal 
board, headed by Valter 
Raudeepp, former deputy' 
minbter of water resources 
and former chaL, man of the 
provincial peHutiou control 
board, is considering 
wheth~ 2,4-D should be used 
in the Okanagan .water 
s~zt~z this summer to fight 
Eurasian miifeil weed. 
EVIDENCE CONFUSING 
Sterling, of Simon Fras~'s 
computer science.depart- 
ment, and a t~olngist with a 
background in cancer- 
related s tud ies  and 
to t  
donee Of the horn~ul effects specific information con- 
d berblddes such ae 2,4-D ~.  cernk~ drift activity in the 
" f ragmentary ,  poorly- Okauspn Lake system and 
organized, confusing and what effect this actian will 
some of it misleading." 
He said, however, t~at he 
evidence as a whole in- 
dicates use of phenoxy 
herbicides like 2,4-D opine 
risks ofnmalformations 
among people ~d wildiife, 
end possibly increases the 
prevalence of cancer. 
S ter l ing  suggested 
mechanical harvesting as an 
alternative to herbicide to 
get rid of the mllfoil. He said 
that a secondary industry to 
dispose of mllfoil also would 
alleviate labor problems in 
the Okasagan Valley. 
Zemamky, who is working 
en .doctorate in ea- 
vironmcntsl engineering at 
the University of 
Washington; described a 
similar issue which arose 
over miifoil in Lake 
Washington. 
PUBLIC CONCERN 
Although it first was 
,decided tones 2,4-D, be 
said, because of public 
concern " concern over 
possible health hazards in- 
volved, it was decided that 
2,4-D would only be used in 
seattle .under str ict lab 
eonditLo~ and mechanical 
means would have to be used 
in the Lake. 
• Zemaasky and:  hoard 
mnmbers asked Dr. Peter 
Newrotlt abiologist with the 
• provincial water in- 
have on dispersal of the 
chemical, . . 
Nowroth said he has the 
needed informatlou but that 
it would be supplied at a 
later time. 
Referring to the 1976 
studies done by Newreth on 
S,4-D and mlltofl, ~ausky  
said he tried for ,several 
moniha by telephone and 
mail to obtain further input 
and data lout was unable to 
get the material. 
APPEAI~ INAJDEQUATE 
"It the information is not 
readily available, it would 
appear that papers end 
studies completed to date 
are not adequate," 
Zemansky said. 
He also said that there are 
a number of groups who 
went to see a return of the 
miltoll in Cheshpeake Bay,' 
Vs. 
Although the plant was 
once prolific in the Virginia 
coastal bay, it has rersated 
greatly in recent years along 
with other acquatic plant 
life, he said. The United 
States Environmental  
Protection Agency, fish and 
wildlife agencies and the 
University of Virginia are 
among t~eae who would llke 
to see this plant and others 
reintroduced to gcve a 
natural balance of species in 
the acquatic plant families of. 
the bay. , 
The bearing continues. 
• PCB pushes Com co 
to Clean-up e f f luent  
The ~hoard charged 
Comlnco earlier this year 
with failing to meet p?llution 
control standards. ' • 
The board bad ordered the 
company to complete a list of 
impro~emeats by Dee. '31, 
1977. 
'['be company was ordered 
to remove contaminants 
from its fertilizer plant, treat 
W~ and drainage water 
at Sullivan mines, treat 
water from a tlllingn pond 
and storage area near the 
sexakm, zx. S.C. (C~) 
- -  The ~ pollution control 
board wLll decide Within six 
weeks whether the deadline 
willbe extruded for Ca~ 
Ltd. to compl~e an '~t  
treatment plant at its mining 
.end fe~tllcer operation in 
this southeastern British 
Columbia community, a said 
The decision followed a 
daylong hearing before the 
board. 
fertilizer plant and diapese of  
the remaining domestic 
sewage from the fertilizer 
plant. 
The hoar¢l earlier tttraed 
down an application by Com- ' 
ineo to have the order 
amended to give them more 
time to build an effluent 
plant, scheduled for eam- 
pletlon imiste 1979. 
Tests showed pollution 
from the mining operation 
was entering Mark Creek 
and the St. Mary's River. 
Graveyar¢ phi  workers 
" . . . . .  save threefromfire. 
!~'~CTORIA (CP) - Two ~mea while walking I~ome were 'reported 
fast-thinking city parks from an oye~,nij~t shift.i condition. 
employees were credited . Belton s~id they rescued 
with savi~ the life of a baby me oocul~nU of the aparL. 
andraseufngtwoadultsfrom meat and doused nearly all 
an early morning fire today the fire before the 
in a city apartment, flreQ~htere could arrive. 
Mike Belton, Victoria Belton said Michel le/  
deputy fire chief, said the Christine Kolody, Kalvin 
consequeaces of the fire James Girhad and the baby 
would have been far mm'e were taken to Victoria 
seadous if not for the actions General Hospital for 
of Rob Cowan and Mike treatment of smoke 
Paget, both ~1, who spotted inhalation and shock. "All 
Ross murder charge 
"~ICTORIA (CP) -  City told a news conference 
police have charged Tommy 
Rma Jr., 19, with the murder 
of Janiea Alii Forbes, 26, of 
Victoria. 
A warrant has been l~ued 
for ~ arrest. 
Ross also is Wanted in the 
United States for murder 
and assault for the purpese 
of attempted rape in Yen- 
turn, Calif.; Lea 'Angeles; 
San Diego and Port Angdes, 
Wash. 
inspector Angus Stewart 
Wednesday that hat two city 
detectives will go to Por- 
tised, Ore., this weekend to 
Join a special group of West 
Coast policemen set up in an 
effort o find Ross. 
1Va's. Forbes's body was 
found May 14 in her apart- 
meat. She had been hound 
and atxang]ed with a cord 
from her bathrobe. The 
murder took place while her 
.two children were playing 
eutstde. 
Marguerite remuneration 
, VICTORIA (CP) --  British 
Columbia's cruise ship 
Princess Marguerite has 
been doing a booming 
hosinoea in its first 2½ weeks 
o/noperation, Travel In. 
dustry Minister Grace 
McCarthy said today. 
Mrs. McCarthy said that 
daring the flrst'17 days of 
operation this year en the 
ship's run between here and 
Seattle, the passenger load 
was 37 per cent ~ than 
last year's 21,000 and 
revenue increased 34 per 
teat from ~s0~,000. 
• She said the provincial 
government will be o~ning 
ticket offices in Seattle to 
take advantage of the in- 
creased traffic and the ex- 
pected influx of tourists 
basdin~ to Seattle to visit the 
King Tutankhamen 
exhibition. 
The minister said she 
hopes to have a ticket office 
set up in Seattle every 
summer. 
REAL PROPERTY TAX DEFERMENT ACT 
NOTICE 
TO • 
TAXPAYERS 
Tax I ~ f ~  ~411 again be available to q~alifylnD properly : 
owners In murddpelltles and rural arms In W/B. 
TO QUALIFY 'a property O~or v~o Ires resided In British 
Q~urrlbia f~" one ~er  and v, ho Is e Canadian citizen or person 
~ ly  admltlll to Cmlada mum be:. ' 
(e) .GOod dS or rmre In tf/l~ er 
(b) A widow ~" WI¢1OWOr, or 
(c) A herdlcBpped ~ as deflrlpd under the 
GuoraNmd AVallal04e thoome for Need Act, 
.If y~J m dlgtbleand wish ailher Io apply or toobtaln further in. 
formM .Hp, plMM (Drdact the Collector of the Nk nlclpality or 
Provincial Collectlm I~slrlct In wNm the property a orated, or 
v, rlto to the'- 
Reel P~pe:tyT~m Oe#ormmt 5ectlm 
• Sor~yl~'o~ T=as 
Pm'llllnl~ Buildings 
Vldorla, B.C.,, 
VSVtX4 
HON, h-VAN MWOLFE 
NJNISTEROF FINANCE 
A~NISTRYOF FINANCE 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
in good 
 ifibnton 
GOI I)I,'{E DAYS 
JULY 19-29 
Come for fun-filled Klondike Oays. As 
Edmonton turns back the clock to the 
care-free Gay Nineties, And honky-tonk 
music fills the air. You'll step dgfitback 
Intit history and relive the colourfuldays 
of the Gold Rush. 
Commonwealth Games 
• AUGUST3-  12 
)OCo~GRs 
~B78 
Experience the excitement of the Xl 
Commonwealth Games, It's going to be 
a thrilling spectacle, As Canadian 
athletes compete with contestants from 
Commonwealth countries around the 
world. Make sure you're in on the 
breath-taking action, 
For complete Information on 
Edmonton, for pleasure orbusi- 
nose. write: . 
Vldtors Bureau, 
5068 • 103 Stftet, 
Edmonton, Alerts 
"r6H ~C5 
r 
4* 
/ '  
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' .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
rares and obstacle course eompotnlons today, wearer 
porndtt|ng. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  v j  . . . . .  I F  
Day parade. Public support and spectators are welcome 
at the competitions which willlbe held t~ay~ , 
CHICAGO (APt -- Enter- condition was excellmt. 
,airier Jadde Gleason was 
readmitted to hospital Gleasen, who has been ap- 
Monday because of chest peering in the comedy. Sly 
pains, en official at Michnel Pox at the Blackstone 
ReeN Hoapttsl said. Theatre, was first admitted 
The official said Gleasen, • early Saturday  because of 
62, wu unde/going tests and . chest pains and was released 
that no diagnosis had been later that day. A theatre 
made. However, the official official said Gleason had 
quoted Gleason's doctor as suffered an attack of gas- 
• sying the, entertalner'A troent~itls. 
take place today, weather permitting. 
TERRACE 
MINOR HOGKEY 
REGISTRATION 
1978-1979 Season 
SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1978 
¢LAREHGE i lHIEL SHOOL GYM 
1:00 p,m, TO 4:00 pam, 
OOST 
Bugs 7 & 8 :years 
Pee Wee Pups 
Pea Wee 
Bantam 
Midget 
Juveni le 
S35J 
Two Members of one Family 
$40,00 ,,oh 
Three Members of One Family 
$100.00 for iproup 
$100..90 Maximum @ha e for Family, 
PLEASE NOTE: 
This is the OHLVday registi~alion wiN be held, 
NEAREST THING TO A LIPETIIM, E* ,=_ N.GINE I I I  
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that  causes you to trade in every few years). 
HEW T,M.T. DOT"PLATES" THE INSIDE8 OF YOgR ENGIM 
WITH A , 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE De: P0nt 
Teflon* COATIHG! 
WHAT IS  TMT?  
TMT is a superconcentrated liquid for -  
mulation incorporating Du Pont TEFLON', 
the same chemical• compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines. When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the No. One Ceuse of  poor gas mdeage, 
sluggish performance, h=gh operating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: fric. 
lionel drag. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer, 
right now you're more interested in what TMT 
does than how it does it  So here it is. in a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! There's noth,hg complicated 
about using TMT--a 12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60seconds .. and not even get 
• his han~s dirty! 
TMT IS PERMANENT! it's an engine treat- 
ment, not an oil treatment. Just one single 
applic~lion'ls all it takes to permanently pro- 
tect your engine, for as long as you own your 
car! 
TMT IS SAFE! We've put oqr money wh'e're 
our mouth *s on this . . .  with a $1.000,000 
Product Liability Policy issued by a nationally 
famous insurance company: 
TMT IS EFFECTIVEI Effective for any car. 
truck• or other vehicle--whether !re this 
year's model'or one thars t5 yoitrs old! Pro- 
tects and preserves new engines... "tightens 
up" and rejuvenates old ones! 
TMT IS GUARANTEED! Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries with "it the strongest, most 
iron-clad Gueritntee we could think of=-- 
• GUARANTEED: Better gas mileage 
.more miles from every tank fu l . .  '.'or 
money back in full '  . " 
• GUARANTEED: Lessod Iournmg long- 
er periods before "toppmg off" . or 
money back rn full: • 
• GUARANTEED: Smoother engine perfor- 
mance .. less stalhng and rough ~dhng 
or money bitck m full' 
• GUARANTEED • Increased horsepower 
andhigher compression, more zip and 
• o acceleration . or money back in fulP 
• GUARANTEED: Longer engine life . 
fewer repa,r bdls (especmlly for costly 
ring and piston lObs) . or money back m 
full r • 
• GUARANTEED: Al l  these impoctant. 
, money'-saving benefits, no matter how 
long you Own your vehlcl 9 or money 
back rn ful# 
In view of the many possible savings and 
benefits cited above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.time, permanent Iroittment of 
TMT? $50 00~ $100,007 MORE? 
Well, listen to this The esfabhshed retitd 
price of TMT is only $14 951 That's right, only 
S14 95-d  hny investment hat could'possibly 
pity itself back dozens uf tcmes over, tn sav- 
ings on gas, od, and repa,r bills Fantastic 
*Rell. U.S. Pat. Office for • 
Du Pool's fluorcarbon resins. 
I;ACT The cost of own'leg end operating any vehlcle--csr, bul, truck, you 
nsme It--has gone ktnllght hrough the calling! The cost of gasoline and o117 UP! 
The payments demanded by skilled (and,not-z.o4.k!lled) mechen!cs? UP! The 
prlsetsgs on new cars end trucks? UP! Ire positively sicKeneD--and It s going to get, 
• worse before it gets any betted 
ED'ALMOUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT, 
"The act ve Chem oil ngredlent in "T,M.T•" has '.'And once "T.M,T" has ,been added fit In In. 
a special affinity for metal which causes it tit line-positive results can be seen throulh the 
':plate" and adhere to all,exposed friction lur. experienced end trained eyes of even the most 
races• Polymers attract more polymers to It micro skirled of mechancs They will not ¢es decided 
thickness which means o "controlled" build.up increase in compression read ngs-whluh Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts for cates that piston und rln s seal have Improved 
the numerous user.reports of reduced "blow.by', An increase, in idle r.p.m•'s will also be detect: 
Increased compression readings, and reduced oil able cue 10 me reeuced fr ct on after s few 
consumptlont hundred miles of "T.M.T." "pletlnl", 
"And in order to effect a bermannnt treatment "CONCLUSION: Not on y Is "T.M.T." easy to use 
r yOU simply edd "T.M.r." to the crankcase oil (it should take 30.seconds at themost for eddlnll 
through the oil filler hole (so, easy-that even u permanent treatment)-but i s results con bit 
e child can do It)-preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached normal operatln K temperature, lee mechunlct The benefits that can be espected with 
enilne should then be run for a minimum of "T.M.T." in the online-are as follows: In. 
thirty minutes in order to make sure that all creased Oas Milesle.-Incressed Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eliht ounces OIl Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Ports - 
are required for the aeJerage passenger car or Reduced Emisslohs-Lower Operatin| Tempera. 
small truck enline, tures- Easier Cold Weather Startsl- 
' Now that you've hoard free the expert.., listen to the raves el ordinary drivers. . 
THE REsULTs PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL WE CAN T PRINT THEM. TBAT S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPEO" THEM our OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS ~.. 
(Once you've put T.M•T. in your vehicle, you'll be fllllnil in the figures yourself}. 
Motorcycle Racer "Bad Deal" becomes 
gets more power! Good Deal with r.M.T. 
"As an englneerlmz student and i've tried ias savors, pills, new 
racer, I was Interested in what filters, engine treatments, etc, My 
T.M.T would do ins tenth mile friend told me about a product 
speed test, that his father had Jolt tested for 
A series of runs from e standing his fleet of trucks and I'm sure 
' start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed you iuessed it was T,M,T. 
Time) was reduced by XX a second My mileage has Bone from XX to 
an unbelievably astounding XX. My 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel father, who Is a car mechanic 
mix in my 125 c.c, Kawasakl Mo. told me it's Impossible but I've 
torcross racine motorcyce, kept exact records on my lost four 
As a student of englneerlng this tankfuls and have proven'the old 
proved ihat'[-M.T reduced friction saying that even fathers can be 
and increased power." 
K;B,- Racer 
wrong, Of course he problb y 
won't admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his c~r that I'm ilvlnl him 
as a present," --R.W. 
Auto Mechanic ' 
recclnmends "T-M.T'! 
"1 am on Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Caddy, and It was us. 
ins It lot of gas In the city and 
on the highways, I was settle| 14 
miles to the pllono but now, since 
Ive been uslns T-MoT I pick vp 
XX pllons in the cRy-and XX p i .  
tons on the.hllhway, so I, know 
you people nave It cued product 
Gnu /wil l  recommend it." 
Mr. O,T.D, 
[ . 
k F ILL  OUT AND MArL  NO-R ISK  COUPON-TODAYt  4 
ONLY-TWO TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERWHELMINGDEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE'). 
I 
Enclosed is [ ]  cheque or [ ]  money order 
17 one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95' 
Name: 
Address: 
City: ,Prov,: P~C. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS.  
P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alberta. "T2A 4X8 
r t ¸' 
p 
Family violence 
.,dynamics 
Terrace Family Violence imrealistic expectations. 
Committee, in conjunction 
with the United Way in 
Vancouver, is holding a 
conference on family 
violence at Caledonia 
Lecture Theatre on June 15 
et 8 p.m. 
Resource people will be 
Jade MacLaran and April 
Hare from the Department 
of Human Resources Child 
Abuse team, and Donnie 
Pa~on"  who will discuss 
wife bettering. 
Following is one aspect of 
the problem of family 
violonea, the dynamics of 
potentially abusive families: 
PARENT 
Probably the most in- 
fluenUal element in how we 
parent is how we ware raised 
by our own parents 
Their patterns of raising 
us become so ingrained that 
we frequently repeat hem 
without being aware of their 
source. 
Potential abusers often 
have children in an attempt 
to fulfill emotional needs 
which in most cases the 
children are incapable of 
fumlm~ 
They alsa tend to marry un 
individual who is less able 
than most to provide the, 
emotional support sought. 
• Abusive parents, because 
of past life experiences, tend 
to be immature, dependent, 
non-trusting and socially 
isolated. 
They have a poor self 
image and exhibit distorted 
neronnttone ofchildren with 
CHILD 
The child may be difficult 
.or disappointing due to 
physical problems uch as 
prematurity, hyper-aetivity, 
onlic, a hamileap, or simply 
the wrong sex. Or the child 
may be perceived as being 
different, or inadequate and 
serve as a daily reminder of 
the penmt's own memories 
and shortcomings. 
Sometimes role reversal is 
present where the child 
becomes, a comforting 
"parrot" in order to avoid 
abuse. If reversal is habltual, 
the child suffers 
~otionally. 
Most abused children are 
negatively i labelled, i.e. 
'had', 'selfish', stupid'. Low 
self-esteem by the child 
results. 
CRISIS 
Potent ia l l y  abus ive  
parents are usually ex- 
perionctng some type of 
chronic strees, such as 
f inanc ia l  p rob lems,  
isolation, feelings of failure 
and if a crisis occurs, abuse 
may result. 
The seriousness ofa crisis 
can range from a sp.illed 
glass of milk to a major 
event such as death, divorce, 
or less of employment. 
Whethar a =isis 
preeipitotea abuse depends 
onhow cl~e to losing control 
the pureDt is. The e~ects of 
abuse on the parunt re- 
ln~orce l~-her concept of 
h imse l f -herse l f  as  
inadequate and werthlsss. 
Kermode Centre 
night's ceremonies. 
MESS Awards Night 
AWARDS NIGHT . Anita Le Franc (pin) 
PRESENTATION -JUNE 7,' Tammi Guise (pin) 
1978 SCIENCE:- 
ACADEMIC Mr. Wurhoys 
ACHIEVEMENT Junior . Dai'lene de 
ART:- 0liveria 
Mrs. V. Antonlw Grade 8-  Rae Figursky 
Art 8 - Edwards Jose, SOCIAL STUDIES:- 
Anna Kloanrakis, Dawn .Mr. D. Fuisom 
Hunt, Bettina Hofer Grade 8 - Wolfram Ay 
Art 9 - Martin Gastol Junior - Marguerita 
Art 10 - Bernard Gastel Papenbrock 
Applied Esign II - Fionn. GIRS ATHLETIC 
EHIS (pin) ACHIEVEMENT:-~ 
BUSINESS EDUCATION + T. Conway 
Mrs. E. Krickan Grade 8 - Janet Meyer, 
Junior - Fllomena Cor- Jackie Trach, Karen Beslak 
mane Junior - Chris Heel, Rona 
DRAMA:- Carson 
Mrs. H. Thomas Senior - Denise Knight, 
Junior - Jane Ross - pin Karina Dzuiba, Doris 
ENGLISH:. Widman, Hardeep Sahota 
The mixed team in softball had a gome Stmday 
against Osborne Guest Home. The score was 24- 
17 for the Kermode Team. 
The Bingos are still bering held on Tuesday.s in 
the Thornhill Community Hall. They Will con- 
finue thru the summer months. The early bird 
starts at 7:30..There will also be a $.1,000 bingo on 
the Sunday, June 11. Proceeds will be going to 
the Golden Rule. 
• Ladies Auxfllar~ had a ldtchep shower on 
Wednesday.. Thank-yon to all who came out and 
made it a success. 
We would like to start a Little Theatre Group Foods - Tammie Johnson 
Ages 5-12. Anyone interested in either par- "pin . TX Cr - Debbie Thebes 
t i c i~  o~h~l~u~ out  Phone 625-4906-7 and 
~.~,~lOf l~ .~ . . . . .  :~ , , ,~ . : . - .~  ~ ,  ~.~.  ~.  aSj_n~. .~.~. ,~ . , .~ . . .  ........... ~ . . . :  .......... ~ . . . . . .  ~.. ~ ........ LANGUAGES: .. . . . .  
:~/ws~-wttt~a/so=..m~--a--rumm~gesa/e at*=me: Mr::H. Brauar 
Centre for the Young Ones Club from 1-5 on June Gr. s - Rae Figurski, Eisha 
20. We heine to see you there.  Cheng 
Gr. 9 - Terry Goncalves, 
B. Smith BOYS ATHLETIC 
Creative Writing- Michae. ACHIEVEMENT:~ 
Scott B. Forward 
INDUSTRIAL ' "  Grade 8 - Gary Gott. 
EDUCATION:, schling, Jason Marfitt," Scott 
John Smith Adams 
Junior -Hon Konst - pin Junior Boys-Tino PereAra, 
HOME ECONOMICS:- 
Mrs. M. Keller 
• Junior - Foods - Terry 
Gencalves, Melanie Martins 
Clotblbg - Tbelka 
Meyer 
Senior - Clothing - Monies 
Dobnar - pin 
Louis Borgea (trophy) 
Outstanding Individual - Mr, 
Smith 
David Tomaz 
Top Academic by Grade - 
Mrs, Cook 
Grade 8 "- Rae Figursky 
(pin) 
Grade 9 - Gwen Pritchard, 
Dan ie l le  Mor t imer ,  
Marguerita Papenbrock 
Grade 10 - Darlene De 
Oliveria, Filomena Cor- 
mnno, Andrea Sussman 
Grade II - Elizabeth Jose, 
Monlca Dobner 
Eurocan Junior - Mr. S. 
Fritter 
Carlene de Oliveria, 
Filomena Carmano, Andrea 
Sussman ~ 
Junior Citizenship - Margo 
Myers 
Mary Jane Rodrigo 
NOTE: Grade 12 students 
who received awards will be 
listed in the Kitimat 
Graduation supplement 
Steve Wilson'NeisonCabral, being put out by The'  
Blaine Denniil, David HERALD along with the 
Tomay, Alfle Skoles June 20 Issue. 
Senior Boys John , 
Remedies, Wes Nyce, Steve WHAT A WASTE 
Skipper, Don Freisen Sewage disposal in the 
INTERMISSION Atlantic Ocean from the New 
SERVICE AWARDS York City area alone is 14 
Junior - Louis Borges, , million tons a year. 
Madeline Thiffault, Blaine 
Dennill, Adr ian  Welsh,, 
Jfinmy Costa, Nelson U-- Cabral, George Carvalho, 
Bryan Walton, Nina Veil, • 
Brian Rennhack, Philip 
Levesque, Donald 
Farq'uareon, Dorthea Frisse, 
Wolfram Ay, David Dun. 
;'~ Karren Moore , cald, Mary Jane Rodrigo, Chiefs c a l l  f o r  Gr. 1O-DonaldMoh Filomena Cormano, Irene Gr 10-11 - Darlene De Neves, Darlene De Oliverla, 
,. Olivarla Lorraine Carvalho, Deafi 
Gr. 11 - Clement Chow Propp, Kim GammeA, Kelly Forest Act delay GrS-N inaV ive i r .  Gordon, Manuel Pereira, 
Union of British Columbia 
Indian Chiefs and the 
Communist Party of Canada 
have called for a delay in the 
enactment of new forest 
lqinlation currmtiy before 
the B.C. legislature. 
George Manual, president 
of the unlnn, said today he  
has sent a letter to Premier 
"Bill Bennett asldng that the 
new forsst and range acts be 
tabled until the next session 
of the legislature. 
Manual said that because 
of the heavy involvement of
native Indians in the forest 
industry, the people of the 
province must be given the 
opportunity to study, the 
legislation in detail before it 
becomes law. 
He said the union is con- 
cerned that the Forest Act 
does not make adequate 
provision for access to 
timber by small ogging and 
sawmllling operations. 
As well, Manual said, the 
legislation will make i t  
difficult for Indian bands to 
start ~up small, labor- 
VICTORIA (CP) -  The s tandards  of living on 
r~Mrves .  
RIGHTS THREATENED 
He sa id  the ,Range Act 
could jeopardize grazing 
rights held by the Indians. 
Theaets were tabled in the 
legislature last month and 
are currently awaiting 
second reading debate. 
Meanwhile, the COm- 
munist Party of Canada's 
Vancouver Island reBiun has 
strung, criticized ~ new 
legislation because it does 
net face up to the 
"developing crisis in' the 
forest industry." 
• A resolution at its annual 
meeting earlier this week in 
Nimabno called for a one- 
year delay in pro~ 
with the legislation to allow 
time for Imblic sindy and 
input  into • the proposals 
contained in the act. 
Party members aid the 
new legishtiun does nothing 
to dealwith massive overcut 
and inadequate 
reforestation, im- 
propernlogging methods, 
intemdve operations which andwastogewhichcurrmtiy 
are needed to raise the low exist in the industry, 
Hospital union 
objects to ruling 
VANCOUV~ER (CP) --  The 'overn~100a week to the lIEU 
British Columbia Labor 
Relations Board has made a 
distressing decision in its 
ruling that the  Hospital 
Employees Union (HEU) 
acted arbitrarily against 
some. of its members, lIEU 
business manager Jack 
Gerow said Wednesday. 
Gerow said the union will 
consldar the board's 
recommendation that a 
oonunittoe be set up to 
', rectify what the LRB found 
was a discriminatory assess- 
taunt of strike fund 
payments against union 
members who were ordered 
to continue working at 
Vancouver General Hospital 
during a~ strike two years 
ago. • 
, The hoard objected to the 
union's order ' that 
designated mployees had to 
contribute a l l  ~ earnings 
strike fund while the walkout 
lasted, • 
No adjustments were 
made for employees with 
dependents and  all deduc- 
tions, including income lax, 
had to come from the basic 
;100, Union members at 
hospitals not on strike were 
assessed one day's wages by 
the hospital union. 
About 25 VGH employees 
have refused to comply with 
the assessments, and the 
union warned them they 
could be fired for losing their 
liEU membership by failing 
to pay up. r 
However, the labor board, 
in its decision Wednesday 
said such a move would be 
illegal since the union 
violated the labor code in 
applying the strike fund 
sasessmonts. 
Gary Gettohl~g 
Gr 9 NeAt, on Cabral 
Melani~ Martins 
Gr l0 - Stuart Dolgiiesh 
Dunielle Mortimer 
Andrea Sussmon 
Filomena Cormano 
Gr 10 - Jane Rc~, 
MATH:- 
Mr. K. Savage 
Junior - Andrea Sussmann 
(pin) 
Darlene de Oliverla (pin) 
Hem'y Sisals (pin 
MUSIC:- 
Mr. M. Eddy 
ZODIAC 
Kelly Ann McNctce. 
Senior -F i l l  Fowle, Pat 
Slanina, Fatima Costa, 
Hardeep Sahota, Iris 
Holderbraum, Dale Hurl, 
Cindy Craft Karina Dziuha, 
Sarh Sasasn ' 
MAJOR ~WARDS 
Best Allround - Mr. Vance 
Junior Boy - Neiso~ Cabral 
(trophy) • 
Junior Girl- Denise Knight, 
(.trophy) 
L iber t ine  L inguant i  
Memorial - Mr. Watchorn 
Incomparable 
Zodiac 
ZODIAC ,RANGE 
Pleasure Tenders 
Dingy Approved 
, For Life Saving 
Approved Life-Rafts 
Terrace Equipment Salee Ltd. 
443g Lakelsc ,636-6384 
Dealer Lioenoo Number 01249A 
~ ~: :  ,~ . r< 
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Recreation Chatter 
The B.C. Soccer 
Association, in co~peratisg 
with the Terrace Minor 
Soccer Association, is 
sending Vioce Dimanno to 
conduct a Soccer Coaches 
Clinic in Ter race  this 
weekend. 
The Clinic is open to all 
interested soccer coaches or 
referees. The Coaches Clinic 
begins Friday, June 9th at 
6:30 p.m. in the Senior 
Citizen's Room at the Arena, 
where the "Laws of the 
Game" will be discussed. 
On Saturday and Sunday 
the coaches will be outdoors 
learning more about the 
practical side of soccer 
coaching. For further in- 
MORE DIVORCES 
SOUGHT 
PARIS (Renter) - -  
Divorce ases in France rose 
by a record 15 per cent last 
year to an annual total of 
93,000, the justice ministry 
says, The ministry said 'the 
figure, representing the 
number of divorce pro- 
ceedings started, is com- 
pared with a growth rate of 
five to six per cent a year 
between 197o and 1976. 
formation please contact 
Mike Brady at 638-1884. 
The 1978 Tennis Coaching 
Tour, sponsored by the B.C. 
Tennis Association, in 
copoperation with the 
Terrace Tennis Club and the 
Recreation Department, will 
be in Terrace Ju~ 22 and 23. 
Several two hour lessons 
are planned for beginner and 
advanced tennis players of 
sil~ ages. 
You need only to phone the 
Recreation Office at 638-1174 
to register your name. A $2 
entrance f e will be charged 
at the time of your lesson. 
A hearty welcome to 
Roger Dufty, who has 
returned to Terrace from 
Vernon to take on the role of 
Supt. of Parks & Recreation 
for the District of Terrace. 
Roger can be reached uring 
office hours at 635-6311. 
KITIMAT LIONS CLUB 
First Prize - Trip to Amsterdam 
Second Prize - $26U0 
PROCEEDS TO SOOOER ASSOOIATI 
Available By Mailing Form To: 
K itimat & District Soccer Assoc. 
Box 314, Kltimat,B.C. 
NAME 
ADDRESS~- - .  
NO. of T ICKETS_____~ XSI.00 + 25c handling 
Total___ 
Tickets may be purchased 
at the Bay Coffee Shop , 
Lottery Ticket Lic. No. 26031. 
_ _  o _ _  , - - .  _ _  - -  _ _  
I 
,,,, TERRACE MEATS 
LAKELSE 
638"1766 
NEW 
OWNER 
JIM 
MASON 
• ., [ ~ 
$50-$100-$200- REBATES 
JIM MoEWANS 
2nd BIRTHDAY 
SALE 
• OUR 
nidhday Present 
1[ TO YOU 
½ Of Our 104 
1978 Cars, Trucks, and 
Demos are Eligible 
OFFER 600D UNTIL JUHE 2Bib 
• MAKE YOUR BEST DFJu, ON Ally HkW ELIGIBLE 1978 GM OliR or 
TRUOK and JIM WILL GIVE YOU A OHEQUE FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
REBATE AMOUNT POSTED ON THE TAG IN THE WINDOW 
Jim MCEwan 
Telephone 6364941 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 1492A Terrace, B.Ik 
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Ed i to r ia l  
Even in April there is ugly violence in Beautiful B.C. 
The flowers are bursting into bloom;, the . In Buruaby, a 69 year old.age pensioner is -stabbing a ~ year old man, hacking his right And, in Vancouver, a woman is attacked, 
robins and songbir~b fill the air withtheir music. Imo~ked heavily to the ground by _a purse chest, right cheek, thumb andscalp, for~:ibly detained and, under threats of violence 
• It is April in beautifulB.C. Meanwhile:- snatcher. Her .left shoulder is broken, per- And, in Port Alberrd-aiso. for no apparent raped by.a man in a private residence... 
. . . .  Enough? The same news release that told of Seeing an old man attacked by two other men, 
a 28 year old man.in Fraser Valley goes to his 
aid, Result: he s_uffers contusions to his right 
shoulder, a broken wrist and five months 
disability. 
A 36 year old Surrey manis attacked from 
be_hind ("mugged") beatenand robbed.by an 
unknown assailant. His scalp, and face are 
lacerated and his right ankle suffers ligament 
damage. He is laid up for three months. 
For no apparent reason, a.28 year .old .man, 
working _in.a B.C. coastal community is at- 
tacked, kicked and beaten by three rues. His 
spleen is ruptured and he is disabled for nine 
weeks. 
A 30 year old .Victoria man asks a gang of 
yout.~ to stop sitting on his car. The four '.'boys~' 
attack and beat him severely, damaging hi~s 
right eye ~d disabling him for at least a week. 
It's April in B.C. The balmy air of the Japanese 
current favours our shores, Winter .clothing is 
shed, and children are skateboarding on the 
sidewalks, playing on the swings, and flying 
kites in the parks. Meanwhile:- 
Fraser Valley a 19 year_ old youth ~ at- 
tacked and stabbed several, times by a kmf~ 
wielding man_in a yard behind a private ho~e, 
causing a laceration.of the spleen and skin 
gashes, disabling him for six weeks. 
Portrait of B,C.'s" 
Environment Minister 
Victoria Bureau 
by Tony iaeeregor  
VICTORIA - Jim Nielson, minister of the 
_environment and bILA from Richmond, doesn't 
come across in the legislature as. a sentimental 
lover of nature who longs to get out in the green 
fields with thebirds and the primroses. 
He has the .kind of face that at best could be 
described as.craigy and at worst as scowly.and 
he isn't the kind of personwho pulls his punches 
in debate. 
.Yet in eny kind of political ~scussion_, it 
~uickly becomes apparent that Nielsen's con- 
cerm are the nitty-gritty, everyday problems 
and fr_ustrations of the man in the street, 
Rick Honey, a neighbor and radio announcer, 
says it was probetbly Nielsen's long stint as_an 
evening hot-line commentator which influenced 
his concerns and pushed him towards politics. 
"He heard about so many of the small personal 
problems that people have to_ face and talked to 
a|ot of lonely peol~le. I think that was_what in- 
fluenced his political_attitudes and encouraged 
him go get into politics," he -said. 
Nielson is just as happy talking about Ms role 
as' an MLA as he is about his environnwnt 
ministry because doing things for .his_ con- 
stituents, he says, l~ves him great satisfaction. 
'~There is simply not enough time spent on the 
wishes of the citizen applying for help," he said. 
He said the.whole purPose of government fete 
provide services to people, not to put hurdles in 
the.v/ay of getting things done. 
manently disabling her. 
In Victoria,. walking home, ~ 46 year. old 
Victoria man is shot in the back .by an urn'den- 
tiffed assailant. The gunshot wound in .his ab- 
domen causes .lacerations to his stomach wall 
and liver.. 
Lq_. Nanaimo, coming to the aid of .a female 
acquaintance -.bemg at~cked by.~a, male 
assailant, a •yottth is attacked and struck in the  
face by his attacker~ wielding a metal bar. The 
gallant young man suffersdentai damage and a 
mmshed lip for his brave gesture. 
It's April in B.C. Young couples are making 
love in the shade of the bronze Maple ~.~ in 
Stanley Park.  Canada geese are being fed by  
children standing on the edge of the pond. Ice 
cream vendors are doing a brisk trade. 
Meanwhile:- 
A young girl from the Lower Mainland is being 
attacked, rendered tmco~cious by a toxic 
chemical, and theft indecently assaulted_ by a 
young ~ale  who forced his way  into the v ic t im's  
reaidonce,  The  g i r l  suf fers  a bad ly  beaten face  
and. in jur ies to her.  body, not to ~tont im such 
a~guish that  she wil l  have  to be cared  for, for 
some t ime by  her  mother .  
And, in Vancouver ,  n3~nwhi le ,  a knife- 
w ie ld ing  woman is at tack ing,  ~ lash i~ and 
He said the attitude fo government employees 
should be, ':Look, can we give you a hand? Can 
we help you?" 
"Our bigg~t problem .is the_ s'tze of goyern- 
merit," h.e said. "It's like. a .cocoon .which is 
getting bigger and.bigger, insulating .civil ser- 
vants against making decisions.', 
• Hegave the example of a woman inhis riding 
of Richmond who was trying to start an en- 
terpr/se to .teach children how teswim. 
"You would have though she was t ry~ to 
start the world, s largest enterprise," he said. 
"She had to co'reply with toilet and health 
regulations and God-knows-what. It tocke her 
three years.to cut through the red tape.!' 
. He said in his own department he ires laid out 
,dear procedures and s~pe.by which individuals 
and firms can communi~ted.with.the govern- 
merits. He has ahso asked his staff to review 
roles and regulations and. to use the'w own 
judgement in making decisions. 
"People's attitude to government should_ be, 
'Hey_I'm:0ne of your bosses and when I ask for 
service I expect it." 
Honey says that Nielsen is_ socially Conscious- 
~,. person .with a hefty dose of common sensei and , 
honesty.. ' :/-: '' ~ 
, I  think he was. surprised when he v/as ap- 
pointed.to the _ministry of the environment and 
he admitted he knew nothing a~ut  it.. But that,s 
the why he is. l ie's honest about things," said 
Honey. 
He said Nielsen is dovotedto Iris seven children 
and the suburban way of life. 
"You've got to be careful when you casually 
hvite him to .dinner," .said ,Hoxiey, "becagse 
when he turns up with his seven children it can 
be cluite a party.". 
Nielsen says he'_s trying to encourage British 
.(~lumbimm to look on waste as a resource and he 
cites the forestry industry as a good example .of 
an industry, which uses almost every part of its 
raw material - the tree. 
He  thjnkd that economic pressure will force 
the utilization of many. things, which are now 
considered garbage, but admits that the en- 
vironment will n_ever be perfect. 
"There's a.price you have to pay for Hying in 
the. environment .and we all contribute to 
pollution through flush.toilets and man~ other 
de~ces," he _said. 
But he thinks the environment is ~eing cleaned 
up and will get cleaner and cleaner. 
"People forget about he past," he s~d.."LOol~ 
at. the cbange.from the time of the.industrial 
revol_utlonin ~urope. They had open incinerator 
stacks and a constant pall hung over the cities. 
Now the London smog has gone and the riyer 
Thames has cleaned up. Things are getting 
better," 
Jack .Webster, another. Vancouyer :radio 
~ ~  mi~ib~try because h  sim~y -d~b~s' n°t val~e clean 
• air, clean water told productive hod. 
"Rather than becoming an advocate for the daily herald _1-1 envi~onment-andhe.wouldhavetobea d.evil's 
reason, a group of unidentified assailants are 
beating up a.38 year old- man so badly that not 
only is his scalp badly cut, but he is !eft with 
injuries to. his eyes causing double visiqn. 
It's April _in B.C., and people are planting 
pansies and cutting bouquets of daffodils along 
the coast, while ot_hers are busy tr$ing out their 
recreational vehicles for the. coming .Long 
Weekend. Some days are so mi'ld the children 
dash under the lawn sprinkler, in their bathing 
suits. Yet, at th~ same time:- 
For no apparent reason, in Richmond, a ~0 
.ye~ old_girl.is being verbally harrassed, at- 
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these unprovoked, unexpected sudden attacks on 
the person by unknown assailants listed more 
than a dozen others-several more violent than 
those, listed above,, all of whom occurred in 
"Beautiful B.C." in the vernal month of April. 
Couldn't happen here? According to •an 
alleged eyewitness, an elderly couple were 
awakened recently, in the recreational vehicle at 
Lakelse Lake last month by a thoughtless bunch 
of partying young people in a vehicle _nearby. 
When thehusband stepped outside to ask them to 
please quieten down, he was set upon and 
tacked, knocked to the ground and beaten by a • severely beaten, 
man she never saw before. : Her face is per- Twenty-eight similar c asos (inclu~ng.~ail but 
one of the above were consiaered eligzme for manently scarred, her upper lip slashed and her 
head and neck badly hurt. 
_ And, walking down a _V~neouver street, a 
knife-wielding man is attacking and stabbing a 
43. year old .gentleman, without' warning, 
wounding him in the abdomen. 
And in New Westmeuster, not far away, two 
hoodlums try .to rob a ~ year .old woman, 
shoving her against a fence, injuring her wrist 
and hand as she_cltmg tightly to her purse. 
criminal injuries compensation during _the 
month of April, under the Act, by the Workers 
Compensati.on Board of British Colpmbia. 
H B~utiful B.C.'s "beauty" is to be more than 
superficial, itwill require the cooperation ofaH 
of us, who cal| it "home" t_o work at eliminat'mg 
the cause of such unprovoked and ugly violence 
that could well serveto mar its beauty not only 
within-but also outside the province. 
Bar Association opposed to 
B.C. heroin treatment act 
The B.C. Branch of the 
Ca~adinn Bar Association 
today strongly opposed 
certain provisions of Bill 18, 
the provincial gavarnment's 
Heroin Treatment Act, and 
continued to press the 
government o~ to rush this 
• legislation through. 
President Bryan Williams 
said that there are 
provisions in the legislation 
that was introduced in 
Victoria this week that deny 
aeeeas to'the due process of 
• law ann the fundamental 
princlpais of justice. 
"We publicly expressed 
our fears earlier about the 
proposed compulsory heroin 
treatment program and now 
that we have seen the 
legislation, those fears were 
warranted," Williams said. 
"Our position has been 
that the policy for the 
treatment of heroin addicts 
is a matter for the govern- 
mont and not the Bar. 
"But any statute which 
~onld permit the' state to 
take control of an individual, 
whether aheroin user or not, 
and require his confinement- 
-whether in a hospital with 
bars or a prison with bars-- 
must of necessity only be 
done in circumstances and 
within a process that affords 
that individual complete 
personality, says he found Nielsen. a bit pon~po.us 
on the air and they almost got into a pusch-up 
v/hen they were on the show. together. - 
"But he has done 100 times better than I~ access to the due process of. 
thought he would," he said. "And from what I law and fundamental 
principles of natural hear. he's a long way from being the worst ~tice,,, he said. 
minister .in the cabinet." "To permit a statute to 
Bob Skelly,. the NDP's environment critic, operate other than within 
saYS Nielsen . is the wrong man in the wrong - shone perimeters whould ha 
an extremely dangerous 
advocate in. thai cabinet . he has .sinlp]y 
allocated resources Qn demand," he said, 
He said dm:ing his speech, on the .bridget, 
Nielsen attacked his own muntcjlml .council, 
Richmond, for being a no-gr0wth.council, 
"But Richmond is a fast-growing area," he' 
said. 
• He said that Nielsen has learned how to handle 
questions in the house. .~ 
"He has good delivery but no ~tent , "  he sa~l. 
Honey said that Nieise~ hasn't ~'hanged his life 
-style or his attitudes much since he has become 
a minister, 
"He's still the same basic sort of guy?' he said. 
','He's not flamboyant era social butterfly, Heis 
just as likely now to help somebody, put up a 
fence.as he always was. And he still has the 
same concerns for the small guy's problems that 
he always did." 
precedmt, since that system 
could later be adopted for 
porsono with other 
problems, or indeed almost 
any ' excess '  or non- 
conformity." 
With so many fundamental 
issues at stake, Williams 
said the Bar Association is 
urging the government to 
allow input from al groups 
that are concerned with this 
legislation before it is rushed 
through the Legislature, 
A committee of the B,C. 
Branch of the Association is 
now studying the Bill in 
detail and 'wi l l  make 
recommendations to the 
government next week, he 
said. That same report will 
go before the Branch's an- 
noal meeting in Pentieton on 
June 8. 
Williams said that the 
legislation was drafted 
without consultation' with 
outside groups. The legal 
profession earlier had asked 
that the whole issue of the 
proposed program be put out 
publicly so as to permit a 
broad range of discussion 
"forthe purpose of easuring 
that proper sofe-guards be 
Imilt into the legislation for 
protection of individual 
rights" but this suggestion 
had been turned own by the 
minister of health. 
Williams aid the Bar has 
not had time to carefully 
consider all of the provisions 
of Bill 18. But, he said, there 
are several sections that 
demand immediate com- 
ment. 
He said there had been 
some Improvement in 
Section 13 that had 
e l iminated  "shock ing  
provisions'! of what had 
earlier been proposed, where 
a police officer could aP- 
prehend anyone " he 
suspected or was informed 
LETTERS , 
might have been a user of a 
"dependent" on narcotics, 
"However, that same 
section permits the officer to 
seek a warraizt without 
making a legal declaration 
under onth-in keeping with 
normal requirements of the 
due process of low-that he 
has reasonable grounds for 
apprehending a person. The 
court should issue a warrant 
only if satisfied that these 
grounds exist." 
Williams said there are 
several.other sections of the 
Bill" that would erode due 
process and natural justice, 
There is provision in 
Section 4 which enables a 
.person to be committed for 
troatment-which can lend to 
• confinement for three years. 
-without the person being 
present when he is com- 
mitied. "This must be the 
first time in the history of 
our nation that such a 
blatant disregard for the 
principles of natural justice 
have been set forth in a 
statute." 
Section 7, he said, provides 
that a heard of review would 
only permit he director of 
the program and not the 
patient o make application 
for a review, that there is no 
appeal from the review and 
that a patient's time in 
confinement could he ex- 
tended through the whole 
threa-year period. There is 
provision for an appeal from 
the finding of' need for 
treatment, he said, but 
contrary to all principles of 
justice, the onus is on the 
patient to establish t at he is 
not in need of treatment. 
Said Williams..: "Our 
association opposes and will 
continue to oppose the state 
toldng control of an in. 
dividual and confinisg him 
without due process. 
Thornhi. "11 Firefighters explain 
Dear Sir.Ms ' 
We would appreciate ~ it 
very much if you would 
publish the following letter 
in your newspaper under 
letters. 
Dear Sir.Ms 
This letter is addroneed to
all penona who live within 
the Thornhili Fire Protection 
Area, which encompasses' 
from the end of Queensway 
to Copperside states and 
from the Terrace Airport to 
the Skeana River. 
We, at the Thornhill 
Volunteer Firef ightere 
Association, have received a 
great amount of criticism 
with regards to our policy of 
responding tofires outside of 
the Thornhlil area ie: New 
Reran. This criticism is all 
along the line that while we 
are fighting a fire ouiskle of 
the Thornhlil area, Thronhill 
itself is unprotected. This is 
a false conception and we 
would like to inform 
public of our position, 
• Within the Thnmhill Fire 
Dept are two separate 
organizations. The Thernhlll 
, Fire Dept, and'the Thornhill 
Volunteer F iref ighter!  
Association. The Thornhlli 
Fire Dept,• is taxpayer 
funded while the Association 
if supported entireley by self 
generated funds. One of our 
main sources of income is 
our tanker truck. This 
vehicle is owned by the" 
members of the association 
and it is supported by the 
income that it earns while 
rmted to the B.C, Forest 
• Service, for forest fire 
suppression and from at. 
tending out Oftown flus. I n  
this case, if the homeawner 
is insured, we bill his in. 
surance company up to a 
maximum of $250,99 .for 
assistance rendered. This 
vehicle is provided rent free 
to the taxpayers ofThornhill, 
We do not take either of the 
trucks that are owned "and 
operated by the taxpayers 
out of the ThornhUl Fire 
Protection Area. When our 
tanker truck attends a fire 
out of town, with it go a 
maximum of 4 flreflghters 
and I officer. This leaves ~-1 
fireflghtors and 5officers in 
Thornhill to man the 
r~aining two trucks in 
Thornhfll. 
In some cases, (such as on 
May 29, 1978) where we are' 
requested toattend at an out 
ef town fire ann we do not 
feel that we can be of any 
me, we do not attend, In this 
particular case a trailer was 
on fire at Lakelse Lake. We 
felt that it would have taken 
about 30-45 minues to get our 
, truck to Lakcise Lake and 
that a trailer would have 
been destroyed in that time. 
This year we have been 
able to purchase some badly 
needed equipment for the 
Fire Dept. with our in- 
creased budget, howsver, 
due to  the Provincial 
Government's new tax 
.assessment formula our 
budget war, 23.Spercent 
lower than we expected, 
This meant that we have had 
to shelve our plans of pur- 
chasing a new truck to 
replace our present no 1, 
Some items purchased so far 
are breathing equipment, 
nozzles and adapters, 
training-films and callout 
pagers. 
We hope that with the set 8 
mill budget we are now 
operating on we will be able 
to grow along with Thernhlil. 
In closing we would like to 
thank all of the Threulflll 
residents for the fantastic 
support that .w6 have 
received in the past. 
Yours k~y 
THORNHILL VOLUN- 
'lEER FIREFIGHTERS 
ASSOCIATION. 
: ( t  
Skeena hang-gliders born by DaVinci 
Individual Instructors in this 
province will have to he 
certified by the Hang Gliding 
Association of B.C. Also 
introduced was a Glider 
Pilot Rating System with log 
'Books to be kept by the in. 
dividusl flyers plus written 
and flight exams to be taken. 
Hang Gilding is net a sport 
someone would want to take 
UP for lack of something else 
to do in his or her spare time 
and it is not an "activity ou 
would aim on doing merely 
for the fun and thrill of lt. 
Only the highly motivated 
person, after endless hours 
of practising, can over hope 
to become an entity with 
glider and elements. It takes 
more' than the averagQ 
amount of enthusiasm to 
carry a 40 to 50 lbs. Glider 
through brush or snow to 
sometimes remote launch 
sites. 
The first Hang Glider 
design toappoar on the scene 
was a brain child of 
Laonarde da Vinci, the 
famous artist, engineer and 
architect of the 15th cenha'y. 
It was however never con- 
structed and flown. 
Much inter, during the last 
3 decades of the past contury 
and the first of the present 
one, a number of aviation 
pioneers experimented 
seriously with gliders of 
vaflcos types. The Wright 
Brothers original design was 
a Hang Gilder. After htm- 
drede of experimental flights 
(hey arrived at their ultra, 
l ight  airframe into which 
they eventually mounted an 
mgine. This sent aviailou 
technology galloping off 
madly in all directiom. And 
this is why right now there is 
more known about super- 
sonic flight han about how to 
stay airborne with a glider at 
• low speed. 
The siandard Hang (~ilder 
er Kite in its presmt form 
was developed shortly after 
the last war by N,A,S.A, 
scientist Francis M. Rngallo, 
The early kites however 
were used for towing with 
water skis. Hang Gliding in 
its modern form did not get 
under Way until the mid. 
sixties and not until the early 
seventiee.did it catch on at a 
oticenble rate. BU it has 
been a whirlwind 
developemont ever slaee. 
Most of the gliders you will 
enjoy watching on their 
flight from the 30~0 ft. level 
.at ThomhiU ~o~lak  .to t .e  
.;, tar~et~ area ~are already 
"f0ur~li~ ;and ~rifth ' generation 
digit ,s .  They have wide 
nose angles and stiffened 
flatter wings that more 
closely resonble bird wints. 
The standard Rngallo kit ith 
its pointed nose :and 
billowing wing sail has by 
now been phased out. 
How dangerous is Hang 
Gliding? "Aviation is not in 
itself inherently dangerous. 
But it is terribly unforgiving 
of any carelessness, in. 
capacity and-or neglect." 
This also applies to Hang 
Gilding. There are by now 
thousands of. Hang Glider 
Pilots who ha¼e never bad a 
mie lmp yet. But there m 
also some who have become 
statistics. Records indicate 
that well over 90 percent of 
Sk~m Hang Gliders are 
~eparlng for the fourth ~ 
annual B.C. Open Flight 
Competition, which is to take 
place on June 17th and 18th 
from Thornhlll Mountain. 
Thornidil's long "Soaring 
Ridge" is a favorite with 
flyers from all ever Canada. 
With the prevailing wind 
blowing along the Kitmat 
Valley and surging up the 
slopes of Thornhill Mountain 
a so called "Lift Band" is 
created which flees welt over 
the highest elevation. The 
skilled Hang Glider Pilot can 
make extensive use of this 
phenomenon, 
Gliders have reaced 
altitudes of well over ~00 ft. 
ubove the top of the moun- 
tain (4867 ft,), which means 
that hey have climbed about 
2500 ft. from their latmchsite 
at the 3000 ft. level. Some 
also have cruised the full 
lns~th of the whole range, 
from the big Rock Bluff at 
the north end of the ridge to 
illinms Crsek at the south 
~and buck. 
is "Soaring'; in it's 
purest form. Three 
Canad ian  Endurance  
Records were flown in this 
manner by Lance Edgson, a 
former esident of Terrace. 
No wind however, no 
soaring. In calm weather it 
less than 10 minutes to 
glide the 2500 fL vertical 
dlbtanea between take.off 
and knding site. 
The Landing Field is en 
Thornhill Street, just a few 
hundred feet from the Old 
Lakelee Drive toward the 
Golf Course and spectators 
will have an excellent view 
of flights and landidgs. 
Admission is free. 
Radio Communication 
between launch site and 
target is being provided by 
the local Tomahawk Tribe 
OR6 (General Radio SCr- 
vice) who also tske eareef a
concession stand with a 
variety of refresho~ents 
Hang Gilding - What you 
should know about i t  
For almost eight years 
now Hang Gliding has been 
the worlds fastest ~,'owing 
new sport. It is the closest 
thing yet to lmitsUng the 
birds. It is flying in the true 
sense of the word, of which 
•ere  are not nearly enough 
to describe the feelings, 
fascination and thrills 
produced by a soandless 
soaring flight along a 
mountain.~ ric~e, ,qbove 
valloys~ ~ fo~sts, ~Jand 
mend~s~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hang Gliding brings the 
age of flight to the public, it 
makes personal flight 
available without high 
material cost and expensive 
student instruction. For the 
hardy sportsman it can be a 
year round activity, 
depending on locality, wind 
and weather conditions. 
The Hang Gliding 
Amociation of Canada with 
its provincial representative 
organisations has been 
recognized by the Ministry of 
Transport as the regulating 
body for this new sport. It 
has recently established an 
Instructor Certificatio~ 
ProD'am to. assure a high 
professional standard of 
instruction. SChools and 
Brazil epl , r aces . . .  
MAR DEL PLATA, far, announced that four 
players will be replaced 
lmmedcateiy. 
He said manager Coutinho 
could accept the situation or 
msJglL 
Trigo said first-team 
players Zlco, known as the 
"White Pele", ace striker 
Relneldo, attacking left back 
Edinho and sweeper Cer,~o 
would be replaced by Jorge 
Mendonca,  Rober to ,  
Rodri~ues Neto, and Chieao. 
n 
Brazil man nov~ failed to 
qualify for  the World Cup 
finals but its chances of 
reaching the last eight in 
Argentina have been con- 
Argentina (Reuter) - -  
Brazilian sports authorities 
today took charge of the" 
country's World Cup •soccer 
squad and warned that man- 
ager Cinudio Coutinho must 
either accept changes in the 
team or resign. 
Marie Tri~o, spokesman 
for the Brazilian Sports Cen- 
feclemtion" speaking after 
Brazil's two disappointing 
draws in the cup finals so 
N. American 
soccer 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
all flying ancldents were the training hill, showing 
enused by pilot error efsome numerous examples of do's 
form or ,other, In short, and don'ts, and you will also 
Hang Gliding is as saf or see sequences of in- 
- dangerous as the individual termedlate and advanced 
flyer cares to make it. To flying. 
become a safe flyer, good 
instruction is of utmost By the time your fist 
Importance. ~roundscho01 lesson is over 
you will bare a fair ~aop of 
How to get stam~l in Hang what you are lotting yourself 
Gliding? in for. The following 
If you are seriously sessions will be en the 
thinking of getting involved training hill. You will learn 
with this fascinating new haw to assemble a Glider 
spor get in touch with your and how to take care of it. 
nearest Ha~ Gliding School Then you will get to know 
or certified instructor, If you how to handle it and hew to 
decide to enroll in a course y hold it in the proper flight 
u will likely begin your essen attitude while running with 
with an evening lecture at it. Once you go higher up the 
which the instructor will give hill and niter many attempts 
you a good idea of the basic have managect to get air- 
aspects of Hang Gliding. berne for a.few seconds, you 
YOU will see introductory willmostli~cly hehooked for 
movies that were taken on good. 
I 
Reds host 
H elton 
Terrace Reds, the local they; host the Hazelton 
entry in the .Bulkley Valley Braves i ,  a doubleheader. 
Baseball League, will try to 
'snap a fern- game losing Action begins at II:30 on 
streak this Sunday when Ker-Rotary field. 
I 
By THE CANADIAN PRF, S8 
BASEBALL 
.Nntlmal League 
Cincinnati Reds sign out- 
fielder Eschnmillin Vlltz and 
catcher Michael Cripner. 
Houstou A~tr~ sign pit- 
chef Jack Lazorko, 
FOOTBALL 
CFL 
Toronto Argenanto elan 
kicker Ian Sunter, defonnive 
tackle Bruce Smith and 
defensive back Dave 
Tmo.n~as. 
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• Of fens ive  'wiggle' to win 
at World Cup soccer 
o ,  
BUENOS AIRES, 
Argentina (AP) - -  Keep a 
lookout for the ace goal 
scarers of the World Cup 
soccer finals--Leopoldo 
Luque of Argentina, Paolo 
Rceni of Italy and Johann 
Krankl of Austria. 
All three have scored in 
beth gam~ thus far, and 
~eir  t,,.'- : .... • ~de ~:e  
of p~';e, i,, ~.,~ second 
round. : . .  
Tree team with a 
marksman, who can .w ~ l le  
out of tight defensive 
positions and fire, will be the 
team to win this cup. On 
current form, the three 
teams that have moved 
fastest into the second round 
must be favorites. 
Rob Rensenbrink of the 
Netherlands tops the goal 
scoring fist with three, but 
they were all scored in one 
game against Iron, and two 
of them were from penalties. 
Wednesday, when the 
Nctherhnds hammered in 
vainagainst a ight Peruvian 
defenes for a O0 draw, 
Itmsenbrtnk failed to find 
the target. 
Austria is one of the sur- 
prise teams of the tour- 
anment, and Krenid, top 
scorer in Europe this season 
for his club, Vienna, is its 
brightest star. He got the 
decisive goal that gave 
Austria a 1-0 win over 
Sweden Tuesday and elias- 
reed a pinc~ in the second 
round. 
Penndragon holds first in 
¾ ton yacht series 
Sachem of Seattle, Wash. 
Sachem placed th i rd  
Wednesday, ' behind the 
Hagar, also from Seattle, 
• and second in the first two 
races, 
The 18-yacht race was de- 
inyed until the afm'mon be- 
name of poor wind& which 
have plagued the mira.  
Penndragon also won the 
short olishore race, which 
finished an Tuesday and 
placed third in the first 
Olympic race Saturday, 
which was won by the Hagar, 
Rhapsody, of ~.dmonda, 
Wash. placed fifth in beth 
Wednesday's and an earlier 
Olympic race and is in third 
place in the serim with §0 1-2 
points. 
The highest standing 
British Columbia boat was 
V ladmi i r  P lavs ie ' s  
Spearhead from West 
Vancouver, in sixth place. 
The ~&r~ race of the 
series, an" Olympic ceme 
race, will be run today. 
followed by a ~50.mtie off- 
shore race Friday. 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
California yacht . Penn- 
dragon, sldppered by Jelm 
MacLanrlu, remained in 
first place in the world thrns- 
quarter-ton yacht chnm- 
plenship series after win. 
n insan  25 nautical-mile 
Olympic race Wednesday. 
Ponndragen finished the 
course south of Clover Point 
in a rcapnetable five hours. 
The race, ~ third of five in 
the series, gave (he Penn- 
dragon an aggregate score of 
615-8, a slim 7-atha og a point 
nhesd of seeond-place 
. . . . .  NO,On vy eight 
Holmes slights odds for . .  
b tle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
money and women, 
whatever I might need. I'm 
faster than Ali and Jimmy 
Young took his toll on Norton 
and so did Muhammed in 
their three fights. 
"I don't dance like All, I go 
side to side. All didn't have 
the left hook like I do and AH 
doesn't take penishinent like 
I do. I don'tiike it, but I can 
do it." 
While Holmes says "he 
dislikes Norton, he believes 
the  32-yearold ex-marine 
deserves the title recognition 
~iven him when Leon Spinks 
chose to give All a rematch 
imtead of gotng through with 
an agreed bout against 
Norto~ 
REMEMBER WHEN ... 
A jei'ry-built spectators" 
stand collapsed at the In- 
dianapolis Speedway meter 
• 'eluselc 18 years ago today-- 
in 1960--killing two persons 
and injuring more than 70 
more. Driver Eddie Russo 
crashed and was injured'in 
the race,, which was won by 
• Jim Rathmaan of Miami,' 
Fla., at an average speed of 
138.7 m.p.h. ' 
1~ VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - -  
Brash and confident Larry 
Molmes hasn't sparred since 
i lest Monday became his 
handiers felt he might be Just 
too sharp'too early for 
Friday night's World Bmdng 
Counci l  heavyweight  
championship fight against 
titiist Ken Norton. 
"On Monday, he nearly 
knocked out two sparring 
partners, so we decided be 
wonlan't box the rest of thin 
week," said manager Richie 
Ginchetti. "He was sharp 
en0Ugb," 
Odds that opened at 8 to s 
favoring Norton had dropped 
to 6 to 5 u the two 
heavyweights woundnup 
their ~ on Wednesday. 
Holmes merely went 
througb some exercises, 
while Norton included a 
sparring session in hk. final 
drill. 
"He don't respect me," 
said Holmes. "I know be'n 
going to force the fight, but 
just tmtil I lay a punch on 
him. He drags his feet and 
shuffles and that's why I call 
hinl  'the mummy'." 
The ~8-yasr-eld Holmes 
said he is still maturing 
• andnwill win the title a year 
before he reaches his full 
oEtontial, 
NIE8 RESEMBLANCE 
The undefeated challenge 
from Eenton, Pa., 
discounted statomonls that 
he m~Icks ~ulmnmad An. 
• "All don't punch llke me, 
don't move llke me. I don't 
move on to the ropes like he 
does. 
"I'm fighting for respect. 
Everything else follows, 
French rugger plays' 
• Vancouver 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) - -  for Richmond in the Fraser 
The French champion rugby Valley: League, accounted 
club Bezters defeated the fog all of the Rope searing 
Lower Mainland Reps 13@ in " w i th  three penalty kicks. 
a wideopen international" With B~ler~ ieading 10-9, 
exhibition -rugby gnme Daniel fezes  esanred the 
Wednesday night, victory with a late pmaity. 
Robert Ceronnand Ber- 
nardBastit both scored trios The Reps consisted of' 
fo r  Beziere, the French players from nearby Van- 
national rugby champions couver, the Fraser Valley 
six of the last.eight years, and the University of British 
Henry Cabrol converted one Columbia. The touring 
HAULED DOWN West Germany, the 
Krankl's goal was from a defendingo champion, needs 
penalty in the 44th minute, only a draw against Tunisia 
but he might have scored to go through. The 
anyway. He streaked into the , Netherlands needs only to 
penalty area from the left 
wing and was moving into a 
good shooting position when 
Bjorn Nordqvlst, veteran 
•-,edish defender, brought 
bib, %wnfrom behind. 
It w-s one of relatively few 
fouls in the cleanest match 
seen in the World Cup yet, 
but it decided the game. 
• Each team has to play me 
more match in the first 
round. The two top teems in 
each of the four ~roups go 
into the next round. 
Argentina, Italy and Austria 
are sure of advancing and 
France, Hungary and Men- 
ice are doomed tonbefng 
eliminated. The other 10 
teams are still trying and 
hapins. 
Wednesday's results were: 
Group 3.-Austria I Sweden 
0 (at BnenesAirea); Bnu~0 
Spain 0 (at Mar del Pinta). 
Group 4--The Netherlands 
0 Peru 0 (at Mondo~); 
Scotland 1 Iran 1 (at Cer. 
dobu). 
With each team having 
completed two games, the 
group~ stand like this: 
Group 1--Argentina and 
Italy 4 points (qualified), 
France and Hungary 0. • 
Group 2--West. Germany 
and Poland S, Tanbda 2, 
Mexico 0. 
Group 3--Amtrin 4 (quail- 
fled), Brazil 2. Swedeo and 
Spain X. 
Group 4--Netherlands and 
Peru 3, Scotland and Iran 1. 
WIND UP SUNDAY 
The teams now have two 
days of rest before the 
decisive last games in the 
first round Saturday and 
Sunday. 
hold off Scotland, which was 
shaken by a doping scandal 
that sent Willie Johmton 
home in disgrace. 
Brazil, a three-time 
winner, has played two 
mediate  draws and next 
faces Austria and the deadly 
shooting of Kranid. 
Scotland, which had come 
here with high hopes, is all 
but through after Wed- 
needay's poor effort against 
lrnn. The Scots neuld still 
qualify for the next round 
with a thron-gcal win over 
the Netherlands on Sunday 
but manager Ally MacLend 
says: "It's like cluthing at 
straws. At the moment it 
doesn't look very likely, but 
miracles do happen." 
MK report 
• by Don Pearson, 
The tide this morning at 
the marina is: 
Low tide,10:30 a.m.with 2.9fl. 
High tide at 5 p.m. with 
yesterday, for those that 
braved the first cooler day 
after the past hot spell, was 
very good. One boat that 
ried the Bishop Bay area 
caught 4 large Spring and 
some small ones. Many 
Shakers came in from all 
areas .  
From past years we have 
learnt that rain after a bet 
spell makes our rivers come 
up and get dirty. This, of 
course, ends.up in the colt- 
chuck. As I have mentioned 
over the past week this 
celournd water never seems 
to go past Jessie Falls. 
I recommend that the next 
few dal/s fishing be done past 
this area. 
The Kithnat River is now 
IX'educing a few spawners 
but again the high water 
makes river fishing tough. 
AIItl  
HONDAS 
an here. 
Honda Civic Sedan 
Test dri a Ho.datoday at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4142 Hwy. |5 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG !1.8 
635-5571 Oi" 435-4325 
E[O]L%TD2eL OoZier Licence Number 02044A 
nmoe enR   oom sUOOL 
DATES: , } 
August 22, 1978 to September 1, 1970 -: 
; NoHockey on S(mcisy, At~ust.2Y;1978,/ ,: :~, ' ,  .i~ ~,,: .', 
ENROLLMENT: ~ " J " ~* '~ b .." 
Sedlon "A"Y&Syears . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  40 Boys 
Section "B" 9,10&11 years . . . . . . . . . . . . / . . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 boys 
Section "C" 12,13& 14years..,.. ....................................... .34 boys 
TOTAL 108 
PLACE:. TERRACE ARENA ," 
COST: 
Section "A': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . . .  $35.00 
Section "B" & "C': . . . . .  5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $55.00 
ICE TIME: 
Sectlen "A:'. ...................................................... 1 Hour per day 
Section "B" & "C" ............................................. 3r,~ Hours per day 
Total of Ten Days 
INSTRUCTION: 
ALL LOCAL INSTRUCTORS 
Each dey wtll deal with specific hockey and skofing skills. Basics will be stressed. 
It Is the Intention of Terrace Minor Hockey to provide an enloyable Controlled, 
learning situation at reasonable cost. 
REGISTRATION: 
Will be taken at time of reglstreflon for minor hockey. 
Saturday June 10, 1978 
Qsrenca Michael School 
Either full reglstretlen fee can be paid or we w~ll accept 50 percent as e deposit with 
the remainder being payahle et Hockey School Commencement. , r~ 
.  to[ J' .Carpet. . ::& Drapery Service 
NewEngland2%'ancouver slderably reduced by.two dthetrlca, givingBeziersa French club plays the P 
lack-lustre performsncel 10-6 lend at the hail: . Vancouver Island Reps 't t' !! _F , 
• Portland I Los Angeles 0 against Sweden and Spaffi. Jim Donaldson, woo prays , Saturday, " . " ( ) 
Rochester 2 Seattle I Theydrew l-I with Sweden 
California 2 Chicago 1 and 0-0 .with Spain Wed- ( )i 
$anDiego3 Philadelphia2 Austria to lake a clear lead / ~  MeMa aohi i 
Memphis 1 San Jose 0 in Group 3. I 
Dallas 3 Fort Lauderdele I Brazil now has to defeat ( I i E De lt2T-,saX Ans tobesureo a ce [ \ 1004 Perk ave., I 
Houston 1 Washington 0 in the last eight Prinoe George, B.0. V2L 4TT I S 
Box 862 i T 
663,1111 Telex IMT-N32 I ( I , . , . . o . ,o .  Ready-made drape., 
1-791 MOdel TDSO0 Angle dozer and , In i 'i!.. MA Shags,sculpturedLOOpS, Twist, in all popular sizes 
winoh. Hes new underoarriege end , I d i I T . w.,.v. 
, w  l i , IF: .~' -  S©otoh Goardedcarpeting FREE 
,,at..,. s L Eo T.ASK / 
1966 Model TE Angle dozer and I ,  ' 9 ~*' ' ~ ~  ~' "  IN 
winch thoroughly oheokod over• I ' r . . . . . .  
$37,000.. " I ;-- : - , --  w ' * "  & 
Also in stock, assortment | ( , ,.2oo,amp,~, tO Ch0OSe from When,  : ~ ~ qqality matters.' :  ~ ,  KITIMAT 
• of Clearing Blades and' I ( ' -Sheers-Lined Drapes Box 70. S,10lhors " - ' .  ~ .~!  ~i :~. AREA 
I I 
' i 
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Bullets 1978 NBA, Champions by dropping Supersonics 1wo" 
SEATTLE (AP) --  
Finally, Wee Uneeld can look 
in the mirror and see the 
face of a champion. 
"I don't know hew I'm sup- 
posed to act," Woahington's 
veteran centre said with a' 
smile and a shrug following 
the Bullets' 105-99 victory 
over Seattle SuperSonics 
Wednesday neght in the 
deciding game of the Na- 
tionsl Basketball 
Association champiomhip 
series. 
The trimnuh before a dis- 
appointed calmelty crowd of championship aeries thai 
14,-098 at the Seattle Centre went the limit, creating a 
Coliseum ended 10 years of winner.take-all situation in 
playoff frustration for the the seventh game , to 
Bullets, the only team to determine the league 
make the NBA playoffs champion. 
every year in the last Unseld, wbo scored .15 
decade. 
And Unaeld has been a 
member of the Bullets each 
of those 10 years. 
"This is the tint time for 
me on this side," said the 6- 
foot-7,  245-pound Unseld, 
who was voted the Most 
Valuable Player • in the 
points and sank two big free 
throws in the final two 
minutes, twice before had 
been to the finals with 
Washington only to lose in 
four straight games--to 
Milwaukee in 1971 and to 
Seat t le  spor ts  p ros  
can't get  it up  
Four downed ' 
By THE A&qOCIATED 
PRESS 
For Seattle sports fans, 
New York Yankees were just 
adding insult to injury. 
It was bad enough that 
Wash~ Bullets ended 
the miracle run of Seattle 
SuperSonics Wednesday 
night in the National 
Basketball Association final. 
And the North American 
Soccer League Sounders 
wore beatennby Rochester 
while the World Team 
Tennis Cascades were 
up~ded by Golden Gate. 
Then the Yankees went out 
• and pounded the Manners 9- 
1 with Ran Gnldry winning 
.his ninth consecutive 
American League baseball 
game without a loss, malting 
Seattle sports teams a 
dismal 0-4 on the evening. 
Elsewhere in the 
American League, Detroit 
Tigers beat Milwaukee 
second time in the Kingdome 
in the two years that the 
Mariners have been in the 
league. 
Guidry pitched a six- 
Golden State in 1975. 
'"~is is really something 
nice," the 10-year veteran 
from Louisville said of the 
first championfhip in 
Wash ington 's  17~yea~ 
history. "We've all waited a 
long time for this day." 
STARTED POORLY 
The loss put a damper on 
an Incredible seas0n for the 
Sorties," who. got off to a 
disastrous S-t7 start bul 
turned around under the 
Brothers  bat t le  in. Nor th  Amer ican  soccer  
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
The Wegerle brother~, 
Steve and Geaff, faced each 
other for the first time in 
North American Soccer 
I.~agne action when Tampa 
Bay Rowdies defeated 
Oakland Stampers 1-0 on 
Wednesday night. 
Steve, 24, and Gcoff, 23, 
natives of South Africa, are 
former Arcadia Shepherds 
teammates. But fraternity 
and camaraderie did not 
characterize their meeting 
on the Tampa Stadium pitch. 
The' competit iveness 
between the two.came to a 
head late in the game during 
a one.on.one race toward the 
Stampers goal. Geeff went 
down trying to tackle Steve 
and had to  he helped from 
the pitch, with what seemed 
to be a rib injury. 
Steve Wegerle's goal early 
in the first half an a pass 
from. Graham Paddea 
proved to be the winner, 
ending a four-game losing 
streak for the Rowdies. 
hitter. His 9-0 start is the 
fastest ,games. A two-ran 
single by Henry Cruz and an 
er r~ by N/nnesota shortstop 
Coy Smalley keyed the in. 
ning. 
Ken Kravec, who set a 
carecr high with 12 
strikeouts, and Jim 
Willoughby combined on an 
eight-hitter for the White 
Sex. 
Angels 4-0 A's 1-1 " The Stampers' loss 
Rogues 1-0, Rochester 
Lancers beat Seattle 
Soun~lers 2-1, Houston 
Hurricane beat Washington 
Diplomats 1-0, Portland 
Timbers beat Los Angeles 
Aztecs 1-0, Fort Lauderdnle 
Strikers beat Dallas Tornado 
3-1, New England Tea Men 
beat Vancouver Whitecaps 2-
0, Detroit Express beat 
Tulsa Roughnecks 2-1 and 
San Diego Sackers heat 
Philadelphia Fury 3-2. 
SURF SCORE 
California Surf had been 
held scoreless since May 14, 
until Anseimo Vicioso's goal 
at 61:31. And less than two 
minutes later they were 
handed a goal when Sting 
defender Derek Spauling 
scored an own goal. 
Two come-from-behind 
goals for Jean Wlllrieb led 
San Diego Sackers to their 
fifth straight victory. 
The Sackers took aunesrly 
lead on a goal by Walker 
,McCall, but the lead didn't 
last long after defender Colin 
Waldron was ejected from 
the game for a tackle ~vhich 
kick by Jimmy" Husband . winning goal. 
gave Memphis Rogues their" The game marked the 
win over San Jose Ear. coaching debut of Aztecs' 
thquakes. The goal was the Tommie Smith, " who 
first of the. season for 
Husband and the shutout 
west to John Houska. , 
CARDS HANDED OUT. 
In a game that saw five 
yellow cards handed out and 
Tulsa's Stojan Nickolic 
ejected from the game, 
Detroit Express defeated 
Tulsa Roughnecks in 
overtime. 
New England Tea Men 
snapped a three-game losing 
• streak in its win over Van. ~ Stakes and is priced at only 7 
couver Whitecaps. .... : to 2 for the final majur event 
Goalkeeper Kirk Pearson, 
"who was subbing for  
suspended Kevin Keelan. 
posted the shutout. 
The return of Dallas 
Tornado coach Ran Newman 
after two years failed to 
bring a win to the Tornados. 
Rain delayed the game for 
Over an hour and the Striker 
insurance goal came when 
goalkeeper Marine Cane 
slipped on the wet ground. 
Portland Timbers in- 
replaced Terry Fischer, 
fir~! earlier this week. Washington's 45' per cent. 
Done, aster next on i INVEST _ J  
British horse circuit I 
EPSOM, England snatched the 98,410 pounds 
(Reuter) - -  Shirley.Heights, sterling ($117,138) winner's 
@inner of the Epsom Derby purse. 
in a thrilling finish Wed- Shoemaker's25.to-1 mount 
nesday, now will probably be was outin front in the fieid of Today a 2 year old Ootson 280Z 
aimed at the St. Lager 25 from the starting ate, in is wad b more than its original 
up in the Prix de l'Arc-de 
Triomphe at LengchamP, 
Paris, in October. 
Shoemaker was beaten 
front as the runners turned 
left and down the hill to 
Tatteaham Corner and in 
front as they rotmded that 
testing bend into the 
s_tcalght. 
FOUGHT OFF ONE 
He drove for home up the 
straight and fought off a 
challenge from Remainder 
Man,. who eventually 
finisbed fifird. 
But" behind him, Greville 
price. It's a fuel.injected invest- 
ment. We sell more Zeds  than 
Vancouve, Dealers conbined 
(over 2000 Zeds ave, the 
yea,s). That's because we offer 
mine: Bette, Selection, Belie, 
Deals, Setter Zed Service. Or, 
Salesmen are Zed expert,. 
Choose from the widest selec. 
tiOn in Canada. All models and 
colours available• (The best 
selection of used Datsun Zeds in 
the country too). Trades of all 
makes welcome• Low down 
payment financing" & im- 
mediate delivery. 
Call Collect Now 
988-7172 California won the opener allowed California Surf to 
with Ken Brett and Paul move into second place in dislocated the knee, of creased their winning streak 
.Hartzell teaming up on a their Western Divtsion of the SockersforwardAdeCoker. to seven with Timbers 
four-hltter and Ran Fairly Ameriean Co~erence with a Referee Henry Landener captain Jimmy Conway 
hittlnghtssixthhemeref.the 2-1 win over Chicago Sting. ejected three players from scoring his first goal of the 
season. ' In other games, San Jose the game. season from his midfleld po. 
t~Brett, 2.3, Was malting his Earthquakes beat Memphis An over-the-head scissors sition at 72:05 for the game 
t start since May 20 and 
weaforthef lrstf lmesinoo Af f i rmed Tr ip le  Crown ' 
only by a head after trying to ' Starkey was driving Shirley 
lead thronghout--an effort Heights in full gear towards 
which Hawaiian Sound's a gap between Hawaiian 
pert-owner Robert Sangater Sound and the rails which 
described as "a hell of a had opened up  after the 
ride." • ultimate winner had seemed 
Shoemaker had never seen likely to be denied a dear 
the switchback Epsom run. 
course, reckoned one of the There was no holding 
world's most difficult racks Shirley Heights's tremm- 
BRASSO 
 DATSUN 
1305 MARINE DRIVE " 
the closing stages. 
The Phils extended their 
winning streak to six games, 
overcoming the San Fran- 
cisco Giants 54 Wednesday 
night with two runs in the 
ninth inning. 
It was the third time in the 
last five games that PMh- 
dell~a has rallied to win in 
the ninth inning, n 
"I feel like we ran into a 
buzzeaw," said Joe Altobelli, 
the Giants' manager who 
had seen htstesm lose three 
• straight one-run games to 
the Phillles and fall to second 
place in the National League 
West, one-half game behind 
Cincinnati Reds. 
April 10. 
Brewers 8-1, Chicago White ' California returned to its to ride, until Wednesday deus finishing bunt and he NORTH VAN( :OUVER 
Sex defeated Minneso!a losingways away from home c o u l d  b b y  Alyd morning. But he was not sped over the line the w inner ' -  ,f in th. nlgh,p .hen e s to len  ar int imidated, and nearly by a foot. 
,ader with Kecugh, Bob Laeey and YORK A P "  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
gelstsklng El lasS~ac°mbinedona N E W ' ,  ) -- d ~ Bus!ness'sit ~d the A's five.hitters Soea l~c~ng up Trainer John Veitch thinks .series. Darby Creek Boa , ~az Barrora, Affirmed's :::: " " ":: 
Jgamel-0, hlsnlnthsave, thel½-mileBelmuntStakes Noon Time Spender and trainer, likes to say: "The 
TheToronto Blne Jays In the second game~ the i sa tes to fs tnmgthwhiC  h Judge Advocate were me others have to change to - -  ilt i!i 
~ubl( leadur e . Cleveland A's gained asplit, winning 1- favors his muscular Alydar only other tlw.ee-year.olds if they've been doing 
~d tt ~Kanus ,ty game at 0behind the five-hit pitching in his running battle with expecmd to ne encereu anything wrong. Idon't have Not  I , s ted  ,n  our  
ReggieJadrJsonhitapair andF_Jlassoea, sideredasortonachallenger. Well, Veltch is going to ' n n i reotnrv  
f bome rune and Roy White New York's Ran Guldry strongerondfastereaSatur- Hamilton jockey Jeff Fell change for the Belmeat. In 101 
nd Bucky Dent also raised his record to 9-0. day, it would he  only the has the ride on Judge Ad- an attempt to relax Alydar, 
omered as the Yankees pitching a six-hitter as tl~ Kentucky Derby and yeasts. . he will run the Calumet 
~ke a four-pine losing Yankees battered Seattle Prenkness ru~,,xup's third If five start, the 110th Bel- Farm colt without blinkers. 
treak and won for Just the Mariners 9-1. victory in nine meetings with m.ontw~ ~ worth $1~ine3~r, Alydar ran 5he first tour 
Affirmed. But it wouldbea wit. :1;110,~80 to me we . races of his 16-race career ::ii! ~ WATER LILY BAY RESORT.798.2267 ;; , i~ 
'~./ ;  , ~ Ph i lhes"  " squeeze  3' big one,'one that would cast Post t~...e w'fll, be. 5:.40 p.m. without blinkers, and in that ,:. ,, ~ 
" ' Affirmed the Triple Crown ~.'UTWim nsuorml televmlon span he split two racee with We 're""""" " " ' " " '  " " ' " '  " : ' " :  
n inth  inn ing  ral l ies The Belmont shapes up as by CBS from 5-6 p.m. Affirmed, who has won five 
of their other six meetings, SHOP ~35 9410 
• , '. I ; the third stra_lgh.t twc~home STRENGTH A FACTOR Itisalso tuterestmg tonote / a B - - -  ~- vm, - - -  BOY DS BODY V
By THE A~OCL~TED duel In the "znple uruwn ,,Strength is a very that Alydar has split fan r j~ i ~ ,~, r~ 4~ GEMINI EXCA ATING. 635... 97 
PRESS 10-game winner ~ the major 
Philadelphia Phillies are leagues and Larry Pettish ~, ,~,  |~ .~.  definltefact0rs"saidVeltch, races with Affirmed at L.,IOi[, T;7 t . /  
becoming famous for their hit a threerun homer as the ~ .eu~o~ "More than anything else, Belmont Parks beating him 
~.] . . . . . .  ~* ,~ stafifina may decide the by 3½ lengths in the Great ~m~ r ~  I F ree .  for ONE month courtesy of THE 
recent habit of d~amaUsally Expos pulled within 1½ u~_~J t~xu la  Belmont. And I think we're Amerieanandbyl¥~leagths • Jr ~,J' ~ ,~ '  ; DA ILYHERALD 
Twins 8-3 and Oakland A'f 
split a doubleheader with 
cnl~0rnla, the Angels tsk~g 
the opener 4-1 and the A's 
winning theaooond ga e 1-0, 
de lebeadur at l v l  
and the Kansas City ~une at 
Texas were rained anL 
of h  r s  y it  
and 
h r  s t  k s 
broke a four-game losing 
streak and on for Just ~ ariners 
winning baseball games in games in the NL East lead. 
Grimsley, who has lost Notl~ng wan going right 
twice, checked the Padres on Tuesday night for San Jose 
six hits. 
• Braves 8 Cardinals O' 
Knunldeballer Phil Niekro 
pitched his 32nd career 
strikeout, giving up only four 
singles, and Big Pecoroba 
hit a grandslam homer, 
leading Atlanta past the 
stumbling Cardinals, who 
have lost 20 of tbeir past 27. 
games. 
Mets 3 Dodgers 2 
Pat Zechry, 7-1, pitched a
,three-hitter and struck out 
six in winning his fourth con. 
socutive game for New York. 
The Mets broke a 2-2 tiein 
;the eighth when Steve 
The Giants tied the score Henderson scored on Rea 23-32 record still compares 
in the fifth on Willie Me-'Hodges's low grounder to favorably with the 19-30 
Covey's three-run double second base with runners at mark of Hawaii Islanders, 
and went ahead 4-3 in the first and third and one out. mired in the Western 
eighth on pinch hitter Mike ~ ' Division cellar. 
Missions. 
On the moand, three Pit- 
cha's yielded nine hits. At 
the plates they produced 
seven scattered hits. In the 
field, they committed five 
errors. 
The resulting 11-2 victory 
for Salt Lake City Gulls put 
the Missions a game deeper 
in the Eastern Division 
cellar of the Padfle Coast 
League, six games behind 
frant-runnlnS Albuquerque 
following an 11-2 victory for 
the Dukes oyer S~kane 
Indians. 
However, 'the Miaslons's 
lvie's RBI single~ But the 
Phils tied the sco~'e en 
singles by Bake M~Bride, 
Larry Bowa and Mike Sch- 
midt, aM won it en plech- 
hitter Jose Cardenara 
single. 
In other NL games 
Wednesday, Cincinnati beat 
Chicago Cubs 9.0, Montreal 
Expos defeated San Diego 
Padres 4-0 and 8-3, Atlanta 
Braves blanked St, Louis 
Cardinals 6-0 and New York 
Met, edged Les Angeles 
Dodgers 3-2. The Houston at 
Pittsburgh game was rained 
ouL n 
Reds 9 Cubs 8 
Undefeated BillBnal~m of 
Cincinnati, muking his tint 
start against his former 
teammates, gained his 
seventh victory, aithougl: 
i~t~lng only six ~ for. 
the Reds who eaded tim 
Cubs' five.game winning 
streak. 
The big hits for the Reds 
were Mike Lum's two-run 
single that capped a four-run 
first inning and a two.run 
double by Bonham in the 
fifth. Dave Kin~nan hit a 
two.run homer, his 12th, for 
Chicago. 
Expos 4-8 Padres @-3 
Wayne Twitchell and. Bill 
AUdnsan co~ahom~d ms a 
fonrhitier and Teay Peres hit 
his 301st career homer in 
Munlnmrs opening victory, 
the completion of Tuesday 
night's suspended game. 
In the nightcap, Ross 
Grimsley became the f iat 
DIESEL STATIOII MEOHAiilO 
' required by
D.O. HVDRO 
LOCATION= ,, 
Terrace, B.C. 
DUTIES: 
Our Nlechenlcs are. requ,red to ~nae.rtake the 
melntenence, ovMrhaul and repair of diesel 
electric generating units throughout our North 
' Coast Reglen, requiring travel by light aircraft 
to remote ganeraflng sites. This position also 
Involves the maintenance and repair of two 28 
M.W. gas turbine engines and two smell Hydro: 
electric sites. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Applicants must be certified Journeyman 
N~.hanlcs and have a background In the repair 
and maintenance of diesel electric generating 
sets. Experience. In gas turbine malntenance 
would be an asset. 
WAGES: 
$11.68 per hour. B.C. Hydro benefit/pdckage 
Includes the following: 
• three weeks annual vocation (In first year), 
shorter work year provision (additional 
seventeen paid days off per year), dental plan, 
penmen, group life Insurnace, etc. 
Please apply In writing, stating personal details, 
education, and experience to: 
Manager, Administrative Services 
B.C. Hydro and Power Authority 
5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 4RS 
strong enongh to wear that 
other horse down. Alydar 
has weathered the Derby 
and Preakness in fine condi- 
tion." 
in the Champagne and losing 
to him by five lengtha in the 
Youthfnland by a nose in the 
Futurity. 
If yoowishyour6usinessPhone 636 6367 
listed for your customers please call i 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
@ 
" • 
guidance of coach Lenny 
Wilkens and came within one 
game of the coveted 
championship. 
Guard Charles Johnson 
and forward Bobby Dan- 
dridge led the Bullets' vie- 
tory in the title game with 19 
points apiece. But it was a 
three-point play by second- 
year reserve forward Mitch 
Kupcbek and Unseld's free 
throws that cooled a Seattle 
rally in the final, frantic 
minutes. 
The SenSes, who shot just 
39 per cent for the game to 
trailed 79-66 after three 
periods. Seattle closed to 
within 98-94 in the final two 
minutes before Kupchak hit 
a three-point play with 1:30 
toga. 
Fred Brown sank a free 
throw and hit a bank shot 
and Paul Silas hit a layup to 
bring the Santos to within 
101-99 with 13 seconds on the 
clock. But six seconds later, 
Unseld sank two free throws 
to clinch the victory that 
ended, once and for all, the 
Bullets' status as the NBA's 
perennial bridesmaid. 
o f  the British thoroughbred 
; racing season at Deacaster 
in September. 
And Willie Shoemaker, the 
American who so nearly 
captured the race on 
Hawaiian Sound, has been 
offered another venture into 
Europe on the Derby runner- 
• . .  . . . . .  , . . , , .  . . . .  . . . .  
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Fa.thers Day' Contest 
IN 20 WORDS OR tESS 
K inderflarten to Grade 1 
Grades 2, 3 & 4. 
Grades 6, 6 & 7 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ULES:- 
• 1) Poems must be written by the ohUd in his or her ewe words, 
2) Delivery nolater than Saturday, June 10. Balled ne later than 
Friday, June 9, to the Herald. 
3)  Poems are to be written on PLiIN PI~ER,ILII'OI(,:iDK inoluding 
SIGNATURE and 6BADE' 
.N 
41 Only one poem per child. 
It is our hope that all poems own be publbbed b tkb 
edition if thereis too groat.a response, then owl1 the best will 
appear, with the remainder to follow on Fridays and Ilendals 
edition until all have been printed. 
An/poems reoeived late will not qualJfl and wlU not 
be publisnea. 
Poems not written by the ohild will not (luallfl. 
I~11 winners are to oontaot the Herald 
COme on k ids ,  
jo in  in  the fun 
f .  
or MAIL, TO: Or IH' KITIMAT: 
Fathers Day Contes t  .Pat Zelinski 
Box 399 . , 11 Turney Street 
• " Kitimat, B.C. 
& the pr i zes ,  
DELIVER TO: 
Gordon~ & Anderson 
4606 Lazelle 
Terrace, B.C. 
PRIZES 
1st - $20.00 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
2nd - $15.00 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
3rd - $10.00 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
in each' eatqlory 
~ ~ l ' ; .  
/ 
"~ - - . ,  ~ : I , ; .~  : , '~  ! " -.,_ . : , : .  , -  
- .  . , ,  . . . .  
Donated. By: 
,Gordon & Anderson 
- - _ _ | 
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Churclies told to use televis ion 
By FRED H. PHILLIPS 
FP~DERICTON (CP) -  
"Television is perhaps the 
most important influence in 
our lives today, and yet the 
Christian church is not really 
learning to. live with the 
medium," said Arnold 
Edinborougb, journalist, 
author and chief executive 
officer of the Council for 
Business and the Arts in 
Canada. 
The prominent Anglican 
layman delivered a trilogy of 
speeches during Christ 
Church Catbedral's third 
annual festival' of the arts 
here. 
He suggested that the 
church had not approached 
television positively, saying 
that untold millions had seen 
Kenneth Clark's TV series, 
Civilization, in recent years 
and calling for 
dramatizations of some of 
the great biblical figures 
such as Jesus Christ, Moses 
or Isaac. 
"And photographic 
techniques could do wonders 
with Daniel in the lion's 
den," he said. 
"Television must not be 
abandoned to the exploiter 
and the salesman. The 
church must strive to change 
the structure of TV and 
radio." 
IT DOES WELL IN PRINT 
Edinborough said the 
church ad done rather well 
in the print media, though 
not especially well in the 
dailies, and called the 
present religious . press 
"very good," citing tbe 
Bible's mass distribution in 
paperback format. 
"But in the field of elec- 
tronics we have not done well 
at all. The world is bungry 
for a renewed Christian 
message. The people are 
beginning tofeel that here is 
something better, something 
greater than man, They are 
seeking a vision. Let us 
provide it for them." 
Speaking on Literature 
and the Church, he said 
Christianity is a format for 
all the applied and fine arts 
in Western civilization. 
He characterized 
Christendom in the Middle 
Ages as "a habit of mind" 
within which all the applied 
arts--architocture, glass- 
making, painting, sculp- 
ture-worked together 
toward building the great 
places of worship. 
"Thb attitude lasted 1,000 
years and shaped the whole 
artistic expression of 
Western civilization. The 
invention of printing or, as 
Marshall McLuhan would 
say, the introduction of 
linear messages, replaced 
the fixed image as the only 
teaching method for the 
spread of the word. 
"Other social movements 
also split the community of
'artists, and the Renaissance 
finally gave art its own 
spiritual base: art for its own 
sake. 
BIBLE ACCOMPANIED 
ART 
"But the movement 
toward art for its own sake 
was a~compenied for the 
first four- centuries after 
Gutenberg and Caxton by the 
Bible. For what the 
Renaissance and Caxton had 
started, the Reformation fin- 
ished-the translation and 
wide distribution of the 
greatest single repository of 
morals, ethics, drama and 
art that the world has so far 
ksown, the Bible. 
"If we do not know the 
Bible we cannot understand 
even the images and content 
of some of the greatest 
pictures ever painted, the 
greatest sculptures ever aside by the federal govern- 
carved or the greatest music ment for a "unity bash" July 
ever written. What can we ! while there are "no funds 
make of the music of Bach or 
Beethoven orHandel without 
the Bible? 
"Above all, what can we 
make of the literature of 
Western civilization in the 
last 500 years without a 
knowledge of the Bible? 
"The Bible shows us the 
totality of the experience and 
the position of man, not as a 
petty temporal thing, but as 
a part of all eternity." 
Edinborough said 
Christians should endeavor 
to recruit artists to restore 
this vision. 
"We sbould, as Canadians, 
take a more active interest 
in what is being done fur the 
arts by business and, more 
available" for 23 community 
theatres in the country. 
"Could we not assume a 
degree of unity and assign 
some of this money to the 
struggling theatres," the 
speaker asked. 
PICK A CHICK 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
About 12,0O0 day-old 
pheasant chicks will be given 
to 550 4-H members 
throughout Alberta between 
June 12 and July 10 in a 
project designed to replenish ,
the province's depleted 
pheasant population and to 
make people more aware of 
wildlife habitats and con- 
servatton. 
especially, by govern- "Total abstinence is easier 
menis." then perfect moderation." 
He cited the $U million set St. Augustine 
h a t a  , 
difference a 
a d makes. p ce 
See for yourself at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES . 
4642 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VaG 1 L6 
635.6571 or 635.4325 Dealer Licence 02066A 
HONDA Test drive a Honda today. 
ATTEND .cm 
THE HURT 
PARISH 
' CHURCH I 4630 Straume Ave. Terrace 
. Phone 635-2312 
UPUHDS " O F  Sunday Masses 
BAPT IST  8:15 a.m. 10:15 a.m. 
0HUl l0H WRIST  Y O U R  7:30 11:30 p.m. am. 
)astor Bob Lesyk, 635.432~ 
Corner of Halliwell 
..dN.Thoma. CHURCH 
Sunday School unu iu l :  
I1:00 a.m Morning Worship Cer. Sparks & Keith MENNONITE  
Service Pastor Paul Mohninger 
1:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Oflice 635.2407 THIS 
Study Home, . . .  BRETHREN 
Weds. 6:00 Home Bible 
Studies Sunday School 9:45 a.m CHURCH 
Uplands"Y°u are Welcome at a,m.M°rningW°rship lhO0 SUIIDAY 
" 3406 Eby Street 635-3015 
KNOX OHUROH Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
UNITED OF  OHRIST  10;00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
GOD LUTHERAN Service 
¢HUROH 334.1 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. OHUROH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 636-1561 Cor. sparks st. 
Minister Rev. Rev. R.L. White & Park Ave. ¢/{'lrl mlmi mR, - .  uMI I I ' rUCW'R 
Dave Martyn Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White. Rev. Roll Nosterud ANGLIOAN 
Morning Worship 11:00 63S.S882 
Sunday School a.m. 
Senior .12& up 10:00 a.m, Eyenlng Worshi p 7:30 p.m. Morning Service .1h00a.m CHURCH 
Under 12 • 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 Church School 9:45 a.m, 4726 Lazelle Ave. 
WorshipServlce lh00 a.m ~.m. Sunday School, ' Con. 635-9019 I 
Sunday Services: flrmatlon • 
Youth and Adult Classes 9:30a.m. Informal Service 
Church Schobl & Adult 
Discussion 
~ ' 11:00 a.m. Holy Com- 
/ ) ,~ .~e~q~t  muniO~ fOr the family Ministers:
" ~ Rev. Lance Stephens - 635- 
5855 
Rev. Stephen Inoue - 635- 
l 4137 Walmh Ava. 
Welcomes you to worship 
. . . . . . . .  Sunday 
~ ~ 9:30 a.m. Christian 
' Education Ho~r 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
7:30 p .m.  Evengllstlc 
OHRIST IAN Salvation Meeting 
Tues. Night 
REFORMED , := p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday CHURCH ,:~o p.m. Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Sparks St. & , Saturday 
Straumo Ave. 7:30 p.m. Youth Group 
Rev. S. Van Daalen Christian Counselling 
Emergency Welfare , 
Sunday School - Te~'race 1 Spiritual Resources 
535-5446 or 635-2626 a.m. 
Sunday School • Remo 1:00 
p.m, 
11: 00 a,m, Worship Service 
5:00 p,m. Worship Service 
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ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
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~l l  KING 
(NBC) 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
• Squares 
'00 CPO 
115 Sharkey 
:30 Chloe and 
:45 the Man 
co I Rockford 
U :15 I Files, 
-"B :30 I Rockford. 
~ '  :45 I Files 
I 
A I Qulncy 
l i  :15 I Quincy 
• • :30 I Quincy 
V :45 I Quincy 
ql  4 .oo INews 
I I h~ I News 
1 I :3O I Ton~ght 
I I :45 I Show 
q l  ~ :o0 I Tonight 
I - i  :is I Show 
/ / :3o ITonight 
• a .  am :45 IShow 
Saturday, June 10 
i'i  ' o  .ce--S 
I d sentinels 
I :og Baseball 
15 Pre.game 
:30 Meier League 
I I :45 Baseball 
. Meier League 
I ;~ Baseball 
Malor !~ League, 
I Baseball 
T 
. I  :00  Cont .  
: 15 Cont. 
:30 Cont. 
I 1 :45" Cont. 
Championships 
LPGA 
1 45 Championships 
'~  I LPGA ! 1~ Championships 
, This Week 
• ~45 In Baseball 
• :00 Saturday Movie 
.!~ The Silent 
• Gun 
:45 Lloyd Bridges 
CFTK' 
(CBC) 
Flinstones 
Flinstones 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
I 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
All !n 
The Family 
Adl In 
the Family 
Robin's 
Nest 
On Our 
Own 
Comln' Up 
Country 
Comln' Up 
Country 
Rich Man, 
Poor Man 
Rlch Man, 
Poor Man 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
Movie 
'Sorry, no 
details 
available 
4 .c,v (CTV) 
Championship 
Fight 
Ken 
Norton 
vs. 
Larry 
Holmes 
Championship 
Fight 
Cont. " 
Cont. 
Operation 
Petticoat 
Julle 
' Julle 
Charlle's 
Angels 
Regular 
Programs 
not seen 
due to 
live coverage 
of fight 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late Show 
The Vikings 
Kirk Douglas 
Tony Curtis 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Over 
Easy 
-- - MocNeil 
Lehrer 
Crockett's 
Garden 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Polderk 
Poldark 
Bernsteln 
Conducts 
Bernsteln 
Conducts 
Dick 
Cavefl 
Sign Off 
I 
Parade ' 
Parade 
Parade 
Parade 
Saturday 
Morning 
Quiz 
Kids 
Mission 
Impossible 
Mission 
Impossible 
Sat. Sports 
Special 
Sat. Sports 
Special 
Belmont Stake~ 
Belmont 
Stakes 
NF6 
Films 
Death Valley 
Canadian 
Reflections 
NFB ; 
Film 
10 asm, - 5 piIn. 
,~eorge Sesame 
George 
Kldstuff 
Kidstuff 
Kldstuff 
Kidstuff 
Red 
Flosher 
That's 
Hollywood 
Flower 
Spot 
Disvover 
Discover 
Frank's 
Garden 
The War 
Years 
The War 
Years 
All Star 
Wrestling 
All 
Star Wrestling 
.Wide World 
of Sp-orts 
Wide World 
_of Sports 
Street ' 
Sesame 
Street 
Basically 
Baseball 
What's 
Cooking? 
Gardenlng 
Gardenlng 
Turnabout 
Turnabout 
Cons. 
Survival Klt 
French 
Chef 
GCrockett's 
arden 
Daniel 
Foster, M.D. 
ul 
maglc of 
Oil Painting 
Book 
Beat 
i 
Flrlng 
Line 
Flrlng 
Line 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
LINK 
H,4~DW,4~£ ~; to#Is  
Store  Hours:  
Tues . .Sat .  9a .m. -5 :3Op.m.  
Fr iday 9a.m.-gpom; 
OLOSED MONDAY 
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Safety ignored, 51 -killed Health foods not always better 
The United States govern- 
. meat cited a New Jersey criminal 
contractor today for 10 wilful 
violations of safety rules at a 
West Virginia constructiun 
site where a collapsed 
scaffolding left 51 men dead. 
The finding of wilful viola- Cettrell, said the company 
lions means that the govern- also had committed six ether 
ment can turn the matter 
over to the Justice depart- 
merit for 
proeeeution. 
• The Occupational SMety 
and Health Administration 
(0SILA), which issued the 
citations against Research- 
U.S. accused of 
global policing 
MOSCOW (AP) -- The be said tbet he Soviet Uniun 
SovietUnion, i  an unuanally was using Cuban "proxy 
speedy response to forces" there. 
serious infractionf ofn, 
federal safety rules. 
Research Cattrell built the 
-scaffolding. 
The agency, said it is has 
not decided whether to 
recommend criminal action. 
0SHA also cited two other 
firms at the com~truction site 
with' two safety-rule 
violations. The other two 
firms were Pittsburgh 
Testing Laboratory, which 
was testing the concrete, and 
United Engineers and Cun- 
structors Inc., the general- 
engineering contractor at 
the site. 
The citations follow'a two- 
month investlptiun i to the 
April 27 disaster in which the 
LED TO T1P#ING? LONDON(Reuter) -- The 
Dr. Bisgham said that be. ~ health food is mean: 
came of those.problems ,'it i~leas, often misleading ano 
is apporunt that there is a should be banned, Bdtais's 
tendency for the entire' leading independent con- 
assembly to tip inward, sumer group said today. 
"With poorly anchored and 
maintained support legs. 
missing bolts and uncertain 
concrete, there were clearly 
present the ingredients for a 
disaster. 
"Thus, in our minds, there 
were at least three inter- 
dependent factors con. 
tributing to the collapse," 
she said, but added that the 
agency still did not know 
precisely what caused the 
oolispse. 
She said 0SILA is con- 
The Consumers 
Association said health food 
promoters spoil their 
message by recommending 
diets that are hard to follow, 
condesnning food bought in 
supermarkets and rejecting 
use of medern technology in 
farming and food proee~in¢ 
"Although it 'can be 
abused, technology can help 
good condition is easily 
available all the year," the 
association said in its maga- 
zinn, Which?. 
Refined foods such as 
white sugar, bread and rice 
have less nutritional value 
than unrefined alternatives 
but this does not mean they 
should be avoided at all 
costs, it said. 0nly in large 
quantities can they upset a 
diet. 
The magazine said many 
of the producis.from health 
food shops that it tested were 
not different from other 
improve our diets by en- foods. 
suri~ that plenty of food in The most ~u lar  ,soft 
margarine found in these magazine reported. 
shops had the same Half of the samples of 
ingredients as most other dried fruit had been treated 
brands of soft margarine, with sulphur dioxide 
including emulsifiers, preservative and mineral 
flavoring and coloring, the oil, it said. 
wa . Days 
Pgenident Carter's foreign- "The president assured construction workers fell 168 tinulng to investigate the AREA REJUVENATED RADIO CITY LISTED 
policy speseh, attacked U,S. that Washington wanted a f~et o their deaths when the accident, the worst in. NEW YORK (CP) -- A New York's Radio City 
policies in Africa and ac- peaceful settlement in seaffold peeled away from a ,duetrial disaster since the pormgraphy-pockedblcekin Music Hall, a landmark 
cnsedWashingtonandNATO Angola although it was coneretonoolingtswerbeing aguneywas formed in 1971, Manhattan's West 49-nd which was saved from 
of trying to be "global precisely the U.S.A. that is built for the Menungahela nd that additiunal citations street has been renovated at closing last month, has been 
policemen." Imowntohavesupportod and Power Co. at Willow Island, may be announced lat~. a cost 'of $1.5 million and listed in the NaUonal Reg- i 
The first Russian answer suppl ied d is rupt ive  W.Va. One unanswered queetiun desi~natedby the city as n' ister of Historic Places. The I 
legitimate-theatre district, register is the country's in- TERRACE HONDASALES i 
to Carter was given in a groupings in that country," At a news eanfetmco, was whether the concrete Mayor Edward Koch, jo/ned ventory of properties that ~ 4842Hwy. 16West Terrace, a.c. VgGIL8 i 
Washington dispatch by Taessaid. • OSHA's administrator, Dr. iisclf was defeetive inthat it by Vice-President Walter merit preservation fo r  ~j~ 635.6571or635.4325 
Tans, the Soviet news The U.S. Congress voted Enia Bl~J~m, attributed did not harden properly. Mondule and his wife, led historical, architectural, Dealer Licence Number02v46A 
'agency, a few heurs after the two years ago to cut off theaccldenttathroefaetors: (~HAhasconductod tests festivities ,at its recent archeological or cultural IH[Ol%TD2~. Test drive a Honda today. ' 
• president spoke Wednesday covert CIA support for --Failure of contractors to of the concrete but has not opuni~, value. 
at the U.S. Naval Academy. guerrillas fighting • the conduct proper tests of announced . conclusive I 
Speaking of Soviet and Marxist government which freshlypom'edcanoretoprior results. " ~ i 
Solmnis till supplying the --Failure to properly 4t 4¢ . 
rebels, and much of whet he secure the scaffold form- , ~-~ =~ THBTRE ~ i 
Unitedgives th mstates.comes from the worktower.SyStem to the cooling .¢ ~ ~ ~ L~ PASSES ~ S a " 
Tars said although the --Failure to properly ~ ~ ~: e-  
Soviet Union at the ~ anchor and maintain besm ,~ ~ Hidden: somewhere in the ** :~ t ~er~l~emhly'scmt , . i .  snppo.~g a con- ~ ~ . 
I dtsarmamcat session made crete-liftingsystom, which is ads in the entertahm~ent *~ 
"eemz, eto suggestions" to attached to the scaffold to 
eurtaLltheasmsrace, Carter~ support the maximum in- ,~ ~ sect ion  are  two Terrace ~ 
ignored this and "repeated tended load. ] 
again ,.ventious about 'the ' phone numbers .  • . excessive bui ldup'  of Soviet REMOVE STAINS ~ Room.. D~ive.Zn ~ and free pat4d~. ~i 
military might and un- Soda waterustmllyworks ~ ~mm Firldthem, and if one is yours you've ~ 
~( ] E" Pick up your tickets at the Herald ~( , ~.~.,~o4-sstst 
~ office, 3212 Kalum St. 
Senegal .and Gabon which merit," 
Zaire to bolster the army of evident]]/need, all this set ~ ~ . . . .  -" . . . . .  ~"f -  .. ; ,  " -" '~; ;, "~: :  . ,e=~==~~- '~ ~. 
~YS P ICrURE FNE , |usti[y. the U .S .A . ' s  and  
; Tags also accused Carter NATO s claims to the role of "PROBABLY THE BEST" 
. The . to finance : , ,  
BELFAST (Router) -- the 'gang unloaded the "s. ,. , 4736 2akdse  Ave.  
o, 0 o . .  , ,  
buy arms are believed to haul in the eonntry's history. 
. _1 ,0_ . _ .  o..__. . . . .  [ ] 
t°Th~ Pro~,isional Irish e~J .  ~4~ , ~ Char-Broiled Steak " '3.39 
Republican Army (IRA) is 7- , - -  il Including:, BAKED POTATO ][ 
known to have run short of ~O~ _ _ J . . . . .  ' ~L CHOICE OF SA~LADS and , ~J 
funds andweapens in its lOruleYearSinOfNorther War againStireland.British ¢ ~ ~ ° " ~ , , _ _  .... g ,  al5 ] 
• Irish army and-police ~. ' . . " .~  [ King-Size Steak Dinner $5.19 ~J 
for chiefs theleading 10-man a gang huge noted hunt .~ .a~M~g 'P" : ' x '  ~':Tf -"~ ~ ff Tenderloin Steak Dinner $5.49 
that some of them used s u b - a i ~ . . . ~  ~ ~  624126,2!;i162¢3159 ~ I [ ~ , ~ ~ j ~ , j ~ ) i  ~ Steak & Shr'imp Combo $4.99 ~ machine guns, a favored ~ . ~ ~  
IRA weapon; , Ml~,~'d, . -~]e'f .F 
In the carefnlly-planned ~ ' ~  raid near Limerick, mere :~. , : __~, f . .~ , ,  , i  F Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $3.39 "'~ 
• than 160 kilometren south of n.,,~t,.,,,w,,t,~.w,~ il Chopped Beef Dinner S1'79 i i  
revolutionary forces in 
i Africa, Carter'anid: "All too 
*often they seem' ready to 
exploit any opp~rtunity" to
promote instability. Tans 
said this "put the blame at 
the wrong door" for Africa's 
current conflicts. 
"Tree U.S.A.. jclntiy with 
some other NATO countries, 
is intervening in ~mire by 
i'  using the services of the 
ruling circles ofnthose 
African states which follow 
in the wake of nee-celoulniist 
policy," the Tans dispatch 
nonUnued, founded allegations that the bettor than tap water in 
wasa reference to the Soviet Union is trying 'to ' removing stains from 
: troops from Morocco, export' its form of govern- freshly-soiled garments. 
: tbe U,S. Air Force Is fiying to "Pres ident  Carter 
....... militaz 
securiI 
~, :e  
~n: 
role in 
 l i l 
• ~ 
oo • if ,,i 1 • .  1 the border with Northern i~ : : : :  ; .  . . . . .  ,~. :o.,~'$9 
Ireland, the gang ambushed c'-~/ ..--~ J " E '  [ T ;e  
the security van and its "~ J ~'~.-m~ ~" J[ n~'a,~ LAKEL ,:: :=. 
police scogt by using trucks VVCI(UIII.~VV~UI(~ " ; ¢~[ i~£ & CANADIAN FOOD 
toTheyf°rm roadblo~.had painted two , ~ . . . .  lU ld l~qF i i  JI IL 10 a.m. to i =.m. Moadav -Sa~r~ay I I  
stolen va~inloealoounty I¢s timetoeallyour ,l ' ~ n ~ v ' ' ~ i  li~ ~ i~ 11a.111. to10p.n l .  SuRday " ~ [ ~ J~r '  I , authority colors and used Welcome Waeon hostess. 
them to divert other traffic " 
away from the scene while . . . . . . . . . . .  M' THE P CE F0 R I PIION| §3§-§1| 1 
,they transl..red the money;' LoYi"snM'l~li~r.6,~3s-s.4~ 9 WEDDINGRECEPT ION$ • 
The  secnrny . ras  anu , II PR,VATE PARTIES II " 4642 Lazelle West of 0FTK ~ I 
- - r t ing  policemen were " t " 'OO'"  I 
made to lie on the road while " P" 
I It" •CATERING ' li - I *****************************  
11 sanama, INN], FORMAL DINING [ . ,~ . /  • ~ 'INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
, .  . . . . .  : .~ .ON-SAT.,WM-',,  PM ~ II "$~ _2  .... Ill lon-Thur-8a,m,-l~,m, [ 
' ;~ ,,~o ,As~,SE AVE. V.O~ ~S..,, :; II i- P lmm &18-e l4 !  ~li r ~ ~ l  ~~: ,~ ~JI I Fri'Sat'ga'm"la'm' [ 
** SHOWING AT S P.M.~ ~ • ' , ,  I blocksfromgkeenaMal,. ,l 
~ aliNE 10 . : ':~ 'f 4&20 Lake ise  Avmmm 1[ ~L ] ~~;~o~; ,~ ~ [' 236 01TY 0TR. Cs~°SED 632-3~,35R""'0"' [  
M~ 
JUNE I1-1"/ ; ~: ~ . . .o .w .  ':;~'#;"~" r 
~'  0andleshoe.  ' • : ~ I~ ,  , i ' ~  J 
' JUN " ' / " ' " , _ . . .  I 
' , ' ~, II Fresh Oarrol, ' ]1 i 
dUNE ,IO. , . '~ ~ Tea or 6offee and Bused included' ~ : I 
' '  ! JUNE 11-i3 :~ 1 DAN0111. 
Bad* '  , ~ ~ 636-61§1 Re:ervation' aktEe0:;;r;: until ' P'm' ~ 
~ JUNE 14-1"/ ~ ' ' 4826 HwI. 16 W. [ 5 a,m.-1 ,,m, .~ 
;, Saturday IIi#dFever ' : H t l~ J~~ Tenaoe, |JL i ~ ~ 
. ' ', , " ' • ; 4( 
********************************* . .  _~._  ~ . . . . .  : _ .= ,  , ,  .. , ,  , ,  _ 
' t , / 
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, oooo*** . ****** - * . .  homEmakil • . • 
~' \  DOUGLA~ am/-~lO,rlfllWE~f • Modular  Furn i ture  
e~ ~1;~ REALTY • 
O~.~-  LTD. • 
• 6324721 • 
O • 
• OFFICIALllLOCK BRO~.A~OCIATEDEALERS • basement residential This 1050 sq. ff. 3 bedroom 
KiTIMAT home, on paved street close home Is Ideally situated on 
O tO schools. Large fenced 1.09 acres of land. Yard 
"The Performers" backyard with good garden and garden excellently 
area and frame for developed including large 
greenhouse. Partially garden area ,  small fruit, Versatile, stackable wall 
HOME.SFOR .SA.LE • finished rec room, 1 frulttreesandgreenh0use, units called modulars are 
bedroom and sewing room Large f~nced chicken coop! really stacking up well with 
J-4~ - Doublowldo Nobulo Homo In basement. Asking price with hoUsesecluded at rear moderns who want to get 
• 4 PMrol ., Single Family w/bAlement e of $47,000. Will qualify for pf property. Very I the most out of their living 
• . C.M.H.C. financing, reasonable at $30,500. quarters. 
A newly popular concept 
8 2"/Fia+h- I'/= Store, Rev0nile : RESIDENTIAL ACREAGE: in home furnishings, sod-  
J-20 - 2 k~l;oom Mobn.lo Homo We have llsted a 13 acre parcel o1~ south side of ular systems are designed 
Graham in heart of Terrace's farming belt. Parcel has for any room in your home 
: 41. : ' and where you need to lg hrbon - large ..,mnly homu with older 3 bedroom home in state of disrepair, sewer and where space is at a premium 
water on property. Ideal for market gardening - horses 
. cattle etc. Listed at $50,000. organize in order to accom- rovonuo sedate" the many essdntiab 
38-863 - Lahakas I]arpete~ Oon~o. : .• . .~:~-~. ~:~ of the good life. -~+~;/+~.:g.+. :~.~ . Basic units of modular 
. . .  Unit 
96 Stnkine - S Bedroom Bungalow : :~=+ ':"~+=:~ • . 
20 Finc.  S t reet -  S ing le  Unit  
Skyl,ner. Tremendous potential : + 
: 2"/Mo+en- nmmee,iate homo, : 
I aking trends 
In Popularity 
Versatile modular case goods can flank a bed, frame a 
sofa, cl imb a wall, move from room to room. 
systems, called case pieces, 
usually come in two sizss-- 
36 or 18 inches wide by 18 
inches d~ep and 27 inches 
high. They can be combined 
RURAL RESIDENTIAL in any number of ways. Just 
This 3 bedroom home Is decide how high or wide 
situatedongood sized rural you want a grouping to be, 
lot on dead end street. Lots of room for a large then you'll he able to deter- 
House is on concrete family in this older mine just how many pieces 
combination--to he dining 
area of your first home. Or, 
you might move them with 
equal ease into a bedroom 
or family room~ 
r . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . .  _.'..+-+' . . . . .  "I 
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DDD RIPMEESTER 
WIGHTMAlt & SMITH REALTY LTD is | 
please to welcome Bob Ripmeaster to Ils Real Estate i 
sales staff. 
Mr. Ripmeester has a varied background of sales and 
administrative xperience and is fully qualified to 
service your real estate requirements. 
Mr. Ripmeester may be contacted at our offices I 
II located at 4611 Lakelse Avenue in Terrace. 
I Wightman "& Smith Really Ltd. is a full service Real 
Estate and Insurance Agency, a member of LePages 
I Coast o Coast Real Estate Service. I 
| l lmm ~ mm a l ~  ~ l  ~ I = ~ gmlm -~-~ imm m= mm ~mm 
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nice Iooation • foundation and is serviced remodeled home. Ideally you'll need. 
23 Heron Street - Registered Duplex ~ by private water system, located. Close to town and Typical systems are de. 
;eptic tank is new. House all recreational facilities, signed as ~ntertainment Here it is. The house for you. Not just a place to live but also the 
• fanlaltio valu, • is in fairly good condition Full basement and.upper centers and bedroom com- potential for further development If you so desire. Examine these 
• imi l t l l  , I l l  Wi l l  I l l  l" A I I I I I  I l IA  O" and IS selling for' the low floor. Front Is landscaped, binations. Pieces can also be 
nllassn summgmie mrs remus wmsmm vFsivim iv  • lea/ price of $25,000. An Yard is fenced. Owner, used to frame a sofa on features. A large modern home (2300 Sq. Ft:.) located in Thornhill on i 
Rna=~lk~=a~a - -  excellent starter for the anxiousfor offer. Listed at three sides, define an large one-third acre fenced lot close to schools & town. There is also 
I ~ M U ~ l i l l l + l  , l " • 
~, ~ economically minded. $37,000. or create a functi()nal wall DOUGLe, S CHANNEL"PERFORMS" • i . . . . . . .  activity area within aroom an adjacent 75'x200' fenced lot available with the sale. House has 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN • | REVENUE PROPERTY:.. grouping. They also can go large entrance area, very large family roorrv & dining room with i 
. . . . . . .  PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - i 2- 1 bedroom side-by-side duplex unit on Grelg Ave. under windows and around fireplace; very large master  bedroom with ensuite bathroom which 
• ~I~I~f(AI~AIL~" • I Fridge and stove on both sides. Rental 2x$125. Asking doors to create extra storage includes sunken tiled Roman bath. All this & asking only $58,000 for 
• LOT S~LES--DEVELOPMENT • l $22,000. Make an offer., space. _ the package. Area permits further development for commercial use 
For example, you can be- on the surplus land area or may be bought without he extra lot for'a 
CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • gin w i th  a grouping of :lower'price. Why.not tone Kelly now & ask to view this very speclali lustrous "Geometriks" units 
M()RTGAGE ADVICE : (shown above) •in'polished i house that has so much to offer but yet is exceptionally reasonable in  
woods from Lea Industries-- i price. 
a leading maker of modulars. _-" a.d 
They(can be used in the :Come and see us at Park Avenue Realty. ASSISTANCE • living room of your first " : 
• Don't Fool Around With Half A Service • ; .,m~B. weather as the enerev crisis apartment and then transfer ;'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' ~.'~.~.~';.;.:.;.~.;.;.;.;';~;~+~;~.;+:~:~:~;.;.:+;';:~.~'~.;.~';.~.;.;.;';~;.:.~:.~.~:~:.:~:~:~:~:.:.;':.;~;~;';.;. ";';';'.'+.';" ;'.'.' '.'.'.'.'.'.' '.'. .'. ~:::~::~:~:~:~:~::~:~:~::~$~:~:.:~i~i:~:: : i~. ~:..~.~.:: ::~: :~:~:::::~:~:<~:~:~:~: : : :.:. ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.~:~:~:~:~:.:~:.:.~:.~:.~:~:~ 
' TalkToAFullServiceRealE~tateOflice ~ l~'L~'sa, t=p,~" ae~.~ [ continues instal l ir l~eri~ht he pieces--in a different 
~"  We Are Here To Help You . Professionaliy ~ !~ '~ '1 ' "  '~"  " "  ! kind of outside wail ins;ia- 
• T [ - ;  IOMEOWNER.Sl ties can result in dramatic 
• CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUSTTRY US • L~I:_]- ~ year-round ener.gy.savings ano 
pay for iusell Wl~J11n a reason 
"0  O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  • Foam Insu la t ion -  gP•ooo  • . . . . . . . .  ++-  
• What You Should Know 
"Wha silent man is the best to listen to." Japanese proverb . . . . .  d old I- I .-. IL~--_____/*//, uurmg oom warm an c ~ ~ _ ~  
BIIIBIIIBIIIIIIBIIBIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIBIIll + l ~ l . . ~ J ~ - - I  
[] , . . . . .  
[] able period. It will also make n ~ ;  | 
[] your home a much more I ~  ' 
• comfortable place to be 
• whether in summer or winter. Family home close to Over looking highway 25. I 
[] But to save money on air- schools with 3 bedrooms, [] nv.v., . , , . ,  Country residence on hall 1 
• . . . . . .  ~ • _  conditioning and fuel bills, A place for every member extra large living room, acre lot-. Has three 1 
there are some key things you of your family. 3 fireplace; 1150 sq. ft. plus 
should know: bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, +finished basement. For an about 3 bedroom 12'x60' bedrooms, fireplace, 1
1. Compare the "R"  value family room, 2 dining appointment o view this mobile home with 40' ad- alrconditionlng, carport,• 
of all types of insulation ,ooms, games room, patio, modern, 2 year old house, dillon on large fenced and pat t ie  I ly f in i shed l  
before you buy. "R" value--, ;undeck, carport. All call Horst or Chridel. serviced lot priced in the basement. Call F. Skid.1 
low twenties. Located in more for viewing. I 
not the+ thickness--is the in- tastefully decorated and y ,~ , + cappe~side area. Includes 
dustry measure of a material's landscaped. A good buy at 
SELECT IN TOWN lovely abi l i ty  to resist heat/cold ~$,00"0. Call Frank for ': ~+~ appli~nces; Call Frank. 
large 3 bedroom on main" flow. Urea-based foam, now in more information. 
:GOOD VALUE, 3925 .floor residence with one ~ O R ~ =  plentifulsupply, has an estab" ;~'~;, '.+'"~+++~+;+/ 
• Mountain View Blvd, a down. Two fireplaces, and •limed "R" value of 4.3 per l ! ] i ! : i  i+ I.:' :+::II:+: . . . .  
• ]quiet  de~.d end street on bathrooms,  la rge  square inch at 75 degrees F. ~ ~ 
=! which this three bedroom recreational area with built This is higher than rock wool~ ~1~ Bit 
• home Is situated on land- In lounge type settee in red fiber glass, and cellulose, the + . . . . .  ~r~-,.~=~-~=lumut~ ..... --
Redecorated " ; " " + + ~ J~ " P ~ mmscaped 75x200 lot. Half three other major insulating ~'~7~t ii~i ~ A very special dtalet-type : upholstery, residence with over 2000 sq. carpeted, materials on the market. • = ~+ 
• basement, rec room and recently fn and out and ft. living area. Impressive I fYO~nt  tO raise a big aeslr|ng low down paymentn 
• attached carport. Listed structurally' superior to fireplaces, two bathrooms,•] 2. Make sure the con- " ' living room with fireplace 
[] M.LS. Asking $29,000. most" homes. This home rec room in basement with= treetor who insulates your ExecUtive house in and open beam ceilings, garden you should view home. Has2bedroomsandn 
• may be purchased on 87 extra 4th bedroom. "home is reputable and reli- rhornhillarea. Situatedon Beautiful pine and cedar premisasonFirecrenk Rd. basement plus small 211 
bedroom cabin. FullS 
[] ~n l~='~= • ~it ~J,,, foot frontage lot for $57,000. Situated at 3137 Kofoed able. Only $27,900. Three asking price only $29,500. 11 or If you wish an adjoining Drive. Black asphalt roof,• 3. Choose an insulating me. large gSx425' lot, fully panelling. Situated on a 5 
lot can be obtained for a whitefrlmand grey stucco. • terlal that is properly flame landscaped. Features acre parcel close to town. bedroom .home with half I 
total Package price of $46,500. Excellent ~alue. : resistant. Urea-based foam beautiful natural rock .Asking price $68,000. To acre yard. Phone Frank. c.all Horst or Christel. 
$64,500. Listed exclusive. Exclusive listing 863. has excellent flame resistant veneer on front entrance, 2 view call Horst or Christel. ~ 
• characteristics and, as a re- lireplaces, 3 bedrooms and ~+:++,:~+++:++,~++! 
• [] suit, has been awarded a Class completely finsihed in-law =+' + '; *'+ + ++++:/" ~ 
REVENUE 'ACREAGE= 1 rating by the authoritqtive suite. , Call Horst or ~ i ' _ _  ~ ~  
: REVENUE PROPERTY Paquette near Clarke, over ~ Underwriters Laboratories. Christel for viewing, r " ~ ~  
• Upper and Lower Duplex one acre with four rentedl - ; i; ii' ~"  ~ '  ~ :~+~:~ 
[]s;tuatedat3871 Pine Street, units In two duplex[]] 
[]]each unit with two HiGH RATIO FINANCING buildings, three and two~ ....... ~ Just starting+ out? Take a I1 look at this fully re.it 
bedrooms, separate 4641 Goulet,' three bedroom units, over 3800 MAKE ACOOKIE JAR spacious~fam]Jl/-ho-m-e-:- fruit treos and landscaping decorated 3 bedroom 
laundry, large llvlng rooms bedroom, insulated for sq. ft. in total with ex - :  Make a large and lnex- Three bedrooms upstairs help to highlight 1his 2000 house. Features a bright 
and kitchens. Central fo electric heat, •nice cellent occupancy history. [] pensive cookie jar by ghdng and two downstairs, sq. ft. home. Locatedconv. kitchen a,d a firaplaco. 
[]schools, hlghway and store. Ilvlngroom and kitchen. Owners have moved and[] colorful wool a round an • Large patio, double car- Approx 1,000 sq. ft. Crawl are willing to consider all • eoonomy.size, mpty peanut I Central location, double Modern kitchen with built.In nlenfly to school and down Nicely landscaped with 
attached garage and three food centre, 2V= bath, good town, .you must view this fruit trees and berry 
lport .  Frldges & ranges space for storage, land- proposals or trades for,: butte=" Jar. badroor/~s. Landscaped lot location, close to school property to appreciate its shurbs, laeafed close te 
• Included. Asking S31,500. seeped grounds. All for vacant land. ,Asking• on pavement asking and shopping. , Asking many assets. Call Kelly schools and centre of town. 
• Exclusive listing 862. $26,500. $68,000 only. MLS 2901. • STRAIGHTEN FLOWERS $56,000. ' Call Kelly and $55,000.' Call Hers| er today and see it on "Re All this only $29,000, call [] 
• ~ • arrange a viewing today. Chrlstel. alscope"l Asking ~3,500. Christel Godllnskl 635.5397. • A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service mm If cut flowers droop, 
• • straighten thembyputtlnga AFTER 0FFIOE BOONS m • l itt le atarch into their water.  , . , 
• HORST GODLINSKI 635-5397 KELLY SQUIRES 635-7616  GALLERY GETS " - 
• POGTRAIT 
The National Portrait FRANK SKIDMORE-635.5691 CHRIsTEL  GODLIMSKI .  A:~s.s~e~ 
• Gallery in Washington has 
acquired a self-portrait 
painted In the 17805 by John 
~lllnnnlnnlnllnllllillllllllelllU||||| | | | | |1  Singleton C0pley. 
i • 
? 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and tO retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply'Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
~Nlthln lOdays of expiry of an 
advertl~;ement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing .  
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents .to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must b(] 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the, 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portlen of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omlHed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
~an the amount pald for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act - 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religlon,, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
t . . . .  i . , - - . i  . 
Publ ished a t  Ter race  
B.C. 5days  a week  
Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Crornack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October  1, 
1977 
Single Copy ' 20c 
By Carr ier  mth  3.00 
By Carr ier  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 mth  12.00 
By Mai l  6 mth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Cit izen ye~,r 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District . 
Thornhlll & District' 
Phone 635.6357 
The Terrace Dance 
Association wil l  be 
presenting a Dar~ce Seminar- 
Workshop on June 24th and 
25th to be held at Clarence 
Mlchle| Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
IsoFen toall Individuals over 
age 6. ' 
Miss "Shella Marshall a 
member of the Royal 
Academy of Dancing trained 
,at the Rae Burns Dance' 
School, the Wynne Shaw 
School of,CDance and Three 
Summer Scsslons at the 
Banff School of Fine Arts. 
There wil] be four 
categories available Ballet, 
Tap,  Modern-Jazz and 
Acrobatic-Gymnastic 
Dancing. Fee of $20.00 will 
cover any or all sections 
taken over the two days. 
Registration forms maybe 
obtained at Terrace Slght 
and Sound or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pre register 
by June 16, 1978 fo P.O. Box 
256, .Terrace, B.C. VaG 4A9 
CLASS IF IED•RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: +" . 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
~nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertl~n. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad.has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd, 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S4.00'per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prlor to 
publication day. 
CLASSlF lED: 
1:00 p.m. day I~rior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of t5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$3.00 production charge for 
weddlng arid-or engagement 
pictdres. ::News of We~ldlngs 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Terrace Family Violence 
Committee In conJundlon 
with the United Way' in 
Vancouver Is holding a 
conference On Family 
Violence at Caledonia 
Lecture Theatre on June lSfh 
'at 8 p.m. Resource people 
will be Jade MacLeran and 
Avrll Hare from D.H.R. 
Child Abuse team and 
Dennle Patterson will 
discuss Wife Baflering. The 
evening will consist of a film 
as well as a paneldlscusslon 
about the above topics. Add 
mission Is free and everyone 
who Is Interested Is urgedlo 
attend. ,For further in- 
formation call LII Park- 
vam 635.7435 
You're invited to a Sumthlng 
Special Meeting. We have a 
product everyone wants. 
Hear about a revolutionary 
marketing plan. 
• ground floor opportunity 
• diff. from anything you've 
seen 
• exciting new way to earn 
money 
.2 step plan that assures 
success to' any limit 
At the Sand 
man Inn, Banquet Room 7 
p.m., Friday, June 9, 1978. 
Bring this Ad with you for 
complimentary ad/nlsslon. 
W.J. Pennoyer. (pl.7) 
Terrace Jaycees Insthllation 
Ball at Lakelse Hotel, June 
10, 1978. Cocktails 7 p.m. 
"Dinner 8 p.m. Denclng 9:30 
p.m. Tickets $15 couple at 
• Sears. 
Is your son Interested In 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop is taking pre 
registration for September, 
Max rlumber will be 24, If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees .will be 
$20.00 per,boy, Anyone In. 
terested ,in helping wlih 
Scouts please call . 
B.C.O.A.P.O.. Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 18th 
1978. $,rena Banquet Room 
The Terrace Dog Club will 
hold its monthly meeting, 
Wednesday, June 14th 8:30 
p.m. at the Thor.nhill 
Community Hal l .  
The Terrace Dog Club wil l '  
host the monthly Flea 
Market at the-Thornhill 
Community Hall, Sunday, 
June 11th, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
25c admission at the door. 
For further Information call 
635-4217 
Help the Golden Rule. Buy a 
raffle ticket on return air 
fares. Draw July 1st. Attend 
1000 dollar bingo on June !1 
at Thornhlll Community 
Centre. Added door prizes." 
Sponsored by the Kermode 
Friendship Society. 
The history department a
Northwest Community 
College will be organizing a 
series of open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
Revolut ions?",  "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
interrelat ion between 
political, social and 
economic factors in 
domestic and international 
relations in the 2oth century. 
Anyone interested • is 
welcome to attend the first 
meating on Thursday, May 
18, from 7-10 p.m. in room 206 
on tl~ college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films on 
• "The History Book" which 
feemes on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. 
This is a free community 
service which will continue 
until June 15. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
-Act ivity Centre.for hen. 
dlcrafls 
- Day 'Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
AN- 
WANTED DONATIOI~S 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
S.SO for the Handicapped are 
5.50 looking for donations of any 
5.$0 • old, broken or used pieces of 
5.50 furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m.and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
' pickup. 
INCHES AWAY cLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
'635.3747.or 635-3023. 
MI LLS MEMOR h~L 
• THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full . . . .  
stock of Spring and Summer ' . . . .  
wear.  Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00 • 4:30 p.m. Lost from the 3300 ~lo<:k of 
Thomas. Small black female 
skeena Health Unit cat "with white spot under 
3215-2 Eby Street chin. • Wearing yellow collar 
Terrace, B.C. and goes by the name of 
635-6307 Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
The following are a few of . 635.2148 or 638.1064. (ctf) 
the services offered, locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from' 
h30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for en appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
- Babysitters who bring 
children musthave parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesdey, and Friday from 
3:00- 4:10 p.m. by 'ap.  
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES + 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for detalls 
add registration. . 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
• these who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone• for 
appointment.' 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday: at. 
terneen at 1:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG •TERM C,~RE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 638-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessme.nt and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE- 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 638.7S$8 
OR 
635-7728 
A white long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing 
from the lower Albatross 
area of .Kitimat. Any in- 
formation would be ap- 
i~'eclated. Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632-2924. (sit) 
Kitimat Child 
Development Centre 
requires Sept. 1st 1978 
PRESCHOOLSUPER- 
VISOR 
Experience preferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June 1 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good: clean 
clothing, any household 
Iter0+s, toys etc. for their 
TJ-I~IFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle A~,enue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank* 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are yoo making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children,. 
or hit the}n, or find it hard to 
control yo~r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.:s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent yoiJ really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
corlfldqntlah 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed w!th the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish" 
cultural Interest and dvents. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Etedrleal and Refrigeration 
contract. 
"House wiring. 
635.5076 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 + Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobless. 
Phone 635.~535. 3238 Kalum 
OEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTO. 
(Was Andrews) • 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenwsre+ air  brushing ' 2812 Hall Street 
available • custom fl'rlng. •Terrace, B.C.' 
3936 McNeil St. Phone 6.35-2171 
635.9393 (c5-11 )
RUPI=RT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
32. BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce+the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company .In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of.'14 and 1'6 ,who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tueeday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lezldle Avlnuo. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
172.3rd St. Kiflmat, B.C. vaC 
2H5 
(CI2.7th f-iu.) 
Full or part-time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training ~is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(df) 
• HELP WANTED 
Earn-2 hours a day-S200 a ~ 
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. .' 
We, require a person With 
general bookeeping and-or 
~ecretarlal skills. + Please 
apply in writing to: 
Mr. C.R. Shepherd, C.A. 
Carlyle Shepherd & • 
Associates Ltd. 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c5-11) 
I - -  
FULL OR PART TIME 
19 years and over. excellent 
Cabin tank for pickup truck. 
16.6 gallons, 8-track player 
with quick release bracket. 
Phone 63;5.6516 (c5-9) 
18 cu. ft. deep freezer. 2 year 
old. Viscount 635.5888 (p3-7) 
• For Sale: Household f.ur- 
nlture. Dinette suite, 
bedroom suite, living room 
suite etc. Phone 635.3117. 
(p5.7) 
FOR SALE: 
-Private Art Col!ectlonll 
-Acryllcs, oils & wafer- 
colours by: 
-A.M. Nehrlng,. W. Hum- 
phrey, Irene Homer, 
-S. Sands, etc. 
.Old bottle~;, dated pre-1905 
. -Misc. Items 
-~2 complete Beds, 39"x60" 
-Corner Lamp Table 
-Bays' Hockey Skates, Size 3, 
CCM, perfect condition 
-Please Phone 635-6843 
anytime. 
For Sale: 18' aluminum 
Riverboat, 70 h.p. jet and 
trailer. Plus accessories. 
Contact Paul 624.3434 after 5 
p.m., Prince Rupert (c6.~) 
18' Cabin Cruiser and trailer 
635.5888 (p3.7) 
Chris-Craft 2Sx9'6". Totally 
refitted. As new, sink, head, 
stove, dinette, sleeps 4 to 8, ' 
moorage, tandem trailer. 
Aux. engine, dingy, depth 
sounder, gas sniffer, swim 
grld, trim tabs. Phone 635- 
7191 or 635.6689 (p3-8) 
22' open steel boat. Needs 
work $600 firm. 635.5916 (c-I- 
7) 
2550 Bayliner Saratoga - 
Extended hardtop Mere 
188 In-out. Trim tabs - Hyd 
controls - 1500 W. Gea. for 
heat and cooking. En- 
closed head with vanity. 25W 
V.H.F. Compass-depth 
sounder 8' Yak - accom S - in 
For Sale: 1 electric comfort tarp • for complete 
secretary, 1 400 amp winter cover SILO00. Phone 
welding generator, 1 electric MacLean Mtn. 9.8797. {pl-7 
welder, 1 canopy for 8' PU 1-12) 
box. 635-7096 after 6 (p3-8) 
Two boy's bikes. Good 
condition. Sofa bed and 
maternity clothing, size 12- 
14. Phone 635.3919. (cl-7) 
Guaranteed Used Ap 
~licances 
Coronado Washer & Dryer 
$299.95 
Westinghouse Gold Auto 
Washer. $1,99.95 
Enterprise Gold Electrlc 
Range - $249.9.5 
Maytag Avacado Top Load 
Dishw~sher '- $199.95 
iWestinghouse Gold 
Electric Range - $279.95 
r~ayfag AvacadQ Porte 
Dryer - $99.95 
Totem Furniture & App 
and Appliance 
638-1158 
For Sale: 1 used electrolux 
vacuum cleaner with po~er 
nozzle, In very good con- 
dltlen. Phone 635-6672 (p3-7) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
salesopportunltlesl Different rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
than anything you have seen. 5092 (off) 
Demonstration and display 
on Friday, June 9, at 7 p.m. 
In the Banquet Room of 
Sand 
man Inn. Sum-Spec 
Canada Ltd. (Registered 
Fashion Jewelry) (pl-7) 
TYPIST REQUIRED 
Experienced typist required 
by local Chartered Ac- 
countants firm. Duties will ' 
Include .typlng financial 
statements, correspondence 
and some flung.. Salary 
negotiable depending on 
exgerlence. • . . . . . .  
Submit resume to: 
Porter, Gleselmen, Grelg, 
Wilkinson & Co. 
302-4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, BIC. VaG 1V4" 
(cS-11) 
Live-in manager for apart- 
ment building. 636.1032 (p3. 
9) 
HELPWANTED 
Ad lv i ty  Worker I 
Auxiliary (on call) position 
for vecatloo relief. Must have 
secorgdary school graduation 
or equivalent. Duties may 
Include providing Instruction 
in arts, crafts; directing an 
indoor-outdoor recreation or 
social program, etc. Shift 
work' Involved 
~pply to: Lama Rom~lly 
Osborne Guest Home 
IT'S HARD ON THE EGO 
Says Jon Peinrsp haft'- 
dresserprodueer •living with 
Barbra Streislmd: "Every 
time I go home thinking I've 
had a pretty good day I take 
one look at Barbra and 1978 Honda CE 400 Hawk. 
realize I 'm Just another 'Phone 635.7091 (p5.11) 
failure." 
1976 250 YZ Yamaha 
motorcross bike. $050 Phone 
635.3888 after 5 (c3.8) 
1975 Yamaha Yza0 good 
condition. Phone 635.4049 
after 6:30 p.m. (5.11) ' 
Ofice Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Greig Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.7266. 
(ctf) 
1968 Lincoln Welder Model 
SA 200 can be viewed at rear 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., 
2900 Kerr Street, Terr.ace. 
Sealed bids will be accepted 
up" to June 30th. Highest or 
any bid not necessarily 
accepted. (c5.8) 
For Sale: 1965 N~ssey 
Ferguson. Loader. Backhoe. 
Power train. Complet(~ly 
rebuilt. Call 635-7889 after 6 
(ps-lO) 
& 
CBC WILL BE THERE 
The world heavyweight 
'championship return match 
between Muhammad All and 
Leon Spinks.will be televised. 
by CBC ~'Yid~y, Sept, 15, at 8 
p.m. EDT. 
REMOVE PEN MARKS 
TO remove ball-point pen 
stains, sponge them 
repeatedly with aceto.ne" or
banana oil and was,. nut 
don't do this to acetate 
material. 
PREVENT PAINT 
SPILLS 
Glue an aluminum or' 
Per p~te to.the bettom.of 
pamc canto eaton spins 
or for a brush rest. 
AUCTION OF SURPLU~ 
GOVERNMENT 
VEHICLES 
EQUIPMENT AN[  
BOATS 
Sale Date June 17, 1978 
11 a.m. Located B.C. 
Forest Compound 
3980 22nd Ave Princ 
George, B.C. 
Crawler tractors 3-Hid 
Alice Chalmers 
1971 1973 
1968 DaN 46A Loaded 
1969 DDC with winch brush 
cutter blade and clearing 
blade 
1968 Hough H6S with 4 In 
one drop bucket and back 
hoe 
3 graders Austin Western 
from 65-73 models 
1974 John Deere 540A 
skidder 
2 - Euclid S7 tractor and 
rollers 
1955 and 1956 models 
1970 Catipil lar 613 
elevating scraper 
38 vehicles, 4 w drive and 
w drive from 1971 - 197z 
models 
5 boats and 3 snow 
machines 
Viewing June 15 and 16, 
1976 
8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Terms are settlement I~ 
full sale day. 
Cash or cheque wltk 
letter of credit from yore 
bank. All merchence solc 
as Is where is. 
Removal time 7 day., 
from sale date. Sah 
conducted by Joe Warl 
Auctions 
1666 Jasper Rd., Quesnel 
B.C. Phone 747.1894 (c2,7) 
Reg is tered  Go lden  
Retrelver. 6weeks old $185 
Phone 846.5455 Smlthers. 
(c5.12) 
Room for Rent: New large 
housekeeping room suitable 
for working man, stove, 
fridge, everything furnished. 
Central location, separate 
entran,ce,, parking, an~, 
cablevision Sul)plled. 635: 
'2145 (p3~7) .. . . .  ,i '+ "" 
Responsible person Is 
required to live in at Osborne 
Guest Home. Presence • 
required from 11:30 p.m.to 7 
a.m. in exchance for room 
and board. Contact Lorna 
Romilly at 635.2171 for more 
Information (c5.12) 
To remove the odor of 
onion from a knife, cut 
throu~l araw potato several 
times. 
Do it New 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36 I' 
12 sheets only- 3'76 
THE FILLY HERALe 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
15 1978 'ow 'n s'ook 
I 
1969 
VOLKSWAGON 
2 dr. 
1974 1973 FORD 
GRAN TORINO DATSUN PU 
Station Wagon , 
With Box Liner' 
$1,i00 $2,400 
'1974 DODGE DART 
2 ~.~r  H.T. F, :rra, :e, B. C IV$  
ii lliMill 
1974 DODGE 
MeNAGe 
4 Dr. H.T. 
82,995 
1971 FORD 
F1O0 PICKUP 
1976 MAZDA 
1.3 808 
2 Door Coupe 
'2,995 
1970 r~c.V 
P"~.  R . 
4>. ¢~. speed 
$2,600 $1,250 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
$200 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Dr. H.T. 
$995 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
$600 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEF STATION WAGON 
As Is 
8960, 
I 
82,600 
1974 MAZDA 
91800 FU 
' With GEM 
top canopy 
1972 DATSU 
2 dr. Auto 
1973 FORD 
EOOHOLINE VAIl 
All Radial Tires 
¸ 
N 1975 r~OGE 
M~_~,~ !OME 
~'J'.dUARD 
$1,200 
197~1 FORD 
/~  .v,:KI 
'909 
$12p600 
• 1974 VALLIAN1 
4 Dr. Scamp: 
'2 N 
1972 INTERNATIONAL ' 
T P ~,  I t  ALL 
$1~500 
+1 
'~ '1 ~,'+ L 
- -~?  , .  ~J, v 
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For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Available Immediately 627- 
/305 collect after 5 (p2.7) 
2 bedroom house, in Thor- 
nhlll . stove & fridge in- 
cluded. Working 
couple. Nochildren. No pets. 
635.4041 (p3-9) " 
49; HOMES . 
FOR SALE  
For Sale: 3 bedroom spli 4 
level - bench area. 4 yearsJ 
ft at 10% percent I 
ssumable mortgage. Morel 
formation 635-3320 after 5J 
.m. (p10-10) I 
MTGE HELPER - GOOD 
INVESTMENT 
1072-72A and 72B River Dr., 
Thernhlll, s-s duplex and 1 
bodroo~ house on large 
corner lot. 20 yrs old. 3 sep. 
meters, tenants pay own 
utilities. Total monthly rent 
$,120. "To view call 635-7810,, 
Offer to $40,500. CHADE - 
435-1471, Block Bros. Realty. 
(A 2.16,1922.1,2.:2.6,7.) 
3 bedrooms In town. 
Pheasant St. 6 year old 
house. Asking $54,000 635. 
T/96 (p5.10) 
Cottage for "sale, west side 
Lakelse Lake. Reasonable. 
Owner will carry agreement 
of sale to right party. Phone 
564-2994 (c6-11) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
unfurnished. With fridge 
and stove. Good for quiet 
couple, steady workers. No 
pets please. Phone 635.5738 
Available July 1st. (cl.7) 
Large 3 bedroom suite for 
rent. Close to schools. Good 
location. Phon;s 635.2618 
Avallable July Ist. (pi-7) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4~0~ Scott. ~ 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schooll~ and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
specious, security Iockup 
sad patrol. 
Full time manager in 
residence. 
635.5324 " " 
(clf) -~.. I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Utile Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
kousekeaplng units, cen- 
trally located. " Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
5611. (cff) ~: 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartm~t for 
~'ent, some with basement 
and carport, prlvate en 
trance and patlo.To vlew 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 6354841. 
(cff) 
| i 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C.C/" 
635-7056 
~lew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
wlth security Interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) I I I I . .  
1 CEDAR GROVE APTS. I 
13 bedroom tewnlwuse opts 1 
Iwlth full basements.. / 
|No. I18.45~ Straume. I 
I( : / 
Olinton Manori[' 
Furnished or unfurnlsh~l| 
studio or 1. hedrcom| 
3partments. Security| 
enterphone. Sauna. I 
• 635-9422 ' I 
639-1032 l 
52. WANTED 
,,, TO RENT: 
Wanted to rent: 2 or 3 
bedroom house. Phone after 
6 636-6325 (p5-8) 
55, PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
PRIME LOT-  Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system S10,000 Call Ed 
Carder • 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
VON 2R0 (pa.may 12F) 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View' 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
• Phone 635.7540 or 635-~056 
(~tflu4) 
Build your home among REPOSSESSIONS 
beautiful arge cedars on lot We have a limited number of 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 12', 14', and 24' wide In ex. 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- cellent cundltlon. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. NO DOWN 
(p3.1) PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
3 and 5 acre parcels on set up and furniture. (On 
Woodland Park Subdivision approved credit). 
$14,000 and $1903. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. WN 4B4 phone 
3.19-4736 (cS0-1ulyl) 
For Sale: 10 acres in Old 
Remo. Barn', with livestock, 
greenhouse in V4 acre of 
garden. Small cabin. Good 
well with gas pump. Price 
$16,000 Contact T. Stevens, 
Box 664, Terrace, B.C. (p20- 
4) 
Acreage for sale: 138,acres 
on Hwy. 16, 14 miles east of 
New Hazelten (look for "For 
Sale Signs on Hwy.) 50~acres 
Hay and grain, 60 acres 
pasture. Fenced and 
crosssfonced. Creek, good 
spring water, nearly finished 
1750 sq. ft. log home. 30x40 
barn. Asking $79,000. 
Negotiable for quick sale. 
R.D. Castle, Box 204, New 
Hazelton. (p3.9,14,19) 
Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipp~l butcher shop, 8 
coolers and freezers. 1walk. 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling at-. 
tached. One rental Imuse, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. Assumable mortgage. 
Call 635-5202 for details. 
(I)20-17) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 1V~ 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1969 Ford % ton, 
new paint and flat deck. 
Price $1700. 1974 Ford s/4 ton 
Price $3600 both trucks very 
clean, good shape 
mechanical A1 635-3752 (p. 
11) • 
1975 Dodge Coronet Sedan - 
L~w mileage - V8, pS, pb, 
A,T., radio, rigged for trailer 
towing, two spare wheels, 
two near new studded winter 
t_yree_. Phone 635-5339 (sff) 
73 .Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
ask'ing $1,000 638.1483 (df) 
1975 Valiant Custom, 13000 
ml. p.s., p.b., electric rear 
window defogger, block 
heater, premium condition. 
Phone 635-5102 after 
6 & weekends. (A.¢S) 
If you quality we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurry ! - These won't last ! 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
437-431 I"
Tar-Star 
Mobile Homes 
g35Granvlte 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1K7 
(at0.7) 
, i 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
C, anadlana 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 
(ctt.lu~0) 
i977 Camaro 350 4 speed, p, 
windows, .p,b., tl lt steerlng, 
p.s., $5,800 O.B.O. Phage &lS- 
2716 after 6 (p5.1,2,5,6,7) 
1975 12x66 3 bedroom 
Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
2 ioey shacks, I fully in- 
sulated. Fireplace and 
covered porch. Set up and 
skirted at 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635-7645 after 5 
p.m. (p10-15) 
Several 1~x503bedroom fully 
furnished 'Mobile Homes 
with electric stove frldge 
dryer and wesher. OII heat 
some with snow roofs. 
Asking price $2,030 - $8,000. 
• Locet.lon . Stewart, B.C." 
Contact F. Armltage, 
Stewart, B.C. 436-2226or BOb 
Laurln, Vancouver, B.C. 682- 
6291 (C3-2,7,12) 
FORSALE: 12'x50' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
, additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move end set up in Terrace 
area. 635-4692 (ctf.f) 
Unique 68' mobile home, 
galley kitchen, separate 
dining room with dining 
room with petio daers. Set. 
up In very quiet, small court. 
Phone 635.8648 (ca-8) 
For sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmoot 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court In town. Wl i l  
sell l  furnlshed or un- 
tumtshed. Phone 635.9046 
even. (plO.Ju1) 
23x56 Doublewlde, molar 
appliance and garden shed - 
fenced. Situated on lot fully 
skirted complete fenced. 
View at 31 Timberland 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen. 
sway. (Cff) 
Trailer for sale: 197412x50 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china oablqet 
etc. No.I Pine Park phone 
¢18.3246 (clm.Ju 17) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title let on 
Slmpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnon, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 12x68 JMobile Home. Reverse 
Isle. l~,0000.B;O. Phone 635- 
Phone 638.8322 after 6 (c1~ 330~1 (p3-8) 
14) 
For' Sale: 1968 Imperlel 
1 - 69 Dodge Polara 318. 2 Trailer 10'X36' 635-7860 =. barrell carb, auto trans. 8400 (c5-7) 
Phone 635.2776 (p3-7) . f 
For Sale: 12x68 trailer 'on 
heed and landscaped lot. 
Copperslde Estates 12x20 
addition, sundeck, garden, 
shed, playhouse, garden,. 
hothouse. Phone 635.4449 
eves.. (ca.7) Salvage Bids to be taken on a 1975 Volkswagen Beetle. On 
an as is, where is basis. For 
more Information contact 
Brouwer & Co., 6.3238 Kalum 
St. or 635.7173 (c9. 
7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25) 
For Sale: Buick 1967. Good 
running condition. Best 
offer. Also 1 pair Dayton 
Cork boots. Size 10 635-5775 
(p2-7) 
1974 Ford Wton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4 (c4.9) 
For Sale: 1975 Mustang 
Mach I. Excellent condition, 
29,030 miles. Lots of ac- 
cesserles. Must ~11 before 
July 1st. Phone 635.9750 (pS. 
10) 
iFor Sale: 1974 Bendix ! 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. I
Reverse aisle. Front I 
kitchen, patio doers and I 
sundeck. Phone 138-1403 I 
(ct!iu14) I 
I 
56' safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, :] 
full bath, and fireplace, sat 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31.4619 
Queensway Orlve (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635.9429. (ctf) 
i" ' 
12x~ safeway. Furnished. 
Oxl0 :heated Ioey shack. 
Phone 635-9323. (p10-7) 
60 ,  
TENDERS'  
FOR SALE 
6YTENDER 
ASSETS OF CEASE 
DEVELOPMENTSLTD. 
Real estate and chattels 
situated In [)ease Lake, 
B.C. formerly operated as 
the "Deaea inn". Sale is 
under direction of R.E. 
Jamisun as receiver- 
manager and Is subject to 
approval of the courts. For 
further Information contact 
Dave Lewis or Rod Cousins 
at Federal Business 
Development Bank, 
Terrace, 
635-4951. (Ca-/) , 
FOR SALE BY BID. 
Good and chattels of Copper 
Maunteln Automotive Ltd. 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. THE G(X)DS 
MAY BE VIEWED/~ofiday 
Evening, June 12, 1978. Bids 
may be submitted In writing 
to sacurlty Bailiffs Ltd. P.O. 
Box 222, Kltimet, B.C. no 
later than June 16, 1978. (c9. 
7) 
PINCH OF, SUGAR 
HEI,P8 
Aume made with ~ed 
tomatoes sometimes 
b~l ts  f r~ s ~ or two 
mW to r~ze  add~y. 
• i 
F INANCIAL  
InvlationtoTonder MORTGAGE LOANS PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
Town of Smlthers, B.C.  promptly arranged $1.00. Our introductory 
Sidewalks. 1978 anywhere in B.C. In- special offers you 10 
formation and references on beautiful lumbo-slze color 
Tenders for the supply of request. J.D. Phill ips pictures from any one color 
Capital Corporation, 10673 negative for only S1.00. An)' 
sidewalks will he received by King George Highway, additional pictures over 10 
the Town of' Smlthers up to Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone from same negetlve only 10¢ 
3:00 p.m., ~local time, 688-~111 days, or 585-1603 each. Send as many color 
Wednesday, June 218t, 1978. evonlngs. (f) negatives (any size) as you 
All tenders must be sub- - -  wlshplus$1.00foroach. Also 
miffed to the Office of the 67. - save on developing and 
Treasu£er In a sealed on; SERVICES printing your color fllms. 12 
velope, clearly marked exp. roll - $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
' ' T E N D E R F O R , , $3.99, 24 exp. roll • $4.99, 36 
SIDEWALKS ; 1978". GENERAL . exp. roll - $6.~9. Fast ser- 
(~ARPENTRY vice, guaranteed quality & 
• Tenders will be puhllcly NOJOBTOEIG satisfaction or 'money  
opened at the above stated OR SMALL refunded. Pronto Photo 
time in the CounciI,Cham. ADDITIONS, SIDING sarvlce, 30 Eaetgete, Win. 
bers of the Town Office. All RENOVATION S nlpeg, Man. R3C 2Cl. (iu 15) 
tenders will be examined CEMENT WORK, HELP WANTEO: Mature 
and submlfled to Council for I~AIN'TING studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per 
awarding at the Regular 'Phone after 6: hour plus bonus with In. 
Council Meeting of June  635.4094 teresting summer, work. 
27111, 1978. Write Fuller Brush Co.;Gox 
The work Is comprised of 68. 10e care of 808, 207. West 
base preparation, the supl)ly LEG A L Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
of material and construction "- Diamond, General Delivery, 
of approximately950 meters Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. 
of 1.5 meter width sidewalk. To whonn It may concern: I VIX 4K3. (ctf) 
Elaine Wyatt dissolve my . - .  
Tender inquiries shall he partnership with Nlna PERSONAL: Disearnlng 
directed to the undersigned. Karanagh .and wi l l  not I~ Adults. Shop discreetly by 
responsible for any bills or, mall. sand $1.00 for our 
A. DeEIlion, debts incurred by tho Copper latest fu~lly Illustrated 
Dlrect0r of Works and River Rldlng .Arena, "as of cetelngue of marital aids for 
Engineering thts date June 6, 1978. Elaine both ladles and gontlemeth 
Town of Smlthers, Wyatt. (p~9) DlrectActlon Marketing Inc. 
P.O. Box 879, Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Smithers, B.C. (847-3251) i NotlceofApplication Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(r.%12) for Change of Name (cif) 
z,,,,¢~,~, that an application will be The Graad Master Fid- 
made to the Director of Vital d]b~ Contest will be bald to 
Sealed tenders for the Statistics for a change of Nasbv~e, Tem~, June 10 
following stand tending name, pursuant to the and11. 
contract(s) will be received provisions of the "Change of VIEUAMZE ' rBw 
by the District Forester, Name Act," by me:- Frank A CBC pr i cer  told UL,'ee 
Henry Reth of 2707 S. Eby II~ IRruPts cameramen a~d~ed 
Ministry of Forests~ Terrace, In the Pr to a ballet: "Just pretmd 
Prince Rupert, B.C on • 
the dates shown below, ovince of British Columbia, this is a bockR pme and 
as follows:, that Nure~ey ill the puck." 
1. Contract ST 1031.2-4 JS To change my name from 
Located Humphrys Ranger Female Rothfo F~ank Henry DELIGHTEDM[[CHENEB lB 
District Kltlmat Number of' Roth. James M[~,  ]Ptl]Itze¢ 
hectares 19.5 Viewing date Dated thlsath day of June, Pdze-wbadz~ author, says 
June 15, 1978, leaving Ran 1978. be bi de , ted  with the 
ger. Station at 9:00 a.m. (cl-7) dovbion ve¢sion of ])Is best-' 
NOTE: Vlewlng of the stand se] ]~ novel, Ce~telmin]. 
tending site prior to sub. 
'miffing a' tender for this FdgF.JP BUGS OFF PAINT 
contract is mandatory. Add me-b~ teaspooa o~ 
Deadline. for 'receipt -of ~ oil Of db'oaeUa to a quib't of 
~a in t  to keep insects 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 30, Registered 2 yeast old ~'e~-painte~ surfaces. 
1978. Palamlne filly.- By Peters 
Tenders must be sub-  Lucky Reg~ quarter horse FUND DRWE BE~I~ 
miffed on the form end in the stallion}. Phone Birch Haven ]RJE:CORD 
envelopes supplied which, Ranch 635-5288 after 6 a.m. NEW YO]EUK (A]P) - -  '['be 
with particulars, may be (I)5-10) .... .-:..... : :..~ 19"r~ campaJ~l].apollsored bY 
obtelned from the Forest - .. the U~ited ~e~m Co, age 
Ranger(s) Indicated; or For Sale: 1 milk goat and 5 Fuadratsedmocethnn 1;18.:] 
from' the District Forester, kids. Born from Januai'y to laJ]]l~l). '['bat ts the mast 
Ministry of Forests, Prlnce March. Phone 635.2837 (cl- sueeesstu]~md-rabb~clHve 
Rupert, BmC. 7) in its 84-yea~ Izistow, said A. 
RICE PUDDING U.S.A. 
$V2 CUl~ milk 
1 
1 
1 
1 
! 
1/, 
I/1 
cup uncooked rice. 
teaspoon salt 
tablespoon butler or margarine 
Jar (12 ouncu)  orange marmalade 
teaspoon vanilla extract,  
cup cream sheny 
cup  chopped nut meats 
t 
In a 3-quart saucepan combine milk, rice, salt, 
and butter. Bring to a boil, reduce heat, cover, 
and simmer 35 to 40 minutes, or until thick- 
ened, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat; 
fold in ~,~ cup marmalade and vanilla. Heat the 
remaining marmalade with sherry. Fold in the 
nut meats. Serve pudding warm or cold topped 
with marmalade sauce. Makes 10 servings ('/z 
cup each). 
OLD-FASHIONED BAKED RICE PUDDING 
4 eggs, beaten 
3 cups milk 
Vs cup sugar 
,/, teaspoon salt 
2 teaspoons vanilla,extract 
2 teaspoons grated lemon peel 
2 cups cooked rice 
Combine all- ingredients and pour into a 2~ 
quart baking dish. Set dish in a pan of hot 
water. Bake at 300 ° for I hour. After 30 min- 
utes insert spoon at edge of pudding and stir 
from bottom, Continue baking until knife in- 
serted near center of pudding comes out clean. 
Serve hot  or cold. Makes 6 to 8 servings. 
RAISIN RICE PUDDING 
Prepare Old-Fashioned Rice Pudding. Add 
cup seedless raisins to mixture before baking. 
Spread cooled baked pudding with  2 cups 
whipped cream and sprinkle with a mixture of 2 
teaspoons sugar and 1 teaspoon cinnamon. 
Brown quickly under broiler. 
MONTMORENCY R ICE  PUDDING 
3 cups cooked dee 
21/, cups milk 
% cup sugar 
VJ teaspoon sai l  
1 tablespoon butler or maroarlne 
1 envelope (t tablespoon) unflavored 
gelagn 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
1 • envelope whipped topping mix, 
prepared 
1 can (2t  ounces) cherry pie fi l l ing 
% cup  port wine 
1/4 teaspoon almond extrsut 
Combine rice, milk,, Yz cup sugar, '~ teaspoon 
salt, and butter. Cook over medium heat, stir- 
ring occasionally, until thickened, about 20 
minutes. Soften gelatin in ~ cup water; stir into 
hot rice mixture. Add vanilla; cool, Fold in 
whippedtopping.  Turn into'a shallow'P/2 x 12 x 
2-inch dish Or 12 individualmolds,,CoveLChill.  
Heat pie fi l l ing, wine. almond extract, and re- 
maining sugar and salt. Cut pudding into 
squares. Top with hot sauce. Makes 12 serv- 
The 'ow"t oranY te"dar w"' e swm. ings. brothers not necessarily be accepted. 
' ° "  • forl i tt le 
I =1 isc ningyourway. Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be recelvad 
by the District. Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031.2-5 JS 
Located McCullough Ranger 
District Kltimat Number of 
hectares 19.55 Viewing date 
June 15, 1978, leaving 
Ranger Stetlon at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: VIewlng of,the Stand 
tending slte prler to sub- 
mlfflng a tender for thls 
contract Is mandatory; 
Deadline for recelpt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June 30, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitted on the form and In the' 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may he 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger'(s) Indicated, or 
from th6 District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest Or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
(c.~e) 
FOR" SALE: Camper near 
new 8' Galaxy' with frldge, 
stove, furnace. Supei" light 
construction. Used only 3 
dimes. Must sell Phone 
9692 (ca- 
T) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone~18-1121 (sff) 
17~/z' Vanguard Camper 
trailer 635-5888 (p3-7) 
For Sale: 1~ Caveman 
Camper. In excellent coo- 
dltlo~ also 20" propane 
stove. Phone 635.9420 (p3-7) 
l ,  
For Sale: 1967 Starmaster6. 
Hard top tent trailer. Fully 
equipped. Canopy and lacks. 
Good condition. Phone 635- 
3919. (c1-7) " 
Flshermans Specl~il 8' 
camperette. 635.4577 (¢&11) 
I 
Staring in Victoria, B C and St. 
John's, Newfoundland, on. May 27, the 
.big run will cross Canada and meet 
in Ottawa on Father's Day,. June 18. 
Relay runners will pass through 
towns, hamlets and cities passing the 
baton to other runners at Checkpoints 
across the country.. " ' 
" Run or sponsor a runner. 
Join the sports celebrities, enter- 
tainers, political personalities and your, 
friends wheri the big run for little 
brothers comes your way. 
• You help thousands more 
fatherless boys benefit from the . 
-/. 
"l 
guidance, counsel, and friendship of a 
Big Brother. 
.Pledge forms are available at 
.many stores, banks and businesses 
in your neighbourhood. 
Pick up yours soon. 
The big run. for little brothers needs 
you too ,  to keep a great relationship 
gro 'ng. 
The b ig  run tar  l i tt le brother8 
May 27  to  June  18 
°lease phone your local Big Brothers 
~gency for full Information. 
i 
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' 1 Pu l l~  ' blanket adm/ral show M 
after 4T Land ~ Primary 10 Word in 
4Provide food me~mre color Mark 15:34 
is mms~ "~''Enm ---e 4S Reein DOWN 11 Park (Fr.) 
IS Make.co 41 One conv~r. : 1 l~ar~mOt 
IJTown ~ sm~ with 20 Paradise 
S SMn tumur' f~ Ne~ed ~ Awh~_ all kn- room Zl Layer 
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I ~do- 
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S-24 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
lii i 
ail i 
I l l i l  
i l i i l  
Ini i 
Illi  
i i l l l  
23 Rule by all 
27 Biblical 
mountain 
20 Single thing 
30 Frenzy 
32 Beverage 
34 Receiver of 
a legacy 
37 Tom . 
39 A burlesque 
4Z Hara~ 
44 One of the 
"Little 
Women"  
Thick slice 
46 Comfort 
50 Australian 
state (abbr.) 
51 Burmese 
gibbon 
5ZTobe In 
debt 
lili i 
Illl i 
IIIl i 
m@i l i l  
n@i l l l  
li llI 
ili tl 
tO il 
/ 
Fm 9nd~ . .  
mRmAV,  m~r U,m*' 
• What kind of day will ~h'at;thsat~ko mt what you can 
zomorvew be? To find out what -- witidn reason. DUn'lover. 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth ~n,  
"ARt~ ' ~m.- .~ 
(Mar. St ~ Apr. ~)-~P--~I~ 
It, may be e~fw you 
hanme unusual or ~dt  ~m~ 
now tl~--, to n~' l~ i rm In 
ro:' .. ,~ffaln. Boredom with 
the jatter could stymie you, but 
preks onl 
TAURUS . , - . - -~  
pm you could meet someone 
impadant to your futore~ 
TAURUS ' O ~  
(Apr. Slto May ~1) 
Avoid ~ wbe would try to 
pry IMornmtien out of you. A 
. Mlp of the tm~ua t the wreng 
moment could have serious 
reperctm/om. 
(May 22 to June 2l) 
You may have to sacrifice 
mine pa~nal  desirer for ~.ho 
bm~it  of others. Don't fret. In 
the l l~ run, it will prove woz~h- 
wi/la. 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Stress you first.rate initlativo 
and uli.around cepabmty now. 
Pay no attent/m to i n ~  
persons. Consider the produc- 
Uon of that top ~oct a cha~ 
tmgo. 
LEO ~' 
Let some marten r/d.e wldle 
you rmlzanize though~ plans, 
new methods of approach. A
of mixed iofluenees -- m~. 
wMch calls for astuteness, kcen 
(Aug., 24 in sept. =) "" ~ .  
relatimsh/~ new 
governed by~ t ~  good 
influences. A fine day for 
beldL~ conferences, meeting 
with others to negotinto plans 
for the common good. 
LIBRA . .A .~ '~ 
• (.Sep~  to O~t. ~.) "T . , ,  
,' ff you've been int~e~eu m a 
new project, but have postponed 
tMdng nctiou on it, NOW is the 
• ~met But be sure you have the 
Imow-lmw and enough data to go 
scoRPiO nt . .~ .  
.(Oct. Z4 to Nov, 23) rm 
. Do not be upset by =ltic~n. 
If construoffve, it could sot ually 
• show you new ways to capitalize 
cor~ilmtbly help promote mw 
plans, Improve and organize 
effzctiwly. Do not hesitate to 
take forward steps. 
CAPRICORN q~t~-~ 
(DOe. ~ to Jan.-20) VJ qOff 
Stslisr Influences favor those 
(Apr. 21 to ~y  21)U~ who are soundly pro~'eaMve. A 
Take a close look at factors good l~iod for REAL ad. 
which Inflnenca your ~ .  vancement. Forget 'pest 
Try tobuild n sturdier platform disappointments. Your mind 
to insure a more auc~ sbeuldbeoupreemtnsplntlms 
assault on objectives. And do and future goals. ' 
NOT lose faith in them. AQUARIUS : l I~ ,~ 
GEMINI ' w. .~"  (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
(May 22 to June 21) ~ C~merous Uranus isflue~:ns 
There are tendencies toward stimulate your adaptobillty 
impu ls iveness '  and  isvmflvem~, be/~htsn your 
emoUenMhun. Don't yield to imagination. Much can be done 
such inclinations. Make oa a day such as tlds.- 
thc~dee~om, act~ PmCES ~ v  
and deliberntely. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 2O) 
CANCER There In a tendency to 
(J~e 22 to a~ 23) O~ ~ow. Avoid it. If vacillate you 
What is expedient may not be seem be~ed down in effcrte, 
the beat for all conesrned, soho take time to rsor~ New 
careful of the routs you select, methods could lklp. 
Take nothing for granted. 
LEO - - - -  ~-~ YOU BORN TODAY are frill 
( J .  24 to Aug.  .of=o--" ve it, You vea 
Some of the th~ you have penchant for unuouul activities. 
been able to manage b~e Indeed, you like activity itself, 
may belmrder to centn/now, and nurmally get many thioga 
But, with an extra bit of 
determination, you can "make 
it.? 
(Aug. 24 to sept. 23) 
Ease up if week was busy, 
Catch your breath and take a 
good look where you are 
t 
crowd your schedule. 
sAorr~AamS, .~_~ 
(Oct. 24 to D~. ~l) ~f~O r 
A big day for big doiNM. Use . . . . . . . . . .  
your  beat  ~ ~ '~ yOn can  THE WIZARD 
doco wldle others are still 
tbinldng thmn over. But you 
tmi ts  ovemx yoursclL Learn 
to  relax. Your varmttlity, 
p rogress iveness  nnd  
imagination are outstanding. 
hut:, despite your most 
aesid~om offarto, you are often 
42~-~4~-~r - - -~-~- -  heeded.Shouldyoud~syour dissatisfied with your at- 
~ I I objectives? Or your tact/=? b tsbmu~ts - -  with. resultant I I I I I I ~ I ~  lime for thou~. l~undrwt lesmel~Tto  
(Sept. 24toOcL 23)am4 m ' dob~ysar l~bee~t~t .Y~ 'si I M 49 I s° I I I s. . S5 LIBRA _~..~a cerb thls. H you KNOW you are 
You may hnd yoursdf hop/n~" have a great love of knowledge 
 'IIN I l l  N : : I  foropport~dtywhlle,arl~ sud=iml leetu~l ,  nd l~;  
standiug still. Thin must net be. could e=eel sa u writer, pai~er, 
I I t  I • I : mn.,oi, or the.trice' -- 
toward your goa ls . ,  teminer..Blrtiulato of: Riclumi 
SCORP]O __  ~.  Strauss, composer; John 
CRYPlq~UIP. 5-24  (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) uv~'  Constable, painter; Rise 
• Extra respbnsiblliti.es .in. Steve=s, opera si~er; Hazel 
L . ICSUEDCYMTDR ZEESEX D J JS I  dlcated. Taekleregaisrdufles Scett, p/an~t. - . 
LICMTDR XLZJSUEDCYZE ' ~ ' "  © zm Y.~s Fe~,  S~l~t,. ~ .  . 
- "  -TrmmDrake " , _  " 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- AWED LADY VIEWS FIELD OF 
LOVELY ULIF,~. . " FORMONDA¥,JUNEI~q Lq78 • " " 
~1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. What kind of day will ".~ORPIO m '~' .  
Today'soryptoqulpclue:UequalsG . tomorrdw be? To find out wbet (Oct. 24toNov. 2O-) ,,v~/f~" 
The Oryptequ/p is n simple sub~tut/ou cipher in wldeh ea~ the stars ay, read the ferecest ~ Y oumay be caught in a .fire of 
letter need stands for another. If you think that X equals O, given for your birth Sign. erose.purpeaee. Don't become 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short .we .r~, renders- find out where, how 
ARIES M' . -~  you stand. Be objective," 
and words nsing an apeetropho cen ~ive you dues to lseaUug (Mar. 21 to Apr. 23) -gP ' -~ st~!yiug as you go. Profitable 
vowels. SolaUm is accomplished bytrial and error. Stick to the tried-and4ree, bids await he taking. 
V.,.. • • :.~ ~ puttlngforthbestefforteinyour (Nov. 23toDen. 21) f~O r . .uur lndmdua =, =.  ,,,=, ,. 
I~(~ ~1~(~(~,~;  I-=.~---=- "=..~,~hl starting, A~"~"2 tfE '~" ;  " l :  0 .~f~. ' ~ ' ` n e wventures. " thlN[SAttitude,offtoasystembetter start fera TAURUS " ' u ~  much-improved work week. 
~ ~ ~ ~. i  and tact ~m, 
t I~*, - ,'~w., .~.-~,, . . . . . . .  count  . , :~ ~.~,al~dl~l~a~,,,,,...,,,,,, ' o ~  ..~oueannowflednnewwey ,,',-,,~ . . . . . .  v 
to dimolav your abllitlus and ~mrnst.vn~, ,'laaT--"~ 
FORSATURDAY,3UNEIO, 1978 , . lmn-~'b , " td 'nn '~h.~th~vn~dd (Dec .  22 to  Ja i l  20)  YO ~"  
What kind of day will SAGmARIUS . .~ .~ ~ ' G ~ ' ~ ' ~ ; . '  -.Ezsudne your inner feelings 
tomorrow be? To find out what (Nqv. 22 to Dec. 21) ~ ~ . . . . . . .  ,.~" to detmnine your true sin- 
the mrs  end, rend the forecast You, like Scorpio, ean profit t .~ ,~s  w. ,~ tlmmts and sense of values. (May 22 to June 21) ~ " 
g/wm for year birth Sign. by beth opposition and 0h- your Job You may new be misled ~ your 
stocles. Some new ideas copld Certain changes in emotions. Don't 0vetloak 
area may bring some coMuMOU HIDDEN opportunities. ' ' ARIES ~4~ brighten your day, a new at ~'st: Don't be all,hayed. AQUARIUS .~,~,~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) method perk up tedious' but Give yourself time to visualize (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
~0me changes in your llfe essential routine, the possibilities and you'll be Wgh your personality and 
indlcatsd. Be receptive: 1~ey CAPRICORN . . . ,t--~ 
will be for the hotier, l~zriog the (Dec. 2~toJan. 20) V~' I (  ~ able to cepe. ", lpersaastvenees, you canbe an 
CANCER " O ~  
(June 22 to Ju]y 23) 
Your goal nbw should be to 
capture the attention of those in 
a position to ~ your a l~ 
so polish up your warce -- and 
your personality. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)q~ 
Time new to get going with 
any new enterlp~e you've had 
in mind, but try a dlffermt 
approach than you'~ !~.  
It is a day wl~m unconventional 
methods will pay off. 
A good outlook; Saturn m- 
courngea your talents, 
cleverness at disoern~ leads 
and new methods of value, 
smart action generally. 
AQUARIUS ~, , ,~  
(Jan. ~-I to Feb. 19) "~'T~M~q 
Ev~ ff time is short and there 
is much tobe accomplished, 
give yourself enough time fec 
effldent plmming. A good day 
for revitulizing all.interests. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Advance a new Idea, enlist he '
help of others to-put it across. 
effective influence in areas 
where stumblin~ blocks h~vo. 
been raised. Your spirit of 
enterprise stimulated new. 
(Feb. = to ~ar. 
Pull• down ~ndesirable 
barriers; recognize real oh- 
stselas. With everything in 
"dear focus, you can then reap 
fine gains. 
• YOU BORN TODAY are 
extraordinnrlly versatile; in 
fact,.co~d be called a "Jack 
all hades" but, unlike "Jack," 
you can master any to which 
you set your mind and heart. 
You are ima~ustlve, artistic,. 
eemethl~ of n myollc and poet, 
but you attain 9our goals in a 
mostpractical way. Even 
mou~v~tor~tie~z~and 
imp~wmas,  you usually turn 
inn top ~ffifermsu~. Properly 
educated, of course, you could 
succeed at almost any veealien 
you cbeoa~ as wel l .as an 
avocation -- which would 
probably be alm~ Uterury. or 
musical I/Des. Bkthdate of: Sir 
Antho~ Eden, Brit. statesman. 
V,RGO 
Under prevailing influences, (Aug. 24 to Sept. ~) 
you -~hould win new benefits, Your outlook similar .to 
advance your status. Gemini. Routine maybe subject 
YOU BORN TODAY are ~ to quick changes. S~ncene in 
authority', may be . acting 
enthuslastic, opUndstie, alm't erratically, but hold tight and 
and a channing, ff sometimes Just do the host you can. 
puzfllng, companion. You 
change your mind and your 
opinlona -- like a bird flitting 
from branch to branch -- from 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
, Avoid tendencies toward 
haste, emotionalism. Study 
proffered plans, proposals, etc. 
New advances indicated. Do not 
lose interest in Mow-nov/us 
projects. 
moment to moment. This does 
not denote instabfli~y but, 
rather, it often happens that as 
soon as you express an opinion, 
a new angle or factor comes to 
mind and you suddenly reverse 
yourself. It's a matter of q.~ck 
perceptions. But ethers nave 
dlffioulty in keeping up with 
you. You al~ incline to scatter 
~ergies, When a new idea hits 
you, you set on it immedlatsly, 
p~ursue it while your interest 
remains, but drop it beige 
giving it a chance-- to get on to 
something else. This Is the 
Geminlan's benett~ sin -~ a 
lack of ~lek-to-ltlvene~. Once 
disciplined and master of 
yourself, however, there are no 
heights which you cannot, at. 
Imaginative and versatile, 
you could excel as a writer, 
painter, musician or thentricul 
entertainer. Blrt/~to f: Judy . 
Garland, singer; Prince Philip, 
"~L~Z~v~'" - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  Ip 
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| SHO  AT REDS glLLIARDSi 
L " BJllma ,? Ymit ned,s edJard, ,., I 
. .  . . . 
OF  ID  by  Brant  parkar  and  J~ohnmr hsr t  
F~J  [~L IEVE, .  
'I" I 
CATF ISH = 
| - -  ,,, m i 
Z DO _ .. 
~ . ~ - m , ~  .................. ~ l , /m~um 
DOONESBURY by Gar ryTrudeau 
I I I  .I I 
Hello? I I t~sP.4~ us-  1~4z ,~mO~l  I ~ / (o~!  .~. you I 
~v ~ . •  I I~ ,z 'w~u~ ~c~z,=~l  I ; '~1~,~.~"  ~ I I~--q ~ s ~ ~  I 
t~"11 ~/~,  N~,',~a~, '1 1..~hvT~,q~ s/~-vau~lu~.l  I ,~,~, lSaZ~a~  ~,  I I~,~rl zm,rrr ;vmhm~,v~ I 
~I,I ~-~.  / I I..~o~A~YO~ /~LF.AV~A~'.I I .~ I~/T . :Z  PAY/.. I 
;~,~ ~ 6OTTA CA/./. " / ~ ~T~l~r~ / 
of ~othes. I~tever s~arried beceuso there always eemed to nt the hands of that monster, the undertaker was ~dckened 
be "a member of my family wh~ needed money for nt the condition of her hruised and battersd body. 
something, and I never said no to any of them. ,Wife-beaters sometimes kill. I hope you will c ~  yore/ 
Your column was exactly what I needed. Now, life for ndwco, Abby 
me will begin at 60..Thanks for listening. , ' " HEARTSICK AUNT IN CALIP. 
., NEW MAN IN ~a~cm, roD., 
DEAR NEV~:MAN: What n coinddencel Today I 
Thank received a lovely poem from au 84.year-old gentleman who DEAR'AUNT: . you fur protsutbql my msswu. 
expressed my sentiments perfe~ly--unly more eloquently, vYsu' are right. My "64De 'era another ~mmz" pldisdQg~ 
And here it is: ~ should not have been sppHed to s matter as po4zntiaD~. 
"COME LET US LIVE TODAY dangerous m wife-beating. I should have e m ~  
. Bright ribboos she packed away, recommended that wife No. I yarn  wife No. 2. , l~o~t~II~ 
Pretty things, high upon a shelf; stand "corrected. 
She guarded all the brightneso , i 
And even robbed herself.  
DEAR ABBY: In regard to LADY PREACHER IN 
IOWA, she needs to rend First Corinthkns, Chapter 14 
(King James version}: 
• ©1978 K/~ Fu~ur~ Synd/cm. Inc. 
drop era  hat, rulndrop or snowflake, She went on to 
describe her daily rou~e of household chores, taking care 
of five children, running errands and helping her in-laws. 
rd  like to say th~ to her and to other wives in the same 
boat:  
DEAR TOO TIRED: " . . 
I had the same complaints some years back. I had four 
kids, and worked full time outside my home, and I still 
managed to' attend the,kids' baseball games, dancing 
lessons, otc. I was also imoped at 9 p.m. 
Then my husband started ~'~orking lats"-evon on 
weekendsi I found out that while I was either '°~o husy" or 
"too tired," he had found ldmselt a gir~lend. She had her 
own business, and she'd just lock tho place up and hang a 
CLOSED sign on the door just to be with him. Should a 
Wife do less than that? 
Hire some help for your children and teach them to do 
for themselves. Take a nap ff you,re flrud, and learn to lnt 
some things go, but NEVER let your husband go. If you're 
alive in bed, he won't notice what's ~m~r ill ~ , 
Carefully she hoarddd 64ftq- 
' Refused'to eat her daily bread, 
Saved. pennies for a rainy day 
And left llfe's smell unread. Paul says, '%et your women keep silence in the 
on your inventiveness and of Ensisnd (Duke of Edin. • churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak; bht 
Skills. burgh). ' WON HIM BACK All the~e things she guarded they are commanded to be under obedience, as also asith 
©In  I~  ve,t~-~ synd~m. ~.  , , ' Mlsorly, day. by .day, the law." ' , 
. . . .  L 
DEAR WON: You make it sound so easy, hut winning is And one dull morning in her mirror ' The 35th verso goes on to say, "And it.they wm learn 
the name of the pme,  b l 'won't  argue with success. Found her  halr "~lad turned, to 8ray." . • any thing, let them ask their husbands at home: for i t  is a 
:° JAMES NElL NORTHE shame for women to ~speak in the church." 
DEAR ABBY: You had a letter from a loving husband ' ,tr OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. I am a fan of yours, Abby, and hope_ that even _0zmgh 
whose only complaint was a wife of 32 years who had a ' " ' you are all for women s rights, you will be fair and Izrint DEAR ABBY: Please reconsider your answer to this an~. ,a -  S ;=~ me 
habit of saving everything for a rainy day. He said he had DEBATING, who asked if she should tell the woman her 23 J"~'AR~)~-LD PI~I~ACHER KINGSPORT TENN. 
bought her some beautiful night~owus, but she never wore ox-husbmd was about o marry that he had benton bar up. " ' ' 
any of theme(Some were st~l in their oH~zal boxes after (You said, "On the chance that she'll bring out the bast in :.  
20 yearsl) " ~ him while you brought out the beast in him, keep mum." __  
n as m rind onl thr DEAR PREACHER Altho the ha w You wisely reminded us, "Enjoy today-for it's later My sweet you g niece w ar y ee months . . . .  : u lh  , lW t~ l  ~! 
than you think." - " No on.e would have believed that the man she married waii temp.  s uncunge.a, over ~ years even 8=iptm line 
. Thank you for that tim.ely reminder, Abby. Tomorrow capable o f  such violence ds he later evidenced, If' only useR. m~erprecea m a variety of maya, It Is so 
r~, ,o~uuv,  u,,,, ~^ TAvAr h a'~ a'solutlon for~TOO l~Ibeg0, and lhave put offtreaflngmysofftothingeHke m on woul h conmaered a "shame" fo~ wemm to u~ . . . . . . .  : ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . vacatlontrips;al Jrandnewcur, or even a really sood suit so e e d ave warnedthut  earle, unsus ctin . . speak ~ mum), 
TIRED, whoso husband woe ready to jump into bed.at he . . . .  . girl, she might be alive today. She su?~red such a ~at in~ courcnce temples and 'ayuqopu.  ' , , 
~, .. ( 
.I 
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Some doctors "r epeat edly negligent" 
SANTA MONICA, Calif. 
(AP) - -  Many more patients 
are injured by negligent 
doctors than ever file 
medical malpracUce dalms, 
despite complaints bx 
physicians that such daims 
are excessive, says a study 
released today, 
TheRand Corp, report also 
says "a dear subgroup of 
physicians" Is repeatedly 
careless and qccounts for the 
bulk ef claims, 
"At most only one out of 
every six or seven incidents 
can be expected toresult in a 
claim." 
The study was co-written 
by Dr. William Schwartz, a
Tufts University professor of 
medicine, Itwas published in 
the New England Join'hal of 
Medicine. 
The study said that despite 
occasional million-dollax 
settlements, the average 
malpractice award during 
1974 did not even cover the 
patient's losses in medical 
expanses and lost earnings. 
It also challenged the 
argument " that  'good' 
physicians are sued as often 
as the 'bed,'" 
The report said a four.year 
study of 8,~ Los Angeles- 
area doctors showed that 
fewer than one per cent of 
them "accounted for 10 per 
cent of all daims and 30 per 
esat of all paymmts made 
by the (malpractice) in- 
surance plan." 
OFTEN NEGLIGENT 
"There seems to be a clear 
subgroup of physicians who 
are repeatedly negligent." 
Dr. Schwartz said in an 
interview from Boston.. "A 
vet9 small pereantago f 
doctors were responsible for 
a disproportionate number 
claims." 
The study said the strength 
of malpractice suits as a 
detezrent o negligeace is 
diluted 'by the existing 
system of malpractice in- 
surance, under which the 
cost of malpractice 
judgments i spread ameag 
all doctors through higher 
premiums. 
The study proposes 
changing the system so only 
those doctors found to be 
negligent would pay for 
theirunegligenee with higher 
pcemiums. 
Collaborating with Sch- practice--was lawyer and 
wartz on the report-- economist Neff Komesar, a 
Doctors, Damages and professor of law at the 
Deterrence: An Economic University of Wisconsin. 
View of. Medical Mal- 
~:.:.:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:.:.:.:.z~::::~.:;:.~:~.::.:;:~.:i~.;.:i:i:;.:i:i..i.i~i::.;i:i:; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
According to our 
customers, it's the r 
best deal in town. 
Test d i~ a Honda today at 
~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Xwy. 16West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11.8 
- - -  635-6571 or 635-4325 
Z- ] [O~TD.~ Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA COLORS 
In t--I,-" and Exterior Painting Contractor Airless 
Spray Equipment _. 
(We spray the Job'and not]he He|ghhorhood) 
Expert refinishing oldstyle furniture, cabinets and 
maker of "hurl clocks". 
All work guaranteed. 
Phone between 8 to 10 a.m. or '6 to 8 p.m. 
638-1835 
, ' TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OANAVENTURE mmm 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (ohain saws) . 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8.~; 
4946 Greig ~[~,r~o~;[ 635-5929 
~ ; , , .  ~ - ~ e P ~ e ~ m  
3092 HWY. 16 EAST, 
TERRACE. B.C. 
VBG 3N5 
GLENN CARSON 
WALLY LEFEBVRE 
PHONE (604) 635.3863 
30 Ton Truck -Hydraulic Cranes. 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB Hi ESH-624.6283 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA-CRANE 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,.. 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon..  Sat. 8.6 
@@r. IAt"1 4946 Greig Avenue 
O~lfdl"  I=1~11 Phone 63S-7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION'  
• • MOULDED cOrJNTERTOPS • 
K: y °° 
BRAD REESE ~,am- 
AREA MANAGER " K ABINETS 
~Ga • ~TH AVENUE BiB 
PR INCE GEpRGE.  B .C .  V2L ,  3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD, 
BUS.  564 .1408 
! RES." 562 .2231 FREE ESTIMATES 
~ .... Dave 
Brousseau, 
' " :  Oentraoting 
Rerooflng Specialist 
• Call evenings 635-4600 
FRE E ESTIMATES 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
) 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR 
SERVICES LT.D, ~o.,~o.,.o SERVICES 
TERRACE 638 1555 .24HOURSERVICE  , 
. 4603;D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
I 
• SUZUKI  Motorcycles.._ and Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
accessories stock NOW! 
'" SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT ' 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
4~q~'e  Warrenty'Depot for 
.. ~ ~ 5 " ~  I ~ l  , . -~- -  Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Terrace Equipment Sales L td . __~ Sylvania MON.- SAT. O a.m. - 5 p.m. , 
4439 Lakelse 635.6384 
SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE! Dealer No, 01249A 
¢0l~11ec~ol4 ul~ 
Read~-N~x 635-3936 
CONCRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
i)USTOM OONGRETE PRED. 
Sand, 6.ravel, Drain neck 
4908 Graham 635-4543 
I I 
I 
H&H TRUCKING 
SAND 
GRAVEL 
TOPSOIL 
636-6767 or 638-1849 
Gall us at 635-6357 9 to 6 
/ 
IiARDWARE STORES 
GOROOH 
AND 
ANDERSON 
 UIO / T.V, 
All listings subject to ehan " out noliee, 
illillilllliillillillllillllilllltl~ ~ i l l l l  i l l l l i l l l l l i l l a i l  
Saturday, June I 0 
;45 
t ;45 
~ I~;*  "-'¸ 
KING 
(NBC) 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Space 
The Two 
:~Ronn les  I 
TO be % 
Announced 
John Beck 
.Ed Begley 
rEdd Byrnes 
Pernell Roberts 
News 
News 
Animal 
World 
,Kingdom ~ m Gong i Bionic ' .  I Woman 
| Blonlc 
I Woman 
I :oo Is~t. N'gh~ 
9 !~ otMavles 
Sharon: Portrait v ; ,5  ere in Mlstress Trlsh Van Devere 
Cont. 
i V :45 Com. 
1 1 : , ~  Saturday , Night Live 
£ £  :~ Steve Martin 
Dan and Martin 
Cont.Aykr°yd 
[Cont. . • 
• Sunday, June 11 
LPGa . . . .  
Champ1 
c,c I Talent 
Festival 
Cont. 
~ . o r  
CBC 
Talent 
Festival 
I The National Prlvlnclal 
Afflrs 
- " - ' - - " ' - '3  Night 
Final 
Late 
Show 
Music to 
ionships 
:00 Go Ask 
!~ Alice 
William Shatner 
~11. ;~  Ruth Roman 
~ imm~u~nnmnm 
i]~ 5 Sportswofld 
' Sportsworld 
Sportsworld 
: Sportsworld 
Cont. 
" Great Amer. 
Game 
1S Press 
News 
News __ . ___ -  ~ . - - - - - .  
New 
How 
: Come? 
n lne~mammmlmi i  ~ l ~ = m = m ~ q l =  
i~  World of , 
Disney 
World of 
Disney --.----... 
R :00. Fire • :16 , 
:'30 ; 'Fire 
:45 Fire 
U :15 .| F i re  
'~'~'1:30 J Flood ... 
• V :45 I Flood " 
4 ~ :o0 Floc<l 
i I l . . is Flood 
/ i • :3o Flood 
i i l  V :45 Flood 
4 4 .00 News 
l l :15 News 
i i 130 .Five Star 
, IBI dlB :45 Movie - , . - - .  
I l l  A :oo Murder, Inc, 
i -~  :1~ Peter Folk 
i h r :30 Cont. 
elb i i i  :45 Cont. 
BClrV 
(CTY) 
News 
Hour 
,(;how 
Biz 
• Bionic 
Wiman 
Bionic 
Woman 
Avengers 
New 
i Avengers 
-Acad-=-..~. ,=is=- -= 
Performance 
M~wman's 
i.aw 
! George Peppard 
Gordon .Plment 
i Abe Vlgoda 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Previn & 
Pittsuburgh 
Previn & 
Pittsburgh 
French 
Chef 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
, Movie 
Passport to 
Pimllco 
I Margaret 
Hermime Bad. 
.deley ' 
Stanley Holloway. 
Genevieve 
Genevieve 
Genevieve 
Genevieve 
Genevieve 
News 
Hews Hour 
Final 
~ ~lmmmnmi lmnm 
Late Show 
It He Hollers, 
Let Him Go 
Dana Wynter 
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